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PROLOGUE

Theologians
The crowd that overflowed the 304 seats in Devlin Hall's

basement auditorium on the evening of September 30

caught me by surprise. Yes, the topic was the Catholic

Church, and discourses on some aspects of that topic have

in recent months drawn the attention of multitudes. But this

evening's aspect was not, on the face of it, prime-time

friendly; rather, a panel of three BC theologians and a canon

lawyer from Catholic University was going to attempt liftoff

under the lumbering title "Laity and the Governance of the

Church: Legitimate Expectations," with the advertised goal

of examining their topic through long, cool lenses that fo-

cused on the first millennium, the 19th century, canon law,

and Vatican II. As to the celebrity of the panelists, the best

that can be said is that they are known to readers of Theo-

logical Studies and that of the dozen or so of their books that

can be found on library shelves, The Legacy of the Tubingen

School is a representative title. And yet by 6:55 p.m., the seats

were filled, as were supplemental folding chairs, as were the

aisles from top to bottom, as was the walkway at the back of

the auditorium where standees crowded in like gate-crashers

behind Section 16 at Fenway. And there was a second audi-

ence in the front hall, listening through open doors, and

when some of the auditorium crowd left during an inter-

mission, the hallway audience flowed in and took every

space. One stout fortyish fellow in a polo shirt and chinos,

with a custodian's ring of keys dangling from his belt, could

apparently find no place except the floor immediately before

the podium, where he lay down to listen like one of those

characters you see in devotional pictures ofJesus preaching

to blue-collar Jewish throngs in the dusty hills.

This was also an intent crew, full of note-takers and nod-

ders. BC had two video cameras going, and I spotted three

others in the audience. It was also one of those crowds that

hums when it hears something that resonates. There were

BC students in the assemblage, but at least two-thirds were

people in the costumes of work, who had come from the law

office, the brokerage, the classroom, the social service

agency, the kitchen. I was struck to see an old woman sitting

on the stairs in an aisle, and a young woman in late preg-

nancy in one of the folding chairs who shifted her weight

every minute or two. Both stayed for the full two hours.

The panel served up a rather rich meal: Cardinal New-
man, the 1 5th canon of Nicea, the Life of St. Polycarp, and

Lumen Gentium were among scores of hardcore citations. It

wasn't all protein, though. Fr. Michael Himes (he spoke

about laity in the 19th century) earned the biggest laugh

when he remarked on something said by the previous speak-

er, Michael Buckley, SJ (first millennium). Buckley had cited

a joke by the fourth-century pagan historian Ammianus
Marcellinus, and Himes followed with "This is a historic

gathering, the first time in 16 centuries that Marcellinus got

a laugh." It was a funny remark, but the core tension it det-

onated had to do with Himes's tease "this is a historic gath-

ering." Not 16 centuries, certainly—but how long had it

been since 350 pew Catholics jammed a room on an evening

after work to hear four theologians read from foot-noted

papers?

"THE HIERARCHY is afraid of the laity," a devout

Catholic friend recently instructed me, a non-Catholic. And
he added with a shrug, "It's always been that way." Whether
the origin is fear or anything else, tension between bishops

and laity is the molten center of "the crisis in the Church."

The 350 auditors in Devlin 008 (and the thousands of oth-

ers who have flocked to BC's Church in the 21st Century

lectures and symposia) surely did not come seeking theolog-

ical insight into criminal priests. Nor, I suspect, were they

pursuing canonical understandings of how bishops came to

judge that it was a greater good to endanger children than

the reputation of the priesthood, diocese, or Church. From
a Christian perspective, Genesis 3 explains all of it very well

without aid of a lecture series.

What torques the faithful, rather, at least as I have seen

things from my front row seat, is a desperate need to know
and establish the conditions under which they will trust

their bishops again, and in aid of this they'll seek out in-

sights from the ecclesiologies of the first millennium, 19th

century, canon law, Vatican II, and anything else that BC
and other Catholic think-tanks can offer up.

Recently, TV news carried the video of a deposition that

took place in August in which a bishop admitted that he had

placed a priest in a parish knowing that the man endorsed

"sex" between men and boys. Asked by a plaintiff's lawyer if

he regretted his decision, the bishop replied thusly: "I think

I would have done much better had I not made the appoint-

ment." And I found myself wondering: what if in response

to the question the bishop had just bowed his gray head,

covered his face with his hands, and wept? It wouldn't be

theology, certainly; but how would it have affected the

mood and discourse a month later in Devlin 008?

Our special sections relating to "the crisis in the Church"

begin on pages 26 and 54.

Ben Birnbaum
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DOOLEY DEFENDED
Having been stationed in Da

Nang as a U. S. Air Force

doctor in 1964—65, 1 was espe-

cially interested in the article

by Professor Seth Jacobs on

Dr. Tom Dooley ("Fighting

Words," Summer 2002).

Dooley 's work was an

inspiration to many, and

although he was not a saint,

his story deserves to be re-

membered with respect. He
was one of a number of med-

ical missionaries operating

in Southeast Asia at the time,

and the heroic story of the

others remains unknown to

most of the world. I had the

pleasure of working and visit-

ing with some of these mis-

sionaries, and, in my opinion,

they represented the best

in mankind and Christianity.

HENRY E. FOURCADE, M.D.

Alamo, California

"Fighting Words" was a sur-

prising addition to what has

been for me, up until now,

a superb publication. Seth

Jacobs does a pretty fair job of

character assassination on Dr.

Dooley—not the kind of thing

a publication like BCM should

do. After all, we have those

grimy magazines at the super-

market checkouts that do that

sort of thing quite nicely. Why
does Jacobs tear into a man

dead now these many years?

VlTOTAMBOLI'56

St. Louis, Missouri

Does Seth Jacobs think the

North Vietnamese incapable

of the atrocities ascribed

to them by Dooley? Does he

discount the memories of

Americans incarcerated in the

"Hanoi Hilton"? He suggests

that analysis of the war has

"another, hitherto unexplored

dimension: religion." Does he

think that all the refugees

fleeing North Vietnam were

Catholic? Everyone he quotes

shares his prejudices. What

is the point of slandering

a man like Thomas Dooley?

MARVIN J. LAHOOD '54

Buffalo, New York

Professor Jacobs neglects

to mention anywhere in his

article James T Fisher's criti-

cally acclaimed book, Dr.

America: The Lives of Thomas

A. Dooley 1927-61—a surpris-

ing omission in an article

on the Navy doctor.

Moreover, Jacobs's asser-

tion that religion is a "vital,

hitherto unexplored dimen-

sion" of the Vietnam War
is, to put it charitably, untrue.

Studies of the religious

antiwar movement abound,

including Mitchell Hall's

book on Clergy and Laity

Concerned About Vietnam

(CALCAV), Charles Meconis's

investigation into the anti-

war Catholic Left, and my
own Lift Up Your Voice Like a

Trumpet: White Clergy and

the Civil Rights and Antiwar

Movements, 1954-73, which

was originally written as

a doctoral dissertation in the

very department in which

Professor Jacobs now teaches.

MICHAEL B. FRIEDLAND, PH.D. '93

Kent, Washington

It was a corollary in the 1960s

that the closer nations were

to North Vietnam geographi-

cally, the more the latter was

feared and detested. The re-

verse was also true: The more

removed from the scene,

the more heroic North

Vietnam seemed to the Left.

SEATO (Southeast Asia

Treaty Organization) does not

appear anywhere in Seth

Jacobs's article. That agree-

ment stated that if one

signatory were attacked, all

would defend.

Extensively quoting

Nicholas von Hoffman, of all

people, reveals more about

Jacobs's agenda than anything

else in his article. Avoiding

the obvious, the Left will

grasp at anything as the main

causes of the war, even race or

gender. So what else is new?

MARTIN E TULLY

High Falls, New York

Professor Jacobs replies: I never

intended my comments about

Dooley to apply to all medical

missionaries. As for the charge

of character assassination:

Leaving facts out because they

don't fit a heroic image is writ-

ing fiction, not history. Yes,

many of the "refugees fleeing

North Vietnam" were not

Catholic, but over 90 percent

of the "Passage to Freedom"

refugees were. When I called

religion an "unexplored di-

mension" of the war, I was re-

ferring to religion's role in

drawing the United States into

Vietnam, not the subsequent

efforts of religious figures to

get the United States out; I'd

like to think that a Boston

College Ph.D. could grasp the

distinction. I do agree with Dr.

Friedland aboutJames Fisher's

book, which is why I regularly

assign it for my classes. Finally,

South Vietnam was not a sig-

natory to SEATO; it was, in

fact, prohibited from joining by

the Geneva Accords.

SWEENEY RECALLED
Regarding the excellent

tributes by Brian Doyle and

Fr. Joseph Appleyard, SJ,

to the late Francis Sweeney,
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SJ, in Summer 2002 ("Writer's

Guide" and "Voice Lessons,"

respectively): I was Fr.

Sweeney's assistant for the

Humanities Series during my

senior year and found the

man to be one of the kindest,

most charitable people I

have ever had the pleasure

to encounter. He was not only

a benevolent supervisor, but

also a truly remarkable indi-

vidual, one who led a storied

life, yet who always conducted

himself with humility and

grace. In the seven months

I worked for him—and I use

the word "work" loosely as

I never viewed it as a chore

—

I learned not only about the

amazing history of the

Humanities Series but, more

importantly, from Fr. Sweeney

I learned, by example, what

it means to treat others with

respect and dignity.

ROBERT G. DRAPEAU '93

Canton, Massachusetts

One of the things you learned

in Francis Sweeney's class

"Writing the Essay and the

Article," was that plumbers

made more money than writ-

ers. I always appreciated the

fact that he did not romanti-

cize the difficulties of trying to

make a living as a writer.

Through Francis, you

learned that writing was

rewriting and that to become

a good writer you had to be

a reader. And you'd better

have a sense of humor, as

demonstrated by the follow-

ing story he told in class:

When [the novelist] George

Higgins's daughter was asked

at school what her father

did for a living, she replied,

"My daddy types."

GENE ROMAN '82

New York, New York

Several months ago, Fr.

Sweeney telephoned me.

Among other conversation we

shared, he remarked, "I am

not long of this world."

Fr. Sweeney was and con-

tinues to be a great gift.

Never having been a student

of his, I serendipitously be-

came his friend because he

had a great talent for reaching

out beyond his immediate

and ready-made circles. We
shared a friendship of humor

and deep spirituality. One way

he encouraged my faith was

by considering some of

the most ordinary points

of life. And when the first of

my three children was born,

Fr. Sweeney sent a letter

of congratulations. In the

letter he said, "I'd like to

extend a warm welcome to the

new manager of your house-

hold." At the time, I thought,

"What a weird thing to say . . .

but I'm sure I'll learn over the

years just what he means."

Truly I have.

GINA LAIDLAW BERGER '80

Princeton, New Jersey

BCM welcomes letters from readers.

Letters may be edited for length

and clarity, and must be signed to

be published. Our fax number is

(617) 552-2441; our e-mail address

is bcm@bc.edu.

WORD PLAY
A poetry contest sponsored by BCM
Boston College Magazine is pleased to present its second annu-

al writing contest for members of the BC community: alumni,

students, faculty, and staff. The premise for the contest comes

from an assignment given by English professor Suzanne

Matson as an icebreaker on the first day of class in her "Intro to

Creative Writing." Matson asks her students to propose 13 ran-

dom words, which are printed on the classroom board. "The

rule," she says, "is to use as many of the words as possible in

a poem, writing in a limited amount of time (about 20 min-

utes). Of these 13 words, I ask them to make use of at least 10."

For the BCM contest, the editors have decided to forgo the

time limit, but to require, like Matson, 10 of the 13 words pro-

posed by her students last fall. (The words may be used in any

order and may be supplemented with any additional words,

phrases, or concepts that seem helpful.) The selections are:

VISCERAL • NEVER • MAMMOTH • PASSION • GIDDY • MUSIC

ALMIGHTY • FURIOUS • RIDICULOUS • VIBRANT • UNCANNY
NEFARIOUS • STRIKE

The winning entry will be published in the Summer 2002 issue

of BCM, and the author will receive an award of $250. Other

entries may also be selected for publication, and appropriate

awards will be made in those instances.

Entries must be received by March i, 2003. The winner will be

notified by April 2. Please include a daytime phone number.

Entries will not be returned.

SEND SUBMISSIONS
By e-mail to: bcm@bc.edu

By fax to: 617-552-2441

By mail to: POETRY CONTEST
Boston College Magazine

Lawrence House

122 College Road

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
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LINDEN LANE

full house—Conte Forum on September 18

First night
4,000 ATTEND LAUNCH OF BCS

CHURCH IN THE 21ST CENTURY PROJECT

A palpable air of expectation filled Conte Forum on the evening of

September 18. As the crowd streamed in and spilled far up the

stands, greetings were exchanged across rows, hands waved to

friends spotted in more distant sections. "From Crisis to Renewal:

The Task Ahead" marked the inaugural event of the Church in the

2 1st Century project, Boston College's two-year academic grappling

with the implications of the recent clergy sexual abuse scandals and

exploration of the contemporary Church. A majority of the audi-

ence—estimated at 4,000—seemed to be middle-aged and older,
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though students and young

adults collected in small pock-

ets. If fashion can be trusted,

there was a diverse mix of

liberals (men with shaved

heads, women in Birkenstocks)

and old-school Catholics

(the men in blazers, the

women in seasonal two-piece

suits). There were local busi-

ness and media chieftains,

faculty and students, suburban

parishioners, prominent

Protestants, scholars from

local colleges, nuns and

priests. Heads turned as minor

celebrities entered the arena.

One almost expected the

concession stands to be open.

The upbeat tenor of the

crowd conveyed a confidence

that thoughtful and honest

Catholic scholars and lay-

people could wrest the Church

they love back from the

precipices of revolt and ne-

glect. But if the pain of the

recent scandals was buffered

by hope, it was still a presence

in the room. When University

President William P. Leahy,

SJ, during his welcoming

remarks, solemnly intoned,

"Trust must be restored and

accountability ensured," when

Jack Connors, Jr. '63, the

BC trustee and advertising-

executive, said that the leaders

of the Archdiocese of Boston

had become "leaders in title

only," when BC theologian

Roberto S. Goizueta lamented

that "clerical and episcopal

abuse has desecrated the

Body of Christ," Conte Forum

seemed to silence briefly

before bursting into long and

sustained applause. People

were angry, and they were un-

afraid to show it.

If hope won out by

evening's end, it was because

speaker after speaker urged

those in the arena, and alumni

taking part by broadcast across

the nation, to seize the op-

portunity within the crisis to

renew and revitalize the

Church. That won't be easy,

Fr. Leahy said, but he gave

comfort that it was possible.

"As we strive to heal and to

think and act anew," he said,

"we must recall that God does

not leave us orphans, and

that the Spirit is moving

among us always."

The Church in the 2 1st

Century project will examine

three main themes, said

Leahy: "The roles and rela-

tionships of lay men and

women, priests and bishops,

and how to enhance them;

sexuality in Catholic teaching

and in contemporary culture;

and the challenge of living,

deepening, and handing on the

Catholic faith to succeeding

generations." The project will

serve as a resource for the

Catholic Church in coming to

terms with issues that have

arisen during the scandal over

clergy abuse and the hierar-

chy's response to it. Project

activities will include public

conferences, seminars, and lec-

tures, which will be augmented

by publications, reading lists,

and other aids.

The program, said Leahy,

is for BC students, staff, facul-

ty, and alumni, as well as for

"the Catholic community of

Boston and beyond, and for all

people, Catholic and non-

Catholic, who are concerned

about the present crisis in the

Catholic Church."

THE OPENING event

was notable for its big-tent

approach, addressing all

Catholics on all manner of

issues raised by the scandals.

But it was not just another

high-caliber academic assem-

bly, a key fact underscored by

the opening prayer ofJoseph

A. Appleyard, SJ, BC's vice

president for University mis-

sion and ministry. Fr. Apple-

yard reminded the audience

that praying together for

a moment could not just be

a hasty or formal prelude to

an evening of heady thoughts

and polemics. Indeed, the

entire two-year program of the

Church in the 21st Century

will fail, he said, if it is not ulti-

mately "an act of prayer, an act

of faith, and an act of hope."

But soon Kenneth L.

Woodward, a contributing

editor at Newsweek and the

magazine's longtime religion

writer, as well as the author

of seven books, took the podi-

um. Woodward seemed to

take delight in casting out as

many heady thoughts and

polemical points as possible,

on subjects from civil union

for homosexuals to transparent

confessionals. Woodward

discussed the inevitability of

a greater push to end celibacy

and ordain women arising

from the recent scandals, al-

though he said that he did not

see either outcome as desir-

able. (Digressing on the topic

of all-male bastions, he added,

"Come to think of it, we'll

probably have ordained women
sooner than we will have fe-

male ushers," to laughter from

the audience.) He corrected

critics who complain that

laypeople have no role in the

Church. He noted that the

numbers of lay ministries and

lay Church workers now dwarf

the number of clerics; but

he said that laypeople, while

having much to do, "have

no real voice." He also said

that while he was appalled

by the bishops' response to

clergy abuse, he disagreed with

those who call this the most

serious crisis in the Church

since the Reformation.

Woodward was emphatic

and well-received by the audi-

ence on one of his main

points: that diocesan manage-

ment should be in the hands

of competent professional

laypeople in order to free

priests to be spiritual shep-

herds. "I'd rather a bishop

with a knack for holiness than

a head for business," he said.

Lisa Sowle Cahill, a BC
professor of theology and the

first respondent, faulted

Woodward for being compla-

cent in accepting the Church's

"grand, phallic pyramid"

power structure and its divi-

sions of labor by gender.

She spoke to the mutable un-

derstanding of sexuality in

Catholicism, noting changes in

Church teachings on divorce

and the place of procreation

in marriage, going back to

St. Paul. Goizueta, a theology

professor who specializes in

the Latino Church, struck

a poignant note as he reflected

on the "inviolable dignity"

of children, "not just our chil-

dren but all children." The

crisis of clerical sexual abuse,

he said "pierces to the very

heart of the Body of Christ."

BUT IT WAS Connors,

the marketing executive and

self-described "local boy," who

galvanized the crowd with

his simple, plainspoken, and

powerful condemnation of the

laissez-faire attitude that some

bishops have taken toward

the abuse crisis. Turning his

IK is
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David LaMattina '03

PREMIERE

Dying to Save His Generation:

Nkosi's Legacy, a documentary film

directed by David LaMattina '03,

premiered at Cambridge's Brattle

Theater on September 29. The title

refers to Nkosi Johnson, a South

African AIDS activist who died of

the disease in 2001 at age 12. Dur-

ing spring break 2001, LaMattina

followed the stories of three

women and their children living at

Nkosi's Haven, a home established

in Johnson's memory near Johan-

nesburg for mothers with AIDS.

The Jacques Salmanowitz Program

for Moral Courage in Film, which is

based in BC's Fine Arts depart-

ment, provided funding.

RANK AND FILE

Boston College placed well in sev-

eral national education rankings

this fall. Kaplan/Newsweek named

BC one of its "12 Hottest Schools,"

based on recent improvements in

selectivity, and U. S. News ef World

Report rated BC 40th among na-

tional universities. BC also re-

turned to U.S. News's Best Value

list, placing 47th. The Carroll

School of Management entered

the Wall StreetJournal's Top 50 list

for the first time, placing 48th.

Additionally, U.S. News ranked

CSOM's undergraduate program

31st in the nation, and its under-

graduate finance department 13th.

status as a businessman to his

advantage, he said to applause

that one did not need to be a

theologian or scholar to know

right from wrong. Without

mentioning Cardinal Bernard

Law by name, he took aim

at the cardinal by calling it

wrong to "sweep [abuse allega-

tions] under the Orientals"

at the archdiocesan chancery

and wrong to treat alleged

victims of priests with silence

and intimidation.

Connors faulted the

Catholic hierarchy for trying

to retain "too much control,"

and he offered Boston Col-

lege's evolution into a largely

lay-administered university

that nevertheless remains

Catholic in identity and mis-

sion as an example for the

broader Church. His simple

message, "the Church must

change," resonated deeply

with the audience, and the

crowd repeatedly interrupted

his remarks with applause.

Indeed, regular gusts of

applause, more than 50 in all,

rolled through Conte Forum

during the event, applause

that mostly signaled hearty

agreement with a speaker's

point but that at times seemed

to indicate gratitude and re-

lief at hearing someone speak

truth to power.

Martha Gill of Westwood,

whose daughter Lisa graduat-

ed from Boston College in

June 2001, and who describes

herself as an "old-school

Catholic," said she came to

Conte Forum with many

questions. They were not all

answered, but she said the

openness encouraged her. "It

was very encompassing, with

no holds barred, which I think

is good," said Gill.

Another audience member,

Alice Campanella '59, of

Wellesley, agreed. "Some peo-

ple were asking why Boston

College would host such a

thing. My feeling is, how

could they not host it? There

were things said tonight

that were exactly what we

needed to hear."

Recognizing that feedback

was essential, the evening's

organizers, Robert Newton,

special assistant to the presi-

dent, and Mary Ann Hinsdale,

IHM, director of BC's Insti-

tute of Religious Education

and Pastoral Ministry, had

arranged for cards to be dis-

tributed on which audience

members could write ques-

tions. As moderator, Hinsdale

read a handful aloud. A Boston

College undergraduate asked

how the Church could im-

prove the ways young

Catholics are educated. Wood-

ward responded that he be-

lieved the Church could do

more to make people "earn"

their identity as Catholics,

confirming people at a later

age, requiring service to the

aged or the poor. "We're

running walk-in, drive-in con-

gregations, and while lazy

people like me like it, we're

going to have to be much

more demanding" in order to

build up a firmer Catholic

membership, he said.

A parishioner from a

local church wanted to know

what lay Catholics can do,

beyond meeting, talking, and

offering critiques, to push

for change. "The laity controls

the oxygen for most of the

activities of the Church—your

money, our money," replied

Connors, to applause. While

ceasing financial support

of the archdiocese made him

uneasy, Connors said he be-

lieved that "redirecting that

support to your parish, to your

hospital, to your parochial

school, to your social service"

means sending it to "where it's

going to do the most good.

For the moment, that may be

at the local level."

A priest asked how the

growing numbers of Catholics

in America will participate

in the celebration of the

Eucharist if married men and

women are not ordained.

Cahill replied that more lay-

people, including religiously

vowed women, are already

assuming responsibility in the

liturgical and spiritual lives

of parishes. Catholics must

not assume that the sacramen-

tal future will look like the

sacramental present, she said.

"The important thing is

to begin to act to change in

cooperation with many of

the wonderful pastors and

leaders that we have, with the

pastoral associates and minis-

ters. . . . The chance is ours,

the time is here, and the

power is to be taken."

Hinsdale expressed grati-

tude for the audience's ques-

tions and said all would be

read carefully and all views

given consideration as new

events and programs are added

to the Church in the 2 1 st

Century project.

Richard J. Higgins

Richard J. Higgins is a freelance

writer based in the Boston area.

His interview with David

Hollenbach, SJ, "A Public Affair,"

appeared in the Summer 2002

issue o/BCM. An edited transcript

of the participants' remarks at the

event on September 18 begins on

page 26. Thefill event is available

in video and audio form on the

Web at www.bc.edu/church21

.
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SOUND SYSTEM
The rebirth of a symphony orchestra

It's an unusually hot, early

September night, the first

evening of rehearsal in the BC
Symphony Orchestra's fall

schedule, and the mugginess

is giving the strings a fit as

they try to tune their instru-

ments. The 20 or so returning

musicians haven't seen one

another for months. Gradua-

tion depleted their corps by

eight or nine players. But they

arrange themselves, as if by

instinct, into an orchestra

—

strings in front, woodwinds

and horns behind.

The conductor, John

Finney, is a trim, energetic

man, with bright, kind eyes.

"Welcome back," he says.

"We're going to read through

the first, third, and fourth

movements." Without another

word, he raises his arms, counts

out a beat
—

"and a one . .

."

—

and the familiar "da da da dum"

of Beethoven's Symphony

No. 5 fills Lyons 423.

The sound is tentative. A
sour note rings out, a few cues

are missed. Someone mutters

an apology. Finney stops here

and there to retrace a section

but keeps things moving

briskly, offering encourage-

ment. "Such a nice sound to

have you all in the same regis-

ter there, cellos and violas,"

he says after a correction. By

the end of the one-and-a-half-

hour session, the group is be-

ginning to pull together. "It

sounds great already. I'm very

excited about it. Good, good

Finney at a Lyons Hall rehearsal: "A lot of people didn't even know we had an orchestra."

reading," he tells the students.

But what the orchestra

has accomplished in one night

is nothing compared to what

happens in the same room

two weeks later. By then,

Finney has auditioned dozens

of prospective new players

and re-auditioned the return-

ing ones to determine each

person's place in the seating

hierarchy. The orchestra

has swelled to 49 members

—

the largest ensemble in Finney's

four years as director and

distinguished artist-in-resi-

dence at BC.

Among the acquisitions are

freshmen and a sprinkling of

upperclassmen, two new trum-

pet players, a piccolo, a third

French horn, and many more

strings. They'll all be needed

to pull off the ambitious No-

vember 1 5 concert program in

Gasson Hall featuring not

only the Beethoven, but also

Dvorak's Slavonic Dances and

Brahms's Academic Festival

Overture. The selections re-

flect Finney's belief that famil-

iar classics remain instructive

for student players while being

more apt to attract student

audiences than would a rela-

tively obscure oeuvre.

Finney begins this rehearsal

with Beethoven's fourth move-

ment. After making a few

adjustments, he lets the musi-

cians play it through, his arms

looping and arcing, sketching

directions in the air. The sheer

volume of sound created

by the additional instruments

gives the orchestra new au-

thority, but something else is

going on. The 49 players,

many of them still strangers

to one another, who a minute

before were tentatively ex-
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changing glances and intro-

ductions, find a common lan-

guage and coalesce. The result

is music that is harmonious,

lush, and, in some moments,

even breathtaking.

The chemistry was not lost

on principal cellist Sara Birn-

baum '04, who, several days

later, recalled how it felt to be

rehearsing with a nearly full

complement of musicians.

"After we played Beethoven

and Brahms we were on a

high all night. We were jump-

ing around, we were so excit-

ed by the music. There were

so many new players and they

were really good."

Finney noticed the differ-

ence too, confiding, "This is

the best the orchestra has ever

sounded this early in the year."

THE ORCHESTRA'S
emergence has been the result

of a two-pronged campaign,

originating with the music

department faculty and joined

by the current generation of

students. In 1999, eager to

expand BC's music program-

ming, department chair T
Frank Kennedy, SJ, decided

to throw more support behind

the school's small orchestra.

Finney, who had been direct-

ing the University Chorale

since 1993, was hired also to

lead the orchestra, effectively

expanding his role at BC to

full-time senior lecturer.

Finney came to the posi-

tion with a career as a critical-

ly acclaimed organist and

harpsichordist. He still per-

forms regularly and holds sev-

eral appointments outside

of BC, among them as associ-

ate conductor and chorus

master of the Handel &
Haydn Society. Richard Dyer

of the Boston Globe has called

him "one of the city's busiest

and most valuable musicians."

The music department's

Kennedy calls Finney "a true

teacher." Because most stu-

dents join the orchestra out of

a love for music or for ex-

tracurricular fun, "there's no

hold on them—not a grade,

not a major—so it takes

personality to elicit their com-

mitment and work," says

Kennedy. "That's what makes

Finney so special for us."

grammed an excellent classical

repertoire, but the downside

was that we were playing

with one-third the personnel

needed to complete parts

of the orchestra," she says.

Players from the local profes-

sional ranks had to be import-

ed for concerts.

Under Finney's direction,

rehearsals were moved to

Lyons Hall, the heart of the

small but bustling music de-

partment. Finney began bring-

ing in friends from the Boston

First violinists in the BC Symphony Orchestra include Sarah Paladino '05

(left) and Jeff Marusak '03 (foreground right).

At BC, Finney inherited

a group that had long been on

the extracurricular fringe,

rehearsing with a part-time

director in Conte Forum

and struggling to attract suffi-

cient numbers to play the

symphonic repertoire. French

horn player Shelagh Abate '97,

now a professional musician,

remembers the 1990s-era

orchestra as fun and musically

challenging, but as too small

to be much of a presence at

the school. "The director pro-

Symphony Orchestra and

other groups for occasional

mentoring sessions with

the students. He used his clout

with the hugely popular BC
Chorale to arrange shared

engagements that heightened

the orchestra's visibility. For

the past two years, the orches-

tra has played in the chorale's

Christmas concert, which

regularly draws a sell-out

crowd of some 1,500. "I want

to bring the orchestra up to

the caliber of the chorale," says

Finney. "A lot of people didn't

even know we had an orches-

tra. I thought if that many peo-

ple could hear the orchestra,

it would really help." It has

—

in fact, the group oversold all

its own concerts last year.

The students themselves

have taken on some respon-

sibility for boosting the orches-

tra's size and social cachet.

Members organized the

orchestra's first recruiting drive

this fall, pinning notices

around campus at the start of

school and stuffing freshmen

orientation packets with bright

yellow flyers promising "glory,

fame, and romance" with

orchestra membership. Several

weeks later, with 2 5 newcom-

ers joining the returning 24,

bass player Kara Robbins,

a junior who's been with the

symphony since her freshman

year, announced a get-ac-

quainted party. "We play better

when we know each other,"

Robbins says. "Our first goal

is to make the orchestra a

family, as corny as that sounds.

After that is established,

everyone will want to try hard-

er, and our reputation will

grow from there."

Trumpet player Sujit John,

a sophomore, is a recent

convert who joined the or-

chestra this fall. "The vibe

I get," he says, "is that every-

one is looking forward to mak-

ing beautiful music." Esprit

among the players is such that

some members have even

taken to calling the BC Sym-

phony Orchestra "the

dorkestra," a cheerful rejoin-

der to the "dork" label some-

times pinned on musicians.

It's the students' way of saying,

"We love classical music

and it's cool to love classical

music," Birnbaum says.
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SHELAGH ABATE grad-

uated before Finney took over

the orchestra. She has since

returned to BC with the resi-

dent Triton Brass Quintet,

which she leads, and she has sat

in with the BC orchestra occa-

sionally in recent years. "John

has a positive, magnetic person-

ality," she says. "His position

here is as an enabler. He's truly

interested in creating a good

experience for these students."

Finney's interactions with

students during fall auditions

make this clear. The hopefuls

have signed up for private, 15-

minute sessions, during which

Finney asks them to play scales,

perform a short piece they've

prepared, and sight-read. "I

don't expect them to play per-

fectly, and if they don't, I look

for how well they keep going.

It's a good sign if they don't get

flustered," he says. Praise comes

easily and is generous; criticism

comes not at all. "You play just

beautifully. I could listen to you

play all day," he tells one

prospect. (On the rare occasion

when Finney turns someone

away, it's usually because he's

filled the orchestra's quota for a

particular instrument.)

A week later, in rehearsal,

he feels compelled to ask the

horns to repeat a measure

several times. On the third try,

they finally play it right.

Finney laughs and quips, "I

kind of thought it was your

mistake, but I didn't want to

say that. I take the blame if I

possibly can." The horns—and

in fact the whole orchestra

—

laugh too. "I feel lucky some-

one with his experience is there

to help us," says bassist Rob-

bins afterwards. "He didn't

have to come to direct us. He
did it because he loves it."

Vicki Sanders

Vicki Sanders is the editor of

Boston College Law Magazine.

STUDY GROUP
Leahy announces new planning council to take BC's measure

University President William

P. Leahy, SJ, has announced

the start of a major strategic

planning effort, extending

across the University and over

several years, that will assess

Boston College's strengths and

weaknesses and "scan the envi-

ronment for opportunities."

Leahy made his announce-

ment at the annual Faculty

Convocation on September 4

in Robsham Theater. There he

told the assembled faculty and

administrators of his intention

to appoint a University plan-

ning council during the fall

semester composed of faculty,

students, staff, and administra-

tors. The council, he said,

would also tap alumni and out-

side professionals for advice.

The new planning council

follows a tradition at Boston

College that goes back to

the early 1970s. In those years,

under dire financial condi-

tions, a University-wide plan-

ning team appointed by Presi-

dent J. Donald Monan, SJ,

developed a broad and ambi-

tious academic plan and wove

it within a rigorous budget

strategy. The 1980s saw the

creation of another University

planning council, which simi-

larly produced "Goals for

the Nineties," a five-year

strategic academic plan; "Ad-

vancing the Legacy: The New
Millennium," was the work

of a University planning coun-

cil during the early 1990s.

In a sense, said Leahy, the

challenges facing the new

planning council are out-

growths of the progress fos-

tered by those earlier initiatives.

The University now success-

fully competes for top stu-

dents, he said, who "come to

BC with higher expectations"

for faculty attention, facilities,

and related services. "We are

increasingly successful in

recruitment of faculty," he

said, "but [faculty] also arrive

with greater expectations

regarding support for their

teaching and research."

The goals developed by the

planning council will influence

the next major development

campaign. "While we will

continue choosing niches and

supporting certain areas for

excellence," said Leahy, "I

think it is also important to ac-

knowledge that Boston College

has to have some level of

strength in all the programs it

offers. If that cannot be the

case, we should not offer

the program." Although the

University has lately broken its

own records in fundraising,

Leahy noted that "BC's endow-

ment and fundraising efforts

do not yet match our peers' not-

our ambitious goals."

Boston College "has always

William P. Leahy, Sj

offered a distinctive option in

higher education," said Leahy.

The charge of the University

planning council will be to

propose a plan that "makes

us the best possible institution

of higher education we can

be," one that continues to

offer "the richness of Catholic

intellectual, religious, and so-

cial justice traditions."

Anna Marie Murphy
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JOURNEY'S END
Torah scroll rescued by priest finds a home among BC's jews

Yale Richmond '43 (left) brought the Torah to BC. At right are professor and rabbi Ruth Langer (in red), Daniel Pyster '06, and Sasha Westerman '06.

In 1939 in Poland, shortly

after Nazi troops had invaded,

a Catholic priest saved a Torah

scroll from a burning syna-

gogue. The name of the priest

is not known, nor the location

of the synagogue. What is

known is that in 1960, the

priest told another Pole that

he would like to entrust the

Torah to an American Jew.

And so he was led to the U.S.

embassy in Warsaw, where

he handed the Torah in its

green velvet slipcover to Yale

Richmond '43, a career foreign

service officer who was the

embassy's cultural attache.

Richmond held the Torah

for 42 years, not quite knowing

what to do with it, until the

day recendy when he was surf-

ing the Web from his home

in Washington, D. C, and dis-

covered that his alma mater

hosted a small but vital Jewish

student group and had founded

the Center for Christian-Jewish

Learning to advance under-

standing between the two

faiths. One of the center's di-

rectors was Rabbi Ruth Langer,

also a member of BC's theology

department. "I sent [Langer]

an e-mail asking, 'Would you

like a Torah?'" he recalled.

And so on October 11,

Boston College was the site of

an ancient and traditional

"Greeting of the Torah" cere-

mony, as about 80 people

—

members of BC's Jewish

community, representatives of

its other religious communi-

ties, and guests and friends

—

gathered on a Friday afternoon

to mark the completion of the

scroll's long journey.

Held in the University's

multi-faith chapel in the 66

Commonwealth Avenue resi-

dence hall, the ceremony was

marked by the conveyance

of the Torah beneath a wedding

canopy, circle-dancing to the

music of a klezmer band (led by

fiddler and BC biology profes-

sor Daniel Kirschner), and brief

remarks by Richmond, Jewish

members of the BC communi-

ty, and Joseph Appleyard, SJ,

vice president for mission and

ministry. The ceremony con-

cluded with a ritual reading in

Hebrew—the first such use of

the Torah in 63 years—by two

BC freshmen before the scroll

was placed in its green slipcover

in a wooden wall cabinet, or

ark, that had been constructed

by BC carpenters.

Richmond, 79, a bearded

Boston native who also served

in Germany, Austria, Laos, and

the Soviet Union before retir-

ing from the foreign service,

was one of four Jews in his BC
graduating class. He explained

his gift of the scroll to the

University by saying, "Catholic

Poland sheltered its Jews for

more than 500 years, a Catholic

priest rescued the Torah from

a synagogue torched by the

Nazis in 1939 and sheltered it

for 2 1 years, and Boston Col-

lege sheltered me for four years

and awarded me the degree that
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enabled me to make a start on

a 30-year career."

The Torah, a parchment

scroll on which the first five

books of the Bible are in-

scribed in Hebrew, is necessary

for communal Jewish worship,

says Langer. The Torah is read

aloud in the synagogue in an

annual cycle of section read-

ings that restarts each fall with

Genesis, with readings taking

place at prayer services each

Monday and Thursday morn-

ing, and on the Sabbath and

festival days. The readings by

the BC students on October

1 1 were from the story of

Noah. The scroll allows the

chapel to function as a syna-

gogue on those occasions

when Jewish students gather

for prayer on the campus, says

Langer. "In many ways, a Jew-

ish community is not complete

without a Torah; the scroll is

not only essential to the com-

munity, but it even enables the

community to exist fully."

Langer called the Torah

donated by Richmond "a

marker of reconciliation, em-

bodying that priest's daring act

of resistance and the fact that

a Jewish group can have a reli-

gious life" at a Catholic uni-

versity. BC's chapter of Hillel,

the national Jewish campus

organization, estimates that

less than 1 percent of the Uni-

versity's 8,900 undergraduates

are Jewish. BC's Hillel group,

which has been in existence

for at least two decades, has

been more active in recent

years, sponsoring Sabbath ob-

servances and a BC communi-

ty Seder, as well as lectures

and charity drives. Its presi-

dent, Brian Lerman '03, who

also spoke at the Torah cere-

mony, currently serves as pres-

ident of the organization's

New England board.

While the provenance of

the Torah—its synagogue and

town—are not known, an ex-

pert's evaluation in September

determined from various stylis-

tic touches and dedicatory

inscriptions that the Torah was

of Polish origin, that its creator

was Rabbi Shmuel Shveber,

a highly regarded scribe of his

time, and that it was completed

in 1919. Inscriptions on the

scroll's wood rollers indicate

that they were completed in

the Jewish calendar year of

5694, which coincides with

1933-34 in the Gregorian cal-

endar. The cost of a scroll

—

which may have taken a scribe

a year or more to complete

—

was a considerable burden

for most synagogues, says

Langer, and donors of Torahs

were generally honored with

inscriptions. While Langer has

not had a chance to roll the

Torah to its conclusion in

Deuteronomy, where dedicato-

ry inscriptions might be found

on the parchment, she has

examined the wood rollers for

inscriptions, where she found,

listed with their matronymics,

the scribe "Shmuel Shveber,

son of Perl," "David Roth, son

of Berakah," and "Avraham

Hayim Shertz, son of Mishkit,

who donated the Trees of Life

[wood rollers]." Langer has

asked a friend who is a Holo-

caust researcher to look into

the fates of these people. She

expects that BC Hillel students

will be using the Torah "in the

near future" after they receive

training in the rules of cantilla-

tion used in its public reading.

Ben Birnbaum, with reportsfrom

the BC Chronicle
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briefing— In what has become

an annual event, undergraduate

researchers in the sciences at BC

held poster sessions on Septem-

ber 27, to coincide with Parents

Weekend. Most students reported

on the progress of investigations

begun over the summer in campus

laboratories or in the field. In all,

36 projects were represented,

in the areas of biology, chemistry,

geology, physics, geophysics,

and biochemistry. In the atrium of

recently renovated Higgins Hall,

Michael Raher '03 (right) discuss-

es with computer science profes-

sor Peter Clote his investigation of

proteins involved in pre-embryonic

development and in mechanisms

of cancer. Raher, who works with

BC biologist Laura Hake, is one of

two BC undergraduates whose re-

search is supported by the presti-

gious Beckman Scholars Program.
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WHAT'S UP, BUTTERCUP?
A report from the Super Fan Zone

Section G in Alumni Stadium

"Oops, I picked the wrong

thing out of my closet to

wear," cracks a visiting Stan-

ford student, staring at the

swarm of BC undergraduates

in yellow T-shirts, thousands-

strong before him. It's a glori-

ously sunny day in Chestnut

Hill, the first Saturday in Sep-

tember, the first quarter of

Boston College's football

standoff against Stanford, the

second home game of the sea-

son. Hoping to meet up with

a friend, the unshaven Stanfor-

dian scans Alumni Stadium's

student section, a grandstand

corner demarcated by an over-

hanging banner that proclaims

it the "Super Fan Zone."

He finally finds his pal, a

skinnier, scruffier version of

the actor Elijah Wood, near

the 30-yard line. "Elijah" also

sports the yellow Boston Col-

lege T-shirt with the maroon

trademark "Super Fan" and the

eagle thrusting up his dukes—

a

stance that bears more than

passing resemblance to the

posture of Notre Dame's fight-

ing leprechaun. The Cardinal

kid swaggers over and, in lieu

of a greeting, points to his

friend's golden garb. "What's

up with this?" he scoffs.

"This is what we do here,"

shrugs his friend, who places

nine calls on his cell phone

during the game's first half and

repeatedly ridicules bad plays

by taunting, "That's some weak

sauce you're stirring there!"

Weak sauce seems to be a hu-

miliating thing to have.

THE SUPER FAN phe-

nomenon is a relatively recent

tradition at BC. It began in

1997, with a conversation at

Addie's, a campus eatery, be-

tween roommates Jeff Bridge

'99 (now a financial analyst

in Florida) and Chris Millette

'99 (now an assistant basket-

ball coach at Tufts University).

Late in his sophomore year,

Bridge had been offered a

cabinet position in undergrad-

uate government as director of

athletic affairs, in the newly

elected administration of

Kristin Pugh '98 and Dean

Bell '98. That day, Millette

was helping him brainstorm

ways to boost fan participa-

tion. Inspired by universities

like Wake Forest and Nebras-

ka, whose young followers

all dressed in one color, the

pair came up with the idea for

a simple uniform: gold BC

T-shirts emblazoned with the

superlative "Super Fan." Soon

after, they managed to per-

suade the BC Bookstore

to sponsor the cause, print its

own logo on the back, and

produce the first batch of 500

Super Fan shirts for free.

But donning the gold didn't

become a game-day ritual un-

til after the first football season

had passed, when the Office

of First Year Experience got

involved. These days, every

incoming freshman receives a

Super Fan jersey during ori-

entation, and each year there

are two orientation leaders

anointed "Co-Presidents of

the Super Fans." This fall,

Dan Cahill '03 and Ryan

McCarthy '03 shared that of-

fice, an appointment that in-

volves, in Cahill's words,
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"getting the message across to

incoming freshmen that every-

body is a Super Fan"—plus the

indelible responsibility of

choosing a slogan for the back

of the incoming class's Super

Fan tee. Previous taglines have

included "Whatever It Takes!"

('02), "Go Eagles!" ('03), and

"Eagles on the Warpath!"

('04); McCarthy and Cahill's

contributions have been, re-

spectively, "Always Believe in

BC!" ('05) and "Fly Like an

Eagle!" ('06). The Bookstore

also sells the shirts individually

for $10. So many students

wear them to games that

Alumni Stadium's sloped stu-

dent section resembles a hill of

sunflowers.

AND JUST WHAT do

Super Fans do? They laugh

a lot. During the Stanford

game, when the action on the

field slows, they pose for

group snapshots, trek to the

bathroom in packs, chat on

cell phones, smack each other

with Nerf footballs, head to

the concession stands for sodas

and hot dogs, hurl handfuls

ofM&Ms in the air, adhere

temporary tattoos of eagles to

one another's cheeks, and gos-

sip about acquaintances or a

late-night occurrence in the

Mods. And over and over

again, they trade answers to

one of three questions:

"Where are you going after

the game?" "What are you

doing tonight?" "Have you

talked to (insert name)?"

When the action on the

field is moving, but in the

wrong direction, Super Fans

chant "De-fense!" and blurt

"You can't do that!" When
Stanford puts BC to shame by

intercepting a pass, Super

Fans, unprompted, pretend

they're in physical pain

("Ouch!" "Owwwww!" "You're

killing me!"), summon a deity

("Oh My Lord!" "Sweet

Jesus!" "Oh My God!"), or use

indelicate language (number of

jeers taken up by the crowd

during the first half of the

Stanford game that include the

word "suck": nine). Most of

all, Super Fans threaten to

leave
—

"Shea Field, here we

come!" (an allusion to the

practice field where tailgate

parties collect)—though they

invariably stay.

When BC is faring well,

Super Fans let loose with

shouts of "Boo-yah!" or "Day-

yam!" or "There it is!" They

clap high above their heads,

stamp their feet, and pump

their fists in the air. They

intone mass rallying cries like

"Let's go, Eagles!" and "Go

BC!" And when BC completes

a particularly spectacular pass,

male Super Fans flex like pro-

fessional wrestlers while their

female counterparts embrace.

All this is nothing com-

pared to when BC scores, as

it does during the fourth

quarter with 6:27 left on the

clock, when for the second

time this day, BC kicker San-

dro Sciortino '03 ties the game

by booting a field goal. High

fives are everywhere. As the

marching band blares "For

Boston," group hugs crumple

into pig piles on the aluminum

bleachers, and two girls,

slathered head-to-toe in

maroon body paint, mew like

seagulls. A Super Fan with a

Cat in the Hat hat and a fuzzy

blue bathrobe opens and closes

his housecoat like a flasher.

(He's fully clothed.) Female

Super Fans of all shapes and

sizes are tossed in the air 27

times, once for each point BC
has accumulated, by circles of

arms springing like mini tram-

polines. There doesn't appear

to be an established method

for choosing the fliers: Some

girls go willingly, hopping up

on their friends' ten-fingered

lifts, while others initially

feign reluctance but invariably

end up giggling. According to

senior Dan Cahill, "A lot of

people who aren't willing end

up going up anyway."

As the crowd calms some-

what and the competition

wages on, the band breaks into

"Build Me Up Buttercup,"

a song BC students have come

to interpret as alluding to the

Super Fan Zone's brilliant hue.

The entire student section

sings along, swaying, snapping,

pointing, miming the lyrics

to one another. Since the band

typically only has time to

perform two-minute-plus tunes

like this one—and another

fan favorite, "Hey Baby"

—

during TV time-outs, it's a

moment driven by external

circumstance, but if the crowd

response is any sign, it is per-

fectly timed.

Even better timed is senior

Derrick Knight's 12 -yard

run for the winning touch-

down with 36 seconds remain-

ing in the game. The Super

Fan Zone erupts into a surging

sea of shouts, claps, stamps,

pumps, cries, flexes, hugs, high

fives, tosses, smiles, cheers,

fists, leaps, bodies. Now when

some Super Fans yell, "Shea

Field, here we come!" they ac-

tually mean it.

Ca7>iille Dodero

Camilk Dodero '98 is a freelance

writer based in Boston. Her article

"Laughing Matters" appeared in

BCMV Summer 2002 issue.

OPEN HOUSE

From September 15 through Octo-

ber 12, BC's Boisi Center for Reli-

gion and American Public Life

hosted 15 scholars from Muslim-

majority countries, in a project

developed by Boisi Center director

Alan Wolfe and BC sociologist

Patricia Chang. The goal of the

project, partly funded by the State

Department's Bureau of Educational

Affairs, was to familiarize Muslim

scholars with the ways in which

diverse religious beliefs flourish in

American society. The visitors at-

tended informal gatherings of facul-

ty and students, as well as lectures

and workshops with politicians,

social scientists, and theologians.

PAINLESS

The Connell School of Nursing's

planned graduate program in nurse

anesthesia was accredited in Octo-

ber by the Council on Accreditation

of Nurse Anesthesia Educational

Programs. The first students in the

27-month course of study will start

in January 2003. Graduates of the

program will receive a master's de-

gree in science and will be eligible

to sit for national nurse anesthesi-

ology certification exams.

TALKING POINTS

In a 10-point statement released

September 5, the Christian Scholars

Group (CSG), a conference of

Catholic and Protestant Biblical

scholars, historians, and theolo-

gians sponsored by BC's Center for

Christian-Jewish Learning, affirmed

the existence of a covenant be-

tween God and the Jewish people.

The statement also condemned the

proselytization of Jews by Chris-

tians and recognized the impor-

tance of Israel to Jewish history.

The CSG created the document

partly in response to Dabru Emet, a

corollary statement on Christian-

Jewish relations released two years

ago by Jewish scholars.
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THE BLUE ISLAND LOG OF HERMAN GILL

BRENDAN CALVIN '60

Sepias of an old winter: a man standing

full height under a berg like a grotto

deposited on the beach, behind him

the marshes a frieze of no color,

spiky with terrors, and a northwest wind

you can almost hear in the photo.

He is Herman Gill, keeper of Blue Island

Lighthouse. After months of winter,

he has logged how snowy owls

have drifted down to float criss-cross in

spook flights before the beam of his great light,

and how they refuel their yellow eyes

on the wild offspring of his children's rabbits.

All night his bachelor quarters complain

around the stove. One morning

along his beach route he came upon

a white owl untying the mysteries of a cod,

and more fish sealed in a slab of ice

nearby, like sequinned slippers.

Watched by snow, he has learned to look

about him for a pair of gold eyes,

and has minted a weather saw for his logbook:

a white owl in November
means weather you'll remember.

This morning, March 14, he wrote,

Brushing soot from the cold flue ledge, I touched

a thing so soft—a finch, I saw by its beak,

with feathers now gray as a catbird's

from beating long in the chimney

it had entered to get out of the wind.

It died in a blind shiver behind the stove

as I wondered was it the same bird

that beat on the light's windows,

golden in that glare one night, wings

a transparent yellow, lost, confused, >

then swept away, the glass reading

twenty-seven, the windspeed fifty-four

—

so I thought of Cora and the children,

and our house flaked to a puzzle

by the Doane Brothers and barged

to the mainland for reassembly.

Here there are days so empty of speech

I believe I could detect the sound

light makes as it creaks around toward

equinox, even hear the pop

of Cora's daffodil leaves

taking their explosive stance about

the imminent flower.

But then I open the door to find

only wind bushing around the walls,

and one morning the passing

crew of the Hannah Rich, waving on deck

as though reprieved of mortal duty,

a joyride of breaking ice

that kept them and left for the horizon.

Brendan Galvins 13th collection ofpoems,

Place Keepers, will be published by

Louisiana State University Press in 2003.
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STRESS FRACTURES
Scholars look at marriages under pressure

Psychology professor Benjamin

Karney of the University of

Florida stood before an inter-

national gathering of social

scientists in BC's Fulton Hall

and summed up 60 years of

studies on stress in families in

six words: "Stress is bad. Cop-

ing is good."

It was a light moment on a

heavy topic for the psychology

researchers who convened at

Boston College on October 12

and 13. But it was an impor-

tant reminder amid all the

complex theory and statistical

jargon that they were trying

to answer a basic and crucial

question facing millions of

couples: how to do better at

coping with stress.

Most people underestimate

how stress can erode close

relationships, said Guy Boden-

mann, the Swiss psychologist

from the University of Fri-

bourg whose talk on "Couples

with Different Stress Profiles"

kicked off the conference.

Often, Bodenmann said, cou-

ples who seem to be a good

match will divorce because

they do a poor job of dealing

with "spillover" stress from

outside their marriage, such

as one partner's problems

at work. "It is very hard to

reduce stress. It's better to en-

hance coping skills," said Bo-

denmann, who was a bit fried

himself, what with the flight

from Switzerland, his kids

waking up at 2:00 a.m., and a

bad cold. Bodenmann pro-

posed that couples be taught a

repertoire of coping strategies

for stressful situations, and he

outlined his own three-step

program, in which husbands

and wives use role-playing

—

each taking turns as the spouse

under stress and as the sup-

portive partner—to learn to

communicate their stress more

effectively, figure out its root

causes, and give each other

better support.

Many couples, Bodenmann

said, need to learn the most

basic approaches to supporting

stressed-out spouses, such as

showing interest in their daily

experiences, showing confi-

dence in their ability to man-

age—even hugging them. His

studies in Switzerland show

that training works, he said.

No sooner had Bodenmann

taken his seat than Ben Karney

of the University of Florida

took the conference into a

180-degree turn.

Karney, a social psycholo-

gist, said that training couples

to cope won't solve their

problems if they face serious

chronic stress, such as poverty

or illness, which he called

a "constant drain on the re-

sources of a relationship."

A better way to intervene for

these families would be to

improve their quality of life,

Karney said. Then "they

may be able to generate their

own coping." The idea is

one that Karney said policy-

makers too often neglect.

As an example, he recount-

ed how news reports a few

years ago revealed that the

divorce rates in several Bible

Belt states were among the

highest in the country, and the

embarrassed governors of

Arkansas and Oklahoma de-

clared "marital emergencies."

Their solution? They took

welfare money and gave it to

"marriage educators" to help

promote stable relationships.

What they failed to consid-

er were the difficult socio-

economic conditions in their

states, Karney said—the high

poverty, infant mortality, and

murder rates and the fact that

many families lack health

insurance. Karney presented

a four-year study of newlyweds

in the Los Angeles area that

indicated that couples facing

a lot of chronic stress—in areas

such as work, school, finances,

or health—were much less

happy in their marriages than

those facing little. And their

relationships were less resilient.

Encountering a single negative

event, such as a car accident

("acute stress," in psychological

lingo), the chronically stressed

couples saw their marital satis-

faction plummet, especially

the wives'. "If people are in a

really bad situation, sitting

them down [in couples thera-

py] and saying 'try using Ifeel

statements' is not the answer,"

Karney said. "Give them food.

Give them health care."

BC social work professor

Karen Kayser organized

the conference, which was

cosponsored by the Science

Directorate of the American

Psychological Association

and Boston College. Papers

by Bodenmann, Karney, and

other presenters will be pub-

lished by the APA in a forth-

coming book.

Carol Gerwin

Carol Gerwin is afreelance writer

based in Boston.
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STUDYING FOR THE BARRE
Lessons for body and mind

Parsons (front center): "Gravity will give you what you need."

CLASSNOTES
CLASS

crno: Beginning Ballet I

INSTRUCTOR

Theater Department Faculty Margot Parsons

READINGS

Dance as a Theatre Art, edited by Selma Jeanne Cohen;

Inside Ballet Technique: Separating Anatomical Factfrom Fiction in

the Ballet Class, by Valerie Grieg; selected essays and

critiques from Ballet Review.

Caroline Hofeller '03 does not

consider herself the ballerina

type. She's tall, large-boned,

and says she's not coordinated

in any exceptional sense. But

today she's standing at a barre

in a Robsham Theater studio,

alongside 24 students (23 of

them female), trying to bend

her knees sideways in a plie.

A transfer student majoring

in international affairs,

Hofeller is taking "Beginning

Ballet" because she needed

a break from the regimenta-

tion of her core course work

and wanted to try "a different

type of learning." What she

didn't expect was that ballet

would turn out to be "the

most challenging course I've

had, physically and mentally."

Teacher Margot Parsons's

combination of technique
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classes and academic require-

ments that include readings

on dance history and physiolo-

gy, weekly quizzes, a term

paper, and the creation of

a two-minute piece of chore-

ography, surprises a lot of

students with its rigor. But few

ever drop the course, and

many call it a favorite—even

a life-changing—BC experi-

ence. Dennis O'Connor,

for instance, was a student of

Parsons's in 1981, his only

year at BC; he went on to

become a professional dancer,

working with, among others,

the choreographer Merce

Cunningham, and he says of

Parsons's influence, "Her class

was the beginning of every-

thing I've done as a career and

an artist—everything."

PARSONS is a tiny dynamo

who calls out instructions as

she moves around the room,

adjusting the curve of an arm

here, the position of a leg

there. She studied with some of

the 20th century's dance greats,

including Eric Braun, Louis

Horst, Bessie Schoenberg, and

Anna Sokolow, and she's

become one of Boston's best-

known choreographers and

dance instructors. She's been

teaching at BC for 2 1 years.

The new batch of hopefuls

assembled in Parsons's studio

classroom in September em-

bodies the kind of challenge

she's seen hundreds of times

before. Their backgrounds

range from none to a few years

of tap or jazz dance to exten-

sive ballet training. Because

most of the students didn't

begin ballet as children, when

the growing body can be

trained to affect the turnout

essential to the classical aes-

thetic, few of them can hope

to perfect the form. That

doesn't mean, however, that

they can't learn to dance and

to have fun doing it, Parsons

says. So she gamely begins the

job of molding each body

—

and mind—into the best

instrument for dance it can be.

"I want you to be informed

about how the body works.

This is not about making

cutout designs in space. It's ex-

periential," she tells the class.

"Ballet is a performing art, not

just a form of exercise, and

as such it is part of a history."

A short time later, the

introduction over, the students

are on their feet. "Get the

bars, that's b-a-r-r-e-s," Par-

sons spells, laughing, as they

carry the portable stands

into the center of the floor.

She starts with the basics:

"Face the barre and put your

feet straight ahead. Place

your hands on the barre, the

wrists are straight."

The hour-and-a-half lesson

goes quickly, with Parsons

demonstrating each move-

ment. She supplies a constant

stream of instructions and

corrections, laced with im-

agery and history. She wants

their arms to curve outward

from the shoulder, so she

tells them, "Feel as though

there's a balloon beneath your

armpit." To get them to open

their chests, she reminds

them of ballet's roots in royal-

ty and suggests the students

present themselves, "as if

you were wearing the czar's

jewels, so the audience would

see them on stage."

Ben Cortes '90 studied with

Parsons while an undergradu-

ate and because of her decided

to pursue a dance career. It

wasn't until he was at the Uni-

versity of Utah working on his

master's degree, however, that

he realized just how special

her brand of teaching is. "To

have that person in life as one

of your first teachers—it was

like I had an angel on my
shoulder," he says. "She'd look

at me performing a movement

and not doing it quite right

and she could show me what I

was doing and how she wanted

me to do it with her words and

her body, and I could see the

transformation in a split sec-

ond. Like a surgeon, she can

go into your body and show

you what's not right, and then

change you."

WEEK TWO of "Beginning

Ballet," Parsons is adding one

movement to another, until

the students find themselves

executing increasingly complex

combinations to the piano

accompaniment of her assis-

tant, Robin Cho. Then they

try some steps and leaps across

the floor. "Push away from

gravity and gravity will give

you what you need," Parsons

calls out. Four abreast, the

students practice a sliding step

called a chasse. They move

gingerly; most are prancing,

not pushing. "I don't want

you to think of the surface,"

Parsons corrects. "Under the

floor is your root structure.

A little troll is under the floor

pulling down to pull you up.

Feel always that you go under

the floor to go up."

Accounting major Alissa

Chang '03, who's studied

ballet since elementary school,

appreciates Parsons's efforts

to "tell us where ballet is com-

ing from. Sometimes she

shows us other dance forms,"

Chang says. "It adds to your

performance ability and also

adds to your appreciation

of the art."

Theater Department chair

Stuart Hecht says that Par-

sons's course "is not about

people prancing around in

leotards. It's about the serious,

concentrated study of a dis-

cipline with longstanding

traditions, a knowledge base,

and sophisticated technique

that requires dedication and

concentration and many hours

of work to master, even at

the rudimentary level." He
believes students' lives are en-

riched in many ways by the

experience.

In September, Parsons

arranged for her students to

attend a Boston Ballet per-

formance. Many had never

been to a professional dance

concert before or had only

dim memories of having seen

The Nutcracker: Most were

expecting a traditional, story-

telling ballet. Instead, they

got a program of modern,

abstract works by Mark Mor-

ris, William Forsythe, and

the lesser-known Jorma Elo.

In the latter two works, the

dancers wore unembellished

unitards and they danced

on minimal sets.

"I was watching their

moves more closely because

of class, and I was thinking,

'So that's how they do it,'"

Hofeller says later. She's in

the studio the next day, still

struggling to get her feet

into a configuration known

as fifth position, but newly

inspired to do so. "The more

you do it, the more you can

do it—like everything in life,"

she says, turning philosophi-

cal. "I once said I could never

do ballet."

Vicki Sanders
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Memorial day
ONE YEAR LATER, ANOTHER GATHERING

O'Neill Plaza on September n, 2002

The 3,000 or so students, fac-

ulty, and staff who assembled

at noon on September 11,

2002, overflowed the banks of

the O'Neill Plaza and spilled

out over the road and up onto

the porch of Gasson and

down toward Devlin on the

south. A year earlier a similar-

ly sized crowd had assembled

with an hour's notice beneath

a bright blue sky. This year

the notice was on the Web
and campus posters for a

week ahead of time, the sky

was overcast, and there were

fewer tears, fewer students

with arms draped over each

other's shoulders, and no soli-

tary figures standing away

from the outer edges of the

crowd, speaking quietly into cell phones. This year a white

canvas "Wall of Remembrance" the size of a schoolbus

stood beside the wood stage on the plaza, the names of 22

alumni and two parents written on it with black marker in

columns at each edge.

Fr. Leahy spoke, and so did two chaplains. In brief, they

asked us to move from mourning to rededication. A student

who'd been chosen to speak seemed to want to say something

similar but drifted as he went along, as though he couldn't

find certainty in his own heart. The Voices of Imani gospel

choir sang, and so did the BC Chorale, and Kate Leavey's

crystalline soprano soared on "This Is My Song" and made
people at the back of the crowd stand on tiptoe to see who it

was down there in front of the library singing like that. Then
students representing five religious traditions spoke or chant-

ed their prayers for peace and for the dead. It was the chants

in foreign tongues—Hindi, Hebrew, and Arabic—that cap-

tured me. The words were unalike but the music was the

same, a seesawing cry that seemed to rise and fall and rise and

fall like it was trying to will itself to get somewhere it couldn't

get. Afterward, the names of the 24 murder victims were

read by students. That's when the weeping started. A few

minutes later "Amazing Grace" brought the program

to an end, and students went

down to the Wall of Remem-
brance and began writing

their thoughts in the white

space between the two black

columns of names.

The wall was filled with

writing in six hours, and was

taken dowr^ a few days later,

but I had a chance to read it

in photographs posted on the

Campus Ministry Web site.

Most of the writing modeled

the now-familiar religious,

social, and political formulas

of 9/1 1 inscription: "God be

with you," "We'll never for-

get," and "Let's roll." Two
things, though, surprised me
as I read. The first was the

dozen or so alumni who had

made the trek back to campus to take up a marker and recall

their lost classmates. The second was the many non-alumni

who turned up on the Boston College wall because they had

been known to, and were remembered by, Boston College's

students: "MDH—I love and miss you, Superman. Lisa."

"Alex F. Ciccone. You are always in our hearts." "In loving

memory of Sgt. Robert M. Kaulfers, Port Authority. You

will always be in our hearts. Kathleen DeLuca." "Andy Kim
we all miss you. You made such an impact on so many lives.

We will remember you. Eric Joo '06." "Ron Vauk—we love

you and miss you. Kirsten." "RIP Doc, BB, TR + PK. You

will be in my heart forever. Melissa '06." "Joseph DiPilato,

Staten Island. We will never forget you!" "Amanda and Joe.

Our prayers are always with you." "Mr. Corcoran—the oth-

ers. We will never forget. Norwell and Suzanne." "Xavier

H. S. New York. Patty Dowdell, Sr." "Mr. Gregory. Ramsay,

New Jersey. You will be missed. Philip Chiang." "In loving

memory of Richard B. Ross. We will never forget you."

"Alex Steinman. Well remembered one year later. Lawson

and Jason and Denise and MG loved you." "Hey Joe, we

miss and love you. Chris is fine. I'll take care of him for you.

Your '2nd son' John." And so on.

Ben Bimbaum
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PREVAILING HAZE
A study tries to explain Boston's air pollution

For several weeks during the

past summer, Boston College

researchers joined scientists

from UCLA, Argonne Nation-

al Laboratory, the Aerodyne

Corporation, and the Pacific

Northwest National Laborato-

ry to begin developing a

comprehensive portrait of the

Boston region's air pollution.

The research conducted was

both microscopic and macro-

scopic—at the level of chemi-

cal reactions on the one hand,

and of climate and weather

on the other. BC chemistry

professor Paul Davidovits was

one of the architects of the

project, aimed at determining,

among other things, the extent

to which the area's pollution

comes from distant sources

—

the New York City area and

the Ohio River Valley, princi-

pally—and the extent to which

it is homegrown.

The project is ambitious,

says Davidovits, "a bit like

unmixing a bowl of chowder."

The pollutants from the vari-

ous sources are distinctive

—

sulfur compounds arrive on

prevailing winds from the

Ohio River Valley's coal-

burning power plants; indus-

trial compounds and soot drift

north from metropolitan New
York's factories; and automo-

bile emissions rise from

Boston's streets. Although they

tend to travel in distinguish-

able layers in the atmosphere,

none of them exist in isolation.

They pass over and through

Katie Stainken '04 and graduate student Jay Slowik outside the temporary laboratory atop BC's Beacon Street park-

ing garage. Haizheng Zhang, another graduate student, monitors data inside the trailer.

the city in a roiling brew of

complex chemical reactions,

affected by sunlight, tempera-

ture, and the weather. At BC,

the group from UCLA oper-

ated out of a small trailer on

the roof of the four-story Bea-

con Street parking garage,

overlooking the football prac-

tice fields. For two weeks, sen-

sors mounted on top of the

trailer continuously monitored

wind speed, humidity, and

barometric pressure. Inside, a

lunchbox-size device called a

differential optical absorption

spectrometer analyzed beams

of light that the researchers

streamed from the trailer and

bounced off mirrors mounted

on the roofs of two 15-story

Brighton apartment buildings,

almost a mile away across the

Chestnut Hill Reservoir. At-

mospheric pollutants absorbed

some of the light, altering its

spectrum, and by analyzing

the changes with the spec-

trometer, the scientists were

able to pinpoint the chemicals

that were present in the air at

any moment. Boston's lower

atmosphere—from ground

level to around 500 feet up

—

was of particular interest to

the project's directors because

it is where exhaust from auto-

mobiles begins to interact with

naturally-occurring ozone (O3)
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Herman W. Hansen, Cowboy Race

(Going to Town), 1902 (detail)

ON EXHIBIT

Cowboys, Indians, and the Big Pic-

ture, an exhibit currently at BC's

McMullen Museum of Art, high-

lights 150 years of the art of the

American West. The show includes

10 pieces from the collection

of museum benefactor John J.

McMullen. Also at the museum is

Reclaiming a Lost Generation, a col-

lection of self-portraits by German

artists of the interwar years, includ-

ing Max Liebermann, Kathe Koll-

witz, and Oskar Kokoschka. Both

shows run through December 8.

For information, call (617) 552-8587

or visit www.bc.edu/artmuseum.

DEATHS

• Platon E. Coutsoukis, Ph.D. '02,

assistant director of research and

policy development at the Center

for Corporate Citizenship since

2000, on August 4, at age 46.

• Patricia Donovan, library assis-

tant at the Weston Observatory

since 1986, on October 5, at age 61.

• Ernest Fortin, AA, professor of

theology from 1971 to 1997, on

October 22, at age 78.

• Raymond McNally, professor

of history from 195810 2002, on

October 3, at age 71.

• Ronald Nuttall, professor of

education from 1966 to 2002,

on August 3, at age 64.

to produce secondary pollu-

tants. Mapping those interac-

tions will help make it possible

to distinguish between local

pollution and pollutants in-

truding from distant sources.

MEANWHILE, inside

Davidovits's laboratory on the

second floor of the Merkert

Chemistry Center, chemical

profiling of the street-level

breeze was under way, as air

from outdoors flowed in a con-

stant stream through an atmos-

pheric mass spectrometer

(AMS)—a device invented by

Davidovits and colleagues

at Aerodyne. Four additional

AMS machines—set up in a

forest owned by Harvard

University about 30 miles

westward; in New York's

Catskill Mountains; aboard an

airborne Gulfstream-I jet; and

on a boat in Boston Harbor

—

also contributed data. At times,

a phalanx of bright orange

tetroons, weather balloons ca-

pable of maintaining a constant

altitude, passed over the

Boston skyline, taking mea-

surements of atmospheric con-

ditions at different altitudes.

The result was a nearly contin-

uous account, geographically

and over time, of the air pass-

ing through the Boston area.

"There is a huge amount

of data," Davidovits said a few

days after the measurement

phase of the project ended,

sweeping his arms as though

surveying a grand estate.

"The task now is to unravel

it, to coordinate it, to see cor-

relations."

Davidovits and his col-

leagues are particularly

interested in the role that

aerosols—minute solid or liq-

uid particles suspended in

air—take in air pollution. "It

has been recognized in the last

few years," said Davidovits,

"that aerosols are perhaps the

most significant environmental

hazard, in terms of causing

lung disease, visibility prob-

lems, even climate change, by

reflecting sunlight." Aerosol

particles, Davidovits empha-

sized, are more than inert by-

standers in air pollution; they

are active players, their sur-

faces providing a fertile site for

numerous chemical reactions.

Two of Davidovits's gradu-

ate students, Haizheng Zhang,

from Beijing, China, and Jay

Slowik, of Rochester, New
York, are studying carbona-

ceous aerosols—soot, in short.

Cars and the coal-burning

power plants of the Ohio

River Valley (long suspected of

being the main source of the

East Coast's acid rain) emit

thousands of tons of soot each

year. Interacting with ultra-

violet radiation from the sun

and natural ozone, the soot

acts as a catalyst for important

chemical reactions in the at-

mosphere—most famously,

the reactions that create the

major component of acid rain,

sulfuric acid, from sulfur diox-

ide, another major product

of coal burning.

Over the summer, while

his colleagues measured real-

world conditions, Zhang

conducted experiments under

controlled laboratory condi-

tions to determine the precise

relationship between humidity,

temperature, and relative

concentrations of soot on the

formation of pollutant com-

pounds such as sulfuric acid.

The aim, he says, is to con-

tribute to the "baseline under-

standing" of atmospheric

chemistry. Slowik, meanwhile,

monitored the AMS machines

in Harvard Forest and Merk-

ert, and will be comparing his

observations with Zhang's

standardized measurements.

Katie Stainken '04, a chemistry

major from Hillsborough,

New Jersey, also took part in

the pollution project, compil-

ing data from the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration on weather

patterns in an effort to deter-

mine exactly how pollutants

from distant sources travel to

New England.

For Slowik, the breadth

of the project is one of its ap-

peals. Atmospheric pollution

research is "an area that's new

enough and developing

enough that you kind of have

to know all sides of the prob-

lem," he says.

COMPLETE understand-

ing of the data collected

last summer is years away, but

the preliminary analysis, says

Davidovits, helps confirm an

old theory: that southern New
England's lower atmospheric

pollution comes primarily

from the New York metropoli-

tan area, while its pollution

at high altitudes—the produc-

tion point of most acid rain

—

comes from the coal-fired

power plants of the Ohio

River Valley.

Davidovits is confident

that real breakthroughs will

come when the study's finely

detailed analysis of chemical

processes in the atmosphere

are wedded to the knowledge

gained about wind and weath-

er patterns in the Boston area.

"That's what you hope for in

research," he said, "that com-

plete picture."

Tim Heffeiuan
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House blend
A NEW CD BY PROFESSOR TOM LEE AND BC'S HAWTHORNE QUARTET REVIEWED

Morango . . . Almost a Tango

Thomas Oboe Lee, composer; Hawthorne String Quartet

Koch International Classics (2002)

Thomas Oboe Lee is a Boston-based composer whom I have

always associated with an aesthetic I sense is prevalent in the

city: a belief in hybrids between learned and vernacular mu-

sics. I use those terms "learned" and "vernacular" deliberate-

ly, instead of "classical" and "pop," because that's the tone of

Boston—more academic, scrupulous, and Eurocentric than

most of the rest of America. Syntheses tend to get cleaned up

there, rough edges ironed out, good taste asserting itself

against too much raucousness.

Which does not mean good music can't come out of the

process. Lee's growth as an artist has been steady throughout

a 20-year span, and his approach ultimately avoids many of

the pitfalls that lurk for a composer undertaking his sort of

project. The very first work on the CD, Morango . . . Almost

a Tango, dates from 1983, and is a very elegant character

piece. It lives up to its title by not trying to be a tango in any

literal sense; instead, it's like a shadow of that source.

Seven Jazz Pieces, from 1991, is devoted to a compressed

beauty and lyricism. The whole thing is also a bit haunt-

ing—homages and elegies to Horace Silver, Bill Evans, An-

tonio Carlos Jobim, and Jaco Pastorius constitute individual

movements. So what if it's not as raw as jazz is supposed to

be now? That whole construct itself is just that, and if jazz

really is as it's supposed to be, then it can also be a source for

tender, elegant, and precisely constructed art, which is what

these pieces are.

But the real star of the show is the 1996 string quartet Ait:

Arias & Interludes. Its five movements are portraits of charac-

ters from the Italian commedia dell'arte—Pulcinella, Pierrot,

Columbine, Harlequin, and Pantaloon. Perhaps the fact that

the music is drawing its inspiration from a popular art form

shrouded in time and distance gives the composer greater

freedom to assert his personality. The second movement,

"Pierrot's Dream," revisits the world of Morango, but 13 years

later Lee's vision has deepened—the music is just as mysteri-

ous, just as langorous, but also less predictable. The music's

rhythmic gestures, its jazzy-tinged harmonies, and its dancy

underpinnings all feel less derivative than before. It is fresher,

more personal, and yet also more "classical." The Hawthornes

perform flawlessly. Listening to this disc reminds me that we

Thomas Oboe Lee, center, and the Hawthorne String Quartet (clockwise from

left): Sato Knudsen, Mark Ludwig, Ronan Lefkowitz, and Haldan Martinson

are perhaps in something of a golden age for string quartets.

Lee is a composer who's stayed the course. His own in-

stincts are clearly in tune with certain populist and postmod-

ernist tendencies, but he's also interested in developing an

individual, integrated voice. This disc suggests that he's right

on schedule in his project.

Robert Carl

Robert Carl teaches composition at the University of Hartford s

Hartt School of Music. His review, which appeared in the

July/August issue of Fanfare, is excerpted by permission of

Fanfare. Thomas Oboe Lee has taught music at Boston College

for the past 12 years. The Hawthorne String Quartet became the

University^ string-quartet-in-residence in 1998. To hear samples

of Morango . . . Almost a Tango, and for links to a BC
Bookstore discount, go to ivww.bc.edu/bcin.
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PLAN
BY CHET RAYMO



THE IMPORTANCE OF BUTTERFLIES

THE LAST MONARCH butterfly of the season. We watched it flit

across the meadow, a protein matchstick with wings. No, not

wings, but gaudy flags, orange and black, semaphoring southward,

Mexico bound. We stood in rapt contemplation until it disap-

peared beyond the brook. Adids, amigo. Hasta la vista. See you next

year, or rather your nieces and nephews of the next generations.

The monarchs arrive in our New England meadows in late

spring and early summer. They mate and lay eggs on the leaves of

milkweed, and milkweed only. The eggs hatch a few days later, and

the larvae feed on milkweed leaves. The leaves contain poisons, but

these seem not to bother the

monarch caterpillars. They store

up the toxins in their bodies,

which deters birds from eating

them. The yellow-white-and-

black striped caterpillars molt a

few times, then pupate.

Inside the chrysalis the larva rearranges its mol-

ecules, maintaining the toxins. The caterpillar's six

stumpy front feet are turned into the butterfly's

slender legs. Four bright wings develop, as do re-

productive organs. The caterpillar's chewing

mouth parts become adapted for sucking. A few

weeks later the adult butterfly bursts forth with its

glorious flags and toxic flesh. Few birds are dumb
enough to take a bite.

There may be three or four monarch broods in

a summer. Then, in September or early October,

the last generation of adults heads south. No one

knew where they went until 1975, when Canadian

zoologist Fred Urquhart discovered hoards of

monarchs roosting in a few patches of mountain-

ous forest in central Mexico. Adult butterflies from

all over eastern North America congregate in these

clumps of trees and rest through the winter, as

thick as leaves. The migration of the monarchs is

one of the epic journeys of the animal kingdom.

They fly by day and rest by night, singly or in

groups. Millions finally arrive in Mexico. We
talked of this epic journey as we watched the last

monarch of autumn drift out of the meadow, be-

yond the brook, sunward, southward, called by

some mysterious inner voice to a clump of fir trees

thousands of miles away. Why didn't earlier broods

of summer hear the call? A seasonal trigger, cer-

tainly. A chill in the air. The waning sun. And then

the voice, speaking a language whose words are

chemical, compelling, irresistible: "Take wing.

Follow me. Down along the spine of the Ap-

palachians, across the flat croplands of the Gulf

Coast, into the mountains of Mexico."

How do they do it? How does a butterfly that

has never made the journey know when to depart

and where to go? That tiny pinch of toxic flesh

with bright postage-stamp wings? This much
seems certain: The call, the map, the navigational

skills were there in the egg, somehow encoded in

the monarch's DNA. Not, of course, in the way

maps and directions are stored in the memory of

an automobile or airplane navigation system. It is

far more subtle than that. What the DNA encodes

for are proteins. The proteins are a language of

chemical geometry that speaks through the

monarch's nervous system:
u
Ven, sigucme! Come,
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follow me." No one knows how the language

evolved, nor does anyone yet understand the

vocabulary or syntax. A butterfly's DNA is more
voluminous than our own, 40 times more volumi-

nous! Most of the butterfly's DNA is probably

junk—long strands of useless garble, the derelict

residue of the butterfly's evolutionary history.

Other parts code for the successive body designs of

an insect that goes through metamorphosis. Some-

where in that encyclopedia of information is the

invitation to a journey whose origin is lost in the

depths of time.

The migration of the monarchs is just one of the

many miracles of life that await explication by sci-

ence. Make no mistake, someday the miracle will be

unraveled, the DNA sequenced, the proteins de-

coded, the subtle environmental signals and their

receptors mapped—if only the monarch survives

long enough for its secrets to be exposed. Its sur-

vival, of course, is in jeopardy. Those patches of

Mexican forest where the monarchs roost are

threatened by logging. Only a few sanctuaries are

protected, and those precariously. The noxious

chemicals we put into the air and soil here at home
don't help. Our milkweed meadows are giving way

to suburban housing and commercial "parks." That

we might willfully delete from the universe so won-

drous a thing as the monarch migration is a possi-

bility too sad to be reckoned. In The Magic

Mountain, the novelist Thomas Mann defines life

this way: "It was a secret and ardent stirring in the

frozen chastity of the universal; it was a stolen and

voluptuous impurity of sucking and secreting; an

exhalation of carbonic gas and material impurities

of mysterious origin and composition." Gushy,

over-the-top prose, yes, but why not? Life is gushy

and over-the-top. What could be more over-the-

top than those clouds of colorful flyers, pumpkin

and salmon and flame, beating their way from our

northern meadows to havens of fir trees in Mexico?

A FEW YEARS AGO it was my privilege to visit

the Mexican monarch sanctuaries. Getting there

wasn't easy: a six-hour drive west from Mexico

City over sometimes frightening mountain roads,

with an overnight stay along the way in Zitacuaro.

A mile-long climb by foot along a rugged trail

deep in volcanic dust to 10,500 feet, then a drop

into a canyon forested with firs. We had seen a hint

of what we were looking for as we passed through

the mountain village of Angangueo on our way to

the refuge: hundreds of bright orange monarch
butterflies dancing in the air, casting fluttering

shadows on walls, faces, pavement. The villagers

went about their business as if these angelic pres-

ences were the most normal thing in the world.

But nothing could have prepared us for what we
saw when we finally got to the tiny patch of forest

where 20 million monarchs covered the trees.

When, occasionally, sunlight flooded through a

break in the clouds, the butterflies took flight in

their billowing millions. If you listened carefully,

you could hear the soft rush of their wings. As I

watched, wide-eyed and dropped-jawed, it oc-

curred to me that among this teeming mass of

monarchs might be one of those we had watched

the previous fall in New England meadows.

To certain people, these few patches of Mexican

forest are merely stands of lucrative timber.

Threatened by conspiracies of greedy landowners

and corrupt politicians, they are what monarch ex-

pert Lincoln Brower calls the insect's "Achilles'

heel." Not long after the discovery of the monarch

roosting places, conservationists, led by Mexican

poet Homero Aridjis, pressured the Mexican gov-

ernment into establishing small sanctuaries enclos-

ing the principle areas of congregation and holding

the logging interests at bay. But now the butterflies

face another threat, and I was part of it as I scram-

bled under the fluttering trees with my camera:

ecotourism. Today, growing numbers of sightseers

troop through the forest to see one of the great

wonders of the natural world. Can the refuges sus-

tain such popularity?

As I made the long climb along the dusty trail

that led to the clustered butterflies, I observed the

other people who made the trek. A few were Yan-

qui tourists like myself, with our fanny packs, Vi-

bram soles, expensive cameras and binoculars. But

the great majority of folks along the trail were

Mexican, and, as far as I could see, they were not

the sort of affluent, middle-class sightseers you'd

meet in Yellowstone or Yosemite. They were peo-

ple of all ages—old men and women, children, and

everyone between—apparently country people or

city dwellers who had not yet abandoned country

ways. Like the rest of us, they struggled along the

steep trail, choking on dust.

I don't want to condescend or romanticize: It

may be that these people were propelled toward the

insects by the same combination of curiosity and

wonder that motivates visitors to Old Faithful or

the Grand Canyon. But I don't think so. The only
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WE YANKS BUZZED ABOUT, SNAPPING PICS, TAKING NOTES,

STORING UP IMPRESSIONS WITH WHICH TO REGALE

OUR FRIENDS BACK HOME. THE MEXICANS BY AND LARGE

place I have seen similar assemblies of trekkers

—

the very old and the very young making a difficult

climb—is on the holy mountains of western Ireland

on the annual days of religious pilgrimage. As we

reached the tiny clump of trees festooned with but-

terflies as thick as jungle foliage, we Yanks buzzed

about, snapping pics, taking notes, storing up im-

pressions with which to later regale our friends

back home. The Mexicans by and large sat silently

in the forest, kids in laps, eyes somberly fixed on the

massed monarchs. It was difficult to read their

emotions, but I saw these same expressions 25 years

ago among the traditional faithful on the summit of

Ireland's Mount Brandon.

I CAN'T PROVE THIS, but I believe that

many of the Mexican visitors to the Chincua

Monarch Sanctuary were driven by the same urge

that might have led them on another weekend to

the Virgin's shrine at Guadalupe: a sense of the

holy. And further, I think that unless those of us

with our Vibram soles and fanny packs can reclaim

a sense of the holy, the monarchs don't have a

chance. I don't mean to sound mystical. The "holy"

thing I am talking about is not some supernatural

intrusion into creaturedom. Whatever it might be,

it resides in the ceaselessly spinning DNA and

chemical machinery that causes a creeping caterpil-

lar to rearrange its molecules into a winged angel,

and sends the angel beating down across a conti-

nent to a patch of trees it has never seen before.

The philosopher William James said, "At bot-

tom, the whole concern of religion is with the

manner of our acceptance of the universe." What I

think I saw on the faces of the Mexican visitors to

the Chincua Sanctuary was a dignified and un-

questioning acceptance, an understanding that what

they saw was natural and right and utterly essential

to the completeness of creation. The poet E. E.

Cummings wrote of acceptance "for everything

which is natural which is infinite which is yes."

Science and politics alone will not save the

SAT SILENTLY IN THE

FOREST, KIDS IN LAPS, EYES

SOMBERLY FIXED ON

THE MASSED MONARCHS.

GARY WAYNE GILBERT

monarchs any more than they will save other

threatened species and habitats, any more than

they will save the northern milkweed meadows.

What is required is something that we have by and

large lost in the high-tech, high-velocity, virtual

world of the developed countries: a deeply felt,

unintellectualized, instinctive "yes"—that behind

the gaudy delight of 20 million butterflies hanging

on fir trees, there is a holy power of which we

are a part, and from which we separate ourselves at

our peril.

Chet Rayvw is professor emeritus ofphysics at Stonehill

College and science columnist for the Boston Globe.

This essay is adapted from The Path: A One-mile

Walk Through The Universe, to he published in

April 2003 by Walker & Company. Published by

arrangement with Walker & Company.
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The once and future

CHURCH
BC LAUNCHES ITS INITIATIVE TO CONSIDER THE

CURRENT CRISIS IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH AND
THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR REFORM AND RENEWAL

+—4- #" +—+

On September 18, an audience some 4,000 strong assembled in Conte Forum for the

inaugural event in the Church in the 21st Century initiative, Boston College's acade-

mic response to the crisis in the Catholic Church arising out ofrecent clerical sex abuse

revelations. The principal speakers were University President William P. Leahy, SJ;

the longtime religion editor of Newsweek Kenneth L. Woodward; BC trustee and

corporate CEO Jack Connors, Jr. '63; and BC theologians Lisa Sowle Cahill and

Roberto S. Goizueta. For a reporter's account of the highly charged evening, see

Richard J. Higgins's "field notes" on page 4. For the speakers' presentations, read on.

With the launch of Boston College's project comes also the launch of a new spe-

cial section in this magazine, devoted to the expected and unexpected products and

byproducts of the Church in the 2 1st Century initiative and Right: Keynote speaker Kenneth

1 • • • i ^i i /-i->i . i . L Woodward, at the podium in

the crisis m the Church. 1 he section opens in this issue on
Conte Forum. Mary Ann Hins-

page 54 with historian Charles R. Morris's survey of books dale, ihm, codirector of bcs

itii •
i i r t *i i Church in the 21st Century ini-

publisned or reissued as a result or recent events. Like the
tiative, and University President

initiative, the special section will continue for two years. William p. Leahy, sj, look on.
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TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT
BC's special responsibility

-*—l ESr^-^Sr—•—"*-

BY WILLIAM P. LEAHY, SJ

Tonight's program, From Crisis to Renewal: The Task Ahead,

marks the beginning of Boston College's initiative, The
Church in the 21st Century. All of us know how devastating

sexual misconduct by priests and bishops has been to victims

and their families, the Catholic community, and wider soci-

ety. So many have been left confused and angry, feeling be-

trayed, and asking serious questions about the Church and

their relationship with the hierarchy. In response to the

scandal and to the wounds it has caused, especially in the

Catholic community, I announced in mid-May that Boston

College would undertake a special academic initiative dur-

ing the next several years. I did so for three reasons. First,

the current situation calls for healing; and healing requires

not only work of the heart, but also work of the mind. As a

Catholic university, Boston College has a special responsi-

bility to help the Catholic community and wider society

better understand Catholic perspectives on critical societal

problems, and also to assist the Catholic Church in appreci-

ating and responding to contemporary issues—doing so is

part of our mission. Second, Boston College has scholarly

and pastoral resources that can assist lay men and women,
priests, and bishops engage the complex issues facing them,

and help them learn from one another. Third, Boston Col-

lege can be a meeting place, an intellectual and religious re-

source that can assist in the revitalization of the Church and

individual members of the Catholic community.

The Church in the 2 1st Century program is intended for

the Boston College community, BC alumni and friends, the

Catholic community of Boston and beyond, and for all peo-

ple, Catholic and non-Catholic, who are concerned about

the present crisis in the Catholic Church. Our initiative will

focus on three broad issues: on the roles and relationships of

lay men and women, priests, and bishops, and how to en-

hance them; on sexuality in Catholic teaching and in con-

temporary culture; and on the challenge of living,

deepening, and handing on the Catholic faith to succeeding

generations.

Obviously, Boston College alone cannot resolve all the

hurts and challenges facing the Catholic Church today, nor

does it seek to supplant bishops or others in the Church who
must eventually respond to pressing issues. Our initiative in-

tends to be respectful of the Church and its teaching and

tradition, to strive for balance and fairness^ and to promote

healing and understanding in the Catholic Church.

I realize that at times our initiative may generate dis-

agreement and controversy, but faithful Catholics hold dif-

ferent opinions about many important matters, and it may
well be at times that views and positions will be controver-

sial or disputed. Should that happen we need to remind our-

selves that Boston College, as a university, is committed to

open discussion and to the objective consideration of the

wide variety of opinions that can be reasonably argued.

Our approach is based on the conviction that the essence

of a university is the search for truth, and that in the end

truth will prevail. At Boston College, this search for truth is

enriched by the acknowledgement and exploration of spiri-

tual and religious truths influenced by our Jesuit Catholic

educational and religious traditions. Stated simply, we seek

to link faith and culture, especially the Catholic Church and

American society.

FINALLY, I want to say a word about goals. The Church

in the 2 1st Century initiative seeks to engage issues and top-

ics critical to the healing and vitality of Catholics in the

United States in the aftermath of the sexual abuse crisis. All

should contribute to that task, but it is especially urgent that

younger Catholics—so often enthusiastic, generous, and in-

terested in volunteer service and in the spiritual life—be en-

listed in the renewal of the Church. Much of the future of

Catholicism is in their hands, but younger Catholics need

the inspiration and encouragement of older Catholics who
know, appreciate, and practice their Catholic faith. Our goal

is to help Catholics become more informed about core

teachings and traditions of the Church, and clearer about

what they believe and the reasons for their beliefs. This ed-

ucational and religious effort should enable them to live up

to the demands and responsibilities of their faith more au-
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thentically and effectively.

Our initiative seeks to help revitalize the Catholic com-

munity to move from scandal and crisis to renewal and

greater hope. Offending priests and bishops betrayed their

commitment to the Church and to Catholics who trusted

them. Church leaders made serious errors in the way they

dealt with victims, their families, and abusers. Trust between

lay men and women and the hierarchy has been severely

eroded in recent months. And many priests who have served

faithfully all their lives, especially those in parishes, feel be-

leaguered and discouraged. Trust must be restored and ac-

countability ensured.

Part of our initiative will focus on the reinvigoration of

parish life—for example, by striving to develop model struc-

tures and practices that are built on trust and accountabili-

ty, and that encourage and support the talents and

responsibilities of laity, priests, and bishops. Many lay men
and women want to use their gifts to help the Church, and

we need them to do so, just as we need priests and bishops

to live up to their responsibilities and commitments.

The challenge for us is to renew our vision: a vision built

on trust and accountability, a vision nurtured by faith,

knowledge, and conversation—faith in God as revealed in

scripture and human experience; knowledge of basic

Catholic teachings, beliefs, and tradition; and conversation

with people of both similar and different perspectives.

I know that these goals and other needed steps will not be

realized without a commitment to dialogue, a willingness to

seek forgiveness and healing, prayer and study, and leadership

from laity and clergy. But I also know that during the past

2,000 years, the Catholic Church has adapted and changed to

meet a variety of challenges. So as we strive to heal and to

think and act anew, we must recall that God does not leave us

orphans and that the Spirit is moving among us always.

Tonight is a beginning, and much needs to be accom-

plished. I remain confident that together we can help renew

the Catholic Church and the Catholic community in our day.

William P. Leahy, SJ, is in his seventh year as president ofBoston

College.
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Kenneth L. Woodward (top) and respondents Lisa Sowle Cahi

nors, Jr. '63 (bottom left), and Roberto S. Coizueta

lack Con-
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AN UNSETTLED REALM
In crisis comes opportunity
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BY KENNETH L. WOODWARD

The current crisis of sexual abuse by the clergy is one of

trust. It says much about the widespread lack of trust in the

American Catholic Church that we are now witnessing the

construction of see-through confessionals, windowed cubi-

cles where priest and penitent can be seen but not over-

heard. It says even more about the failure of the Church to

pass on its tradition that so few Catholics bother with the

sacrament of Reconciliation, in the first place. That many of

the sins left unconfessed are sexual in nature is a guess—but

a guess that evokes the widespread gap between what the

Church teaches about human sexuality and what, polls tell

us, Catholics both lay and clerical are willing to accept.

Windowed confessionals: The image parodies the call these

days for institutional transparency.

I think we still don't know the fall dimensions of this cri-

sis, nor do we have any long-term solutions in hand. Indeed,

the medical profession itself does not know yet what makes a

man a pedophile or an ephebophile. That is why this Church

in the 21st Century initiative is so important. It is shocking

to realize how much institutional self-delusion prevails in the

American Church, more shocking still to realize that the

bishops—and the Vatican—have been unwilling to examine

or even to acknowledge the many disconnects between what

is taught and what is believed. This has been going on at least

since 1967, when, as it happens, Newsweek magazine became

the first organization of any kind, Catholic or otherwise, to

poll U.S. Catholics on what they think of their Church.

Now, of course, such polls are routine—indeed they are al-

most a cliche of reporting on the Catholic Church, designed,

I guess, to show once more that substantial numbers of

Catholics do not agree with some of the Church's moral

teachings. They are also a form of flattery: When was the last

time you saw a similar poll of Methodists, or Unitarians, or

Seventh-day Adventists? Even so, the Church leadership has

lacked the courage to take such data into account. I'm re-

minded of a once robust order of missionary sisters that is

now unable to retain the few novices it attracts but—as a

matter of principle—refuses to ask those who leave after a

year or two what prompted their decision.

This initiative is important for another reason as well: It

emphasizes the importance of a Catholic university as a

place where the Church does its learning. If a university is

not free to inquire, it is not a university. But if it does not

understand and respect its role in the basic mission of the

Church, it is not a Catholic university.

The time is long overdue for a disciplined discussion of

ordaining women and married men to the priesthood. In

fact, informal and often undisciplined discussion of these is-

sues has been going on for decades. If the bishops feel they

cannot study such issues themselves, Catholic scholars ought

to provide this service for them. And I speak as a Catholic

who is comfortable, maybe too comfortable, with the present

division of labor in the Church. I am not a lay minister, nor

do I aspire to be one. I'm not even an usher. Indeed, I've al-

ways felt that the Women's Ordination Conference should

focus first on diversifying the International Brotherhood of

Church Ushers. Come to think of it, we'll probably have or-

dained women sooner than we will have female ushers.

For the record, I count myself among those who are op-

posed to ordaining women and even married men, for rea-

sons that I believe are sociologically compelling. My advice

to Catholic friends who think otherwise is, "Look before

you leap"—that is, I see no reason why the Catholic Church

should imitate those declining mainline Protestant denomi-

nations, which ordain women, reject clerical celibacy, and

institutionalize lay leadership.

Would-be Church reformers would do well to study the

Protestant experience, where they would learn that tyranny

by committee can be as stifling as tyranny by hierarchy, and

where children of clergy form their own support groups.

The lesson of comparative ecclesiology is that there is no

perfect way to structure a church, which means that renew-

al is always an ongoing process.

THE CHURCH in the 21st Century project is timely.

As I speak, there is an initiative circulating among the

American bishops that seeks to convoke a plenary council of
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the American Church, something that has not been done

since 1884. And in New York, a group of Catholic lawyers

and jurists are pressing the region's bishops to convene

diocesan synods to discuss the crisis—in my view, a much
sounder approach.

In some important dimensions, we already know what

the American Church in the 21st century looks like. First,

we know that its membership is changing from one kind of

diversity to another: That is, the immigrants of old are

being replaced by the new immigrants, mainly from His-

panic countries, whose sense of Church is, I might say, more

organic than that of the culturally assimilated, post-Vatican

II Anglo baby boomers. We should remind ourselves that

the Catholic Church is and always has been the most diverse

communion on the face of the Earth, a fact that seems to es-

cape some of its critics in the media.

Secondly, we know that because of the sharp decline in

vocations to the priesthood and, among women, to the

vowed life of religious communities, the Catholic Church in

the United States is well into an era where lay ministries are

coming to predominate over the clerical. Just look at the

statistics. The American Church has about 45,000 priests,

most of them 55 years of age or older, of which a third are

members of religious orders. One parish in six has no resi-

dent priest. The Church has some 80,000 women religious,

also a rapidly aging population. But it now has, at last count,

13,277 permanent deacons—all male, most of them late

middle-aged—and at least another 29,000 lay ministers,

most of them women, who work more than 20 hours a week

for the Church. And there are thousands of lay men and

women who work in diocesan ministries and as paid office

workers, not to mention the thousands of volunteers who
work less than 20 hours a week for Catholic parishes and

Catholic schools. Most Catholic theologians, as a matter of

fact, are now lay women and men.

It is simply not true to say that the laity are uninvolved in

the life of the Church. But it is true that the laity, especially

women, have no real voice in making important decisions

and none at all in the decision-making processes of the Holy

See. Clericalism of this kind is not only wrong, but unnec-

essary and inefficient.

But what do we mean by "Church"? Consider for a mo-
ment an image of the Church that I find useful. It's not so

much a theological model as Avery Dulles has elaborated,

but a kind of working image. I see the Church as a pyramid,

with countless circles floating inside it. The pyramid reflects

the Church as a hierarchical institution, with the pope at the

top. The circles represent all the innumerable ways in which

members of the Church come together to form communities

and to create specific missions. My point is that the pyramid

is a large and fecund place that allows a host of circles to be

produced within it. I'm thinking not only of individual

parishes and dioceses and religious orders; I'm thinking also

of the countless Catholic organizations, from the Blue Army
to the Catholic Workers. I think too of the thousands of

Catholic high schools and colleges that, at their best, shape

the identities of individual Catholics through experiences,

attachments, and lifelong connections. My own Catholic

formation, for example, took place in my childhood parish. It

was deepened at St. Ignatius High School in Cleveland and

later at Notre Dame University. In my self-understanding,

these last two communities lie closer to my core identity as a

Catholic than does my present parish.

Parishes, I believe, are necessary but insufficient forms of

communion within the Church. As a journalist, I find my
roots in the Church nourished regularly through the com-

munities of conversation created by Commonweal, America,

First Things, and other more scholarly publications. In short,

the Church as pyramid provides the unity without which

there can be no diversity.

The same image can be considered from another angle,

the angle of gender difference—the sort of thing that Har-

vard psychologist Carol Gilligan likes to study. In this view,

the pyramid is masculine, stressing authority, hierarchical

organization. The circles are feminine, stressing mutuality

and cooperation. Few Catholics, outside the clergy, experi-

ence the hierarchical in their lives. On the contrary, most

Catholics experience the institutional Church as feminine:

Holy Mother the Church. As I've argued elsewhere, the

Catholic Church was "feminized" long before there was a

feminist movement. Indeed, to the extent that the energies

of organized American religion in general are devoted

mainly to the nurturing of the young, to the extent that re-

ligion in America is privatized, localized, and inevitably

domesticated in individual congregations that function like

extended families, I would argue that religion in general is

experienced as feminine rather than masculine. In any case,

we know that on any given Sunday, in any given church,

Protestant, Catholic, or Orthodox, there are always more

women than men in attendance. And as any Christian pas-

tor—male or female—will tell you, Sunday night to Sunday

morning on the congregational level, the clergy operate in a

world that is essentially bleached of males. And so it has al-

ways been.

THOSE WHO claim the current crisis is the most serious

since the Reformation are guilty of gross hyperbole. I know

of no one who has left the Church because of episcopal

malfeasance—though I do know of Catholics who have

abandoned the faith entirely because they were sexually mo-

lested by a priest. Many Catholics do expect a rethinking of

the Church as institution and are open to practical changes.

Thus, we need to ask what the relationships between bishops

Continued on page 34
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ADVANCEMENT

POPS NIGHT—Nearly 10,000 alum-

ni, parents, friends, faculty, and staff

joined together to enjoy the 10th an-

nual Pops on the Heights concert in

Conte Forum on Friday, September

27. The sold-out event kicked off this

year's Boston College Fund drive

and raised more than $1.3 million,

adding to the Ever to Excel Cam-

paign total. Through the Boston

College Fund over the last 10 years,

269 scholarships have been awarded

to 138 talented students across a

wide range of academic disciplines.

The event was chaired by University

trustee associate Jim Geary '50 (at

left). Pictured with Geary are Pops

on the Heights executive commit-

tee member Jay Yost '70, JD'75,

Shannon Tourney, Jake Yost '03, Dee

Yost, and Quinby Yost '99.

FIRST LADY
Trustee Development Committee has a new chair

Kathleen Corbet '82, executive

vice president of Alliance

Capital Management and chief

executive officer of Alliance's

Fixed Income division, has

been appointed to chair the

Trustee Development Com-
mittee. Corbet, who has served

as University trustee since

2000, is the first woman in

Boston College's history to

hold the appointment.

"Kathleen's talents, com-

mitment, and energy will ulti-

mately help Boston College do

its work of educating and in-

spiring thousands of future

students," said University

President William P. Leahy,

SJ, on Corbet's appointment.

Professionally, Corbet

oversees the management of

portfolio managers and re-

search analysts and is responsi-

ble for more than $150 billion

in fixed income portfolios.

Alliance, a leading global in-

vestment advisor, has more

than $390 billion in assets

worldwide. In October 2000,

she was appointed chair of Al-

liance Capital Management

Australia and New Zealand

and elected to the board of

AXA Asia Pacific Holdings.

As a Boston College stu-

dent, Corbet majored in mar-

keting and computer science

and earned a bachelor of sci-

ence cum laude from the Car-

roll School of Management. In

1989, she earned an MBA with

distinction in finance from

New York University.

In speaking about her re-

cent appointment to chair the

Trustee Development Com-

mittee, Corbet stated, "BC

stands at a moment of oppor-

tunity, and I am pleased to

contribute my efforts with en-

thusiasm and vigor. I am com-

mitted to working closely with

the University trustees, Fr.

Leahy, and BC's fine develop-

ment staff to meet the Univer-

sity's fundraising initiatives."

Corbet is also a member of the

Executive Committee of BC's

Wall Street Council, a student

Kathleen A. Corbet '82

mentor, and a leading donor.

Currently, Corbet lives

in New Canaan, Connecticut,

with her husband, Randy,

and two children, Dylan, 8,

and Ian, 6.
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Dear Boston College/Newton College Alumnus/a:

November is a special time for us to honor the deceased members of the Boston

College community. The Jesuit community will remember your intentions this month at

Boston College and at the Campion Center. I am delighted to announce that Mary Neville

M.A. '94, associate director of the Alumni Association, will coordinate a new program

focusing on an important part ofour ministry here at Boston College, the visitation ofthe

sick and attendance of alumni wakes and funerals. We have a protocol in place and have

reached out to our alumni leaders and volunteers locally and nationally to represent

Boston College as ambassadors of the Boston College Alumni Association.

The opening event for the Church 21 program was held on September 18 in Conte

Forum. It was a powerful evening, and you can read more about the initiative in this issue

of Boston College Magazine. A calendar of events and a full transcript ofthe opening event

is available on the Church 21 Web site at www.bc.edu/church21. I encourage you to visit

the Web site weekly, as new programs and features are added to this rich collaborative University effort.

Father Leahy will be conducting listening sessions around the Church 21 initiative in San Francisco, Chicago and New
York this winter and spring. These events are national Boston College club events, and each listening session will fea-

ture a reception with the President. Watch for the details on the alumni Web site at www.bc.edu/alumni. Additionally,

we will feature faculty members on the road with our national club network over the next year to focus on Church 21.

The Alumni Association is pleased to welcome two new members of our team. Anne Marie Paone joined us this

month from Fidelity Investments as the receptionist for the Alumni Association. Nathan
J.

Lindsey also joined us, as

communications assistant, and will be a critical part of the communications team. Nathan brings tremendous Web
design and brand marketing expertise to the Alumni Association.

We continue to find that the Boston College Magazine, the Alumni Association Web site and E-news are the best tools

to communicate information locally, nationally and internationally. We value your input on Class Notes and the BCAA
communications plan and welcome your comments and suggestions. Serving you is our mission, and we want to pro-

vide the best customer service possible. We are presently reviewing the Web site and plan to launch a more user-friendly

site this winter. You can also expect an enhanced Class Notes section this year and new additions to the online com-

munity. We encourage you to take a few minutes and register for the online community, where you are one click away

from looking up your classmates online.

The Boston College Alumni Association Board of Directors is off to a tremendous start. The Alumni Achievement

Awards were held in September, and the recipients were truly Boston College men and women for others. I encourage

you to nominate a classmate this year for this prestigious award from alma mater. The awards process is online, and

the 2003 committee, chaired by John Griffin '65, will begin meeting this winter. The nominating committee of the

board is working on the 2003 ballot for the board of directors. Committees are meeting, and programs for the year have

been planned.

We look forward to seeing you at the many events planned for the winter and the spring. There are many long-

standing traditions at Boston College, like the Chorale Concert at Trinity Chapel and the spirituality programs on cam-

pus, that enhance the alumni experience. We have also introduced some new traditions in partnership with depart-

ments around campus—the McMullen Museum, the Athletics Department, the Arts Council and the Office of Campus
Ministry to name a few. I hope that you will take part in the traditions at Boston College—old and new.

Best wishes for a peaceful Christmas season,

jtlusc^ (jrkfo^ KMm-- 'fiZ^—

Grace Cotter Regan '82

Executive Director

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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For some people,

2003 is not just another year.

Return to Boston, and remember.

Join classmates at the Heights next spring

for a weekend of connection and recollection.

Watch for the upcoming

reunion brochure in the mail,

and visit www.bc.edu/reunion

for all the latest reunion information

£/OA^e Wx/e<i<x"te
THE REGIONAL CLUB NETWORK continues to grow, thanks to our dedicated club leaders—listed below—and to you, club

members and supporters. In the coming months, the Alumni Association will continue to explore ways of expanding and improv-

ing the club network, nationally and internationally. Throughout this process, we welcome your suggestions and feedback on exist-

ing and potential programs and events. We are currently seeking leaders for four clubs—Baltimore, Maryland; Worcester,

Massachusetts; Northeastern New Jersey; and Syracuse, New York. If you would like to nominate someone, are interested in serv-

ing in one ofthese areas or would like more information, please contact Jack Moynihan at 617-552-4700 or jack.moynihan@bc.edu.

Regional clubs allow alumni, parents and friends of Boston College to reconnect and support the mission ofthe University in mean-

ingful and tangible ways. For more information on regional clubs, visit www.bc.edu/alumni.

PHOENIX, AZ
LOS ANGELES, CA

ORANGE COUNTY, CA
SAN DIEGO, CA

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

FAIRFIELD COUNTY, CT

HARTFORD, CT

DENVER, CO
WASHINGTON, DC

MIAMI, FL

NAPLES, FL

ORLANDO, FL

PALM BEACH, FL

SARASOTA, FL

TAMPA BAY, FL

CHICAGO, IL

INDIANAPOLIS, IN

BALTIMORE, MD
PORTLAND, ME
CAPE COD, MA

Martin S. Ridge '67

Harry R. Hirshorn '89

Kenton Brooks '91

Peter J. Salmon '88

Julie Finora McAfee '93

Linda Song Wendel '97

Sean Burke '94

Dave Frankel'93

Marco Pace '93

Christopher M. Doran '68

Carrie McNamara '88

Misty Wheeler '86

Christopher K. Heaslip '86

Robert P. Vilece '89

Michael DiForio '98

Richard Ewing '98

William F. Hackett '66

Cam Van Noord '76

Charles Rego '92

Stephen E. Ferrucci '87, J.D. '90

Vacant
Kenneth D. Pierce '79

Martin J. Joyce '51

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
WORCESTER, MA

MINNEAPOLIS, MN

ST. LOUIS, MO
MANCHESTER, NH

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

NORTHEASTERN NEW YORK
NEW YORK, NY
ROCHESTER, NY
SYRACUSE, NY

CLEVELAND, OH

PHILADELPHIA, PA

PITTSBURGH, PA

RHODE ISLAND

DALLAS, TX

SEATTLE, WA
WISCONSIN

GREAT BRITAIN

GREECE

Robert T. Crowley, Jr. '70

Vacant

Mary Moulton '96

Roshan Rajkumar '95

Barbara A. Costigan '72

David Horan J.D. '77

Vacant

Nancy G. Spadaro Bielawa '85

R. Michael Wirin '89

Richard
J.
Evans '83

Vacant

Denis P. Dunn '88

Charles F. Lanzieri '74

John G. Sherlock '87

Brian '92 and Suzanne Walters '92

Lisa J. King '81

Christine M. Horstman '92

Kristen M. Johnson '98

Andrew G. Docktor '86

Jim McDonnell '88

Bryan McLaughlin '95

Dave Krupinski '88
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Charles A. McCarthy '30 has recently

resigned his post as class correspondentfor the

class of 1930. The class and the Alumni

Association wish to extend their heartfelt

gratitude to Mr. McCarthy for his years of

service. If anyone has news to share, please

forward it to the above address. —Editor

Walter M. Drohan

85 Nelson St.

Winchester, MA 01890

781-729-2899

William M. Hogan, Jr.

Brookhaven, A-305

Lexington, MA 02421

781-863-8359

Lenahan O'Connell

O'Connell & O'Connell

31 Milk St.

Boston, MA 02109

617-426-1224

Edward T. Sullivan

2082 Oyster Harbor

Osterville, MA 02655

617-698-0080

This time, the class notes are devoted

exclusively to a very special member ofthe

class, Jim McDonough, who died on June

1, 2002. Jim's loyalty to his alma mater

was equaled only by his devotion to his

profession. His obituary in the Winchester

Star filled a whole page with his activities

and affiliations, as well as his distin-

guished awards from medical societies

and from Boston College. A special article

by a staff writer of the paper, Monique
Vallee, tells the story better than we could.

The headline is "Town's Best-known
Doctor Dies at 88." It reads, "James
McDonough, arguably Winchester's most
well known baby doctor, died Saturday at

the age of 88. Ifyou are between the ages

of 10 and 50, the chances are good that

McDonough's hands were those that

brought you into the world. With a

reported 17,000 deliveries, McDonough
was a legend in his field. He formally

joined the obstetrics and gynecology

department at Winchester Hospital in

1965 and was delivering babies there until

his retirement in 1990. In 1989, the hos-

pital dedicated a suite to him on its second

floor nursery in recognition of his long-

time service. 'He had a very, very active

practice here,' said Mark Whitney of the

hospital's public relations department.

'Most of the people on the staffknew him
well and will miss him greatly. If some
people in Winchester didn't know him
personally (and there were only a few),

their sister, mother or cousin did. And if

they did know him, it was with great affec-

tion that they remember him.' 'He's been

a very loyal soul to the Winchester

Hospital over the years, donated person-

ally a lot of money. He was a great

fundraiser, and he knew everyone in town,

having delivered them, their mothers and

their grandmothers—three generations of

people,' said Courtney Crandell, who was

on the hospital board with McDonough
and whose daughter was delivered by

him. 'He had a real Irish twinkle in his eye

with that wit of his. He was quiet and
respectful, but friendly too. He knew
everybody in the world and everybody

knew him and respected him.' He deliv-

ered all eight of former Chief of Police

John McHugh's children. His daughter,

Mary McHugh, said her father used to tell

her mother, Catherine, 'There are two

men ahead ofme in the world, and that's

Dr. McDonough and Ted Williams.' 'My
father came in third,' she said."

Joseph P. Keating

24 High St.

Natick, MA 01760

508-653-4902

Very little class "news" this time, and

what I do have is not the best. Since I last

wrote these notes, three classmates have

died, Paul McGrady, Vincent Wenners
and Leo Horgan. Paul died in May. He
had retired as a VP for an insurance com-
pany in Indian Hills, CO, where he had
lived for many years with his wife. Mary,

and family. Paul loved golf and excelled at

it. Vinnie died in June. He had worked for

many years and retired from Traveller's

Insurance Co. He had been living in

Manchester, NH. Leo died in January, and

I only learned of his death through a list-

ing in the summer issue of BC Magazine.

Leo and his wife, "Chip," had retired and
lived in FL for many years. I had heard

they had recently moved to the Midwest,

but I have no details. Please remember
Paul, Vinnie and Leo in your prayers,

along with their wives and families.

Thomas E. Gaquin

206 Corey St.

West Roxbury, MA 02132

617-325-2883

Since our last report, several of our class-

mates have gone to their eternal reward.

The following members of the class died

during the months of July and August

2002: Monsignor John P. Keilty, former

pastor of St. Brigid parish in Lexington.

He died on July 5 at Manomet. Richard

O'Connell, former general manager of

the Boston Red Sox, died at East Village

Nursing Home in Lexington on August

18. John H. Pike died on August 15 in

Belmont. William A. Carey, Jr., died in

Framingham on August 28, and Michael

J.
Frasca, after a successful practice in

Beverly, died in Ledgewood Skilled

Nursing Facility in Beverly on August 26.

Each of these classmates distinguished

himself in his career. Dick O'Connell is

credited with transforming a last-place

American League baseball team into the

American League Champions in 1967.

Bill Carey, a native of Quincy, distin-

guished himself in the practice of medi-

cine in the Framingham area. Mike
Frasca had a successful dental practice in

the city of Beverly for over fifty years. The
sympathy of the class is extended to the

families of each of our deceased class-

mates. • During July I had the pleasure of

visiting with Margaret and Leo Coveney

in Centerville. Leo is doing very well; it

must be the Cape Cod air!

We recently learned ofthe death of class cor-

respondent William D. Finan '38. Please

keep hisfamily in your prayers. —Editor

John D. Donovan

12 Wessonville Way
Westborough, MA 01581

jddboppa@graber.org

Greetings once again! "Four score and ..."

four, five or six years ago planet Earth was

blessed by the birth of some 300-plus

members of BC's class of 1939. Then,

some three score and seven years ago, BC
happily accepted them as freshmen

—

youngsters excited, anxious and fearful as

they faced exposure to the disciplined cur-

riculum of the ratio studiorum and high

standards of their Jesuit professors. Four

years later they proudly graduated and

quickly confronted the real world and

WWII. For a few years WWII got in the

way of all of us. As members of the so-

called Greatest Generation, we gave our

lives and/or did our bit to make the world

a safer place—at least temporarily. We
were scoring then, and it still goes on

today. As of July 1, 2002, the proof of this

appears in the fact that those of us lucky

enough to be survivors number four

score and eight. We are not as spry as we
once were, but the good Lord is still with

us in this our ninth decade. By the way,

I've pulled together what I hope is an

accurate directory of our surviving class-

mates and have identified where they are

hiding out by street, city, state and even

outside the U.S. If you're interested in

getting a copy of this directory, don't hes-

itate to telephone, write or e-mail me and

we'll get a copy to you in the mail. Pete

Kerr's treasury is still in a healthy state.

www.bc.edu/alumni 3



• Unfortunately, there is always some sad

news. Recently, we learned of the death

of Sig Somy's widow and, belatedly, of
the death two years ago of Paul Ryan's

wife, Frances. Paul phoned me recently

with this sad news and under my ques-

tioning updated me about his successful

academic career, a career which involved

being the dean of the graduate school at

Assumption College and the president of

Quinsigamond Community College. Our
sympathy and our prayers are offered to

these classmates and their families.

Tragically, too, we learned of the recent

death of Fr. Joseph McNulty, a classmate

who served God and us for some 59 years

in the Archdiocese of Boston. Ironically,

it was only two prior issues ago that we
reported that Father McNulty, joined by

two other classmates, Fr. Philip McConville

and Msgr. Russell Guarcello, had concel-

ebrated a Mass in remembrance of their

ordination to the priesthood in 1943.
Needless to say, our prayers and sympa-
thy are offered for him and for his family.

• On the happier side, Boston College

recently honored our late classmate and
former prexy, Al Branca, with the John P.

Curley Award for his unmatched leader-

ship in developing support for BC's ath-

letic programs. A well- deserved award!

And there's more good news. Thanks to

Paul Nagle's generosity, I received a copy

of a limited edition "autobiography"

authored by his friend and our classmate,

Daniel M. Keyes, Jr., It is Dan's "mem-
oirs" fittingly entitled Four Score Years

and More: From Hungry Hill 'Til Now.
Believe me, it's a great read! From Dan's

roots on Hungry Hill (Springfield), his

story takes us to BC and on to a remark-

able career as a lawyer, judge and politi-

cal activist. His life story flows in a

friendly style full of family memories,
recollections involving his BC years, legal

and political associates, and some
humorous moments. Congratulations,

Dan!

Sherman Rogan

34 Oak St.

Reading, MA 01867

shermanrogan@netscape.net

The good news is that no member of the

class passed to the Great Beyond since

last this column was written. The bad
news is that old Sherm is not getting

enough correspondence to compose an
interesting column and to inform on
members' achievements. Please write. •
In the last issue, though we did promise a

word or two about brother Joseph A.

Groden and how fate chose him to be at

the ready on board the destroyer USS
Henley DD-391 at Pearl Harbor on
December 7, 1941. Legally, we can't dis-

close too many details, as his story has
been copyrighted in an interview with
David Stephenson. (Respect for the law
has always been our guiding principle.)

Ensign Joe, the ship's communications

officer, had the midnight to 4 a.m. watch
and had been asleep a couple of hours
when awakened by the sounding of
General Quarters. Donning his uniform
pants over his pajamas, Joe dashed out on
deck only to find that the alarm had been
sounded by mistake by a sailor who had
been out celebrating the night before in

Honolulu. As Joe was berating the errant

sailor for making the Henley a possible

laughingstock for the other ships in the

harbor, along came a black fighter plane

not more than 25 feet off the bow, with a

big orange ball painted on its side. A tor-

pedo was released aimed for the USS
Utah. You can believe that it didn't take

long for Joe to react. With the crew
already at their stations, guns manned
and ammunition on deck, the USS
Henley became the first to respond to the

surprise attack. As luck would have it, the

Henley was able to bring down a Japanese

plane with 50-caliber machine gun fire.

Joe earned himself a berth in the thick of

the action aboard the USS O'Brien for the

invasion of France, commanding antiair

efforts, antisubmarine protection and
shore bombardment. Despite close calls,

Joe survived almost five years of continu-

ous sea duty and retired as a lieutenant

commander. He returned to his pre-

wartime position at International Paper

Co. and in time became general manager
in charge of sales. • Vin Nasca, who is

active in the Society of Former FBI
Agents and whose son, Stephen, a lieu-

tenant colonel in the Marine Corps, died

of cancer, writes that Stephen's two chil-

dren have both opted to follow their father

into the military. Granddaughter, Nikko,

has been sworn as a Lieutenant in the

U.S. Army, and grandson, David, a lieu-

tenant in the Marine Corps. Vinny, a

retired commander in the U.S. Coast

Guard had the honor of administering

the oath to both. • These are tales of

classmates which certainly merit record-

ing in the annals of the class and serve as

reminders that service in the military

was, for the most part, the common lot of

the historic class of 1940.

John M. Callahan

3 Preacher Road

Milton, MA 02186

617-698-2082

Our class celebrated its annual memorial
Mass at Trinity Chapel, Newton Campus,
on June 3, 2002, with the concelebration

of our classmates, Fr. Ed Cowhig, Fr. Jim
Rogers and Fr. Simeon Saulenas. This

function ofour class has now become our

most important yearly activity with the

opportunity to meet, greet and converse

as '41 brothers. • As stated previously, this

has always been a memorable and reward-

ing experience to sit together once again

with great recollections of the past and
recall sadly departed class members whose
contributions were outstanding. • Nick

Sottile, our devoted president, recovering

from his recent illness, presided over the

dinner, provided us with up-to-date infor-

mation and complimented the committee
for its cooperation. Class-mates like Nick
and John Colahan have held us together

over the years, and they are to be compli-

mented for all their time and efforts. • As
in the past, this column will always be the

bearer of sad tidings in the passing on of
some classmates. In May 2002, Lucian

Magri, attorney and Boston Municipal
Court clerk ofthirty-five years, whose abil-

ity, knowledge and dedication was recog-

nized by all sitting justices of the court,

died. Attorney Tom Donelin, a former
well-known Dorchester Lower Mill resi-

dent of great character and reputation,

died in June 2002. His friendship will be
treasured by your correspondent. • Fr. Jim
Rogers, who celebrated our Mass in June
2002 died in July 2002. He was a former
FBI member. He was a roommate ofyour
correspondent in Washington in the latter

part of 1941 and left to fulfill his Marine
Corps obligation. He was truly a highly

decorated Marine hero, participating in

fierce combat with great concern for the

welfare and survival of all serving with

him and under him. He was mentioned
for his bravery and service in several

books written by a Marine general. He
became a priest and served God with the

greatest of love, loyalty and dedication to

all whom he preached. Your correspon-

dent was very close to him and was with

him to the end. His past and present

parishioners filled the church in a final

tribute. Bishop Joe Maguire officiated and
rendered a heartwarming eulogy. To his

survivors, we say that in your loss of a

great man, soldier and priest, God has

gained a new bodyguard. • Also, class-

mates, Patrick J. Doyle in October 2000
and William J. Fitzgerald in February

2002. May all of the above be in God's

hands and praying for their classmates

and their families. • In passing, the foot-

ball season has begun, and we hope it will

be a rewarding and successful period. •

Len Frisoli, Jack Kehoe, and George
Hanlon have been in contact and wish to

be remembered to all. • Please send a

note even if to just say hello, in that it is

difficult to compose this without your

assistance.

Ernest J.
Handy

84 Walpole St., Unit 4-M

Canton, MA 02021

781-821-4576

I write this on the first day of summer,
but as you read it, fall will not only have

ended but soon we will be celebrating the

joyous Season of Christmas. I pray that

your Christmas Day will be a day filled

with happiness nourished by the com-
panionship and laughter of loved ones. •

Jim Boudreau is enjoying retirement at

his new home at 52 Shoreview Avenue,

East Falmouth, MA 02536. Come on
down. • Connie Pappas-Jameson recently
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suffered a physical setback but still has

that great sense of humor. A card or let-

ter addressed to him at Goddard House,

165 Chestnut Street, Brookline, MA
02445, would be appreciated. • Charlie

Ahern's wife, Helen, has been diag-

nosed with kidney failure. As of this

writing, she is on three-hour dialysis ses-

sions, three days weekly. Nevertheless,

her spirits and hopes remain high. A
prayer for her full recovery and/or a card

addressed to her at 262 Florence

Avenue, Arlington, MA 02476, would
be very helpful. • Bob Drinan received

an honorary degree from Brandeis

University in May. • On February 18,

2002, after a long, courageous battle

with pancreatic cancer, Bill Doonan
"slipped away peacefully with his wife

and five children at his side." He was
among those remembered at the memo-
rial Mass June 1, 2002. • How many of

you remember that, thanks to Jim
Stanton and Brian Sullivan, the First

Boston College Pops Concert was held at

the BC gym in conjunction with our

twenty-fifth anniversary? • Jim Cahalane
must be handing out cigars in heaven.

His daughter Joan gave birth to beautiful

twins, Liam (5 lbs., 7 oz.) and Shannon

(5 lbs., 2 oz.), on July 2, 2002. Mother,

father and babies are doing well. • Lest I

forget, my sincerest thanks to John
Fitzgerald for his many contributions to

this column. • Kindly remember Phil

Gill in your prayers. Phil died peacefully

in his sleep on June 28, 2002. Since Phil

had no known relatives and no religious

service held, Jim Stanton arranged for a

Funeral Mass at BC High on July 15,

2002. Subsequently, someone in ME
arranged for a Mass to be said in

Camden on July 24, 2002. Terry

Geoghegan was invited to give the

eulogy. Space does not permit me to

include it here, but a copy will be sent to

anyone requesting it. I assure you it is

well worth reading. Phil left me with a

few fond memories. I share one. One
day, at the conclusion of golf, Phil

invited me to join him at the bar. He
thereupon ordered two "scotches on the

rocks." I said I would prefer a "martini."

His response, which I quote verbatim,

was, "These are both mine. Order your
own." • Your prayers are requested for

Fred Sliney, who died on August 22,

2002. After four years in the Navy dur-

ing WWII, Fred spent thirty years as a

highly respected teacher in the Boston
school system. In addition he served as

principal of the CCD program and pres-

ident of the parish council at St. John's

Parish, Arlington. To his four sons,

Frederick, George, Ronald and Richard,

and to his three daughters, Ruth, Claire

and Debra, the class extends its sincerest

sympathies and invites each to join us at

our memorial Mass in June 2003, when
their father, along with other classmates

who have died since June 2002 will be
remembered.

Thomas O'Connell Murray

14 Churchill Road

West Roxbury, MA 02132-3402

617-323-3737

Sadly, once more we must begin with the

condolences of the class. First, condo-

lences to the family of Ed Greenlaw, who
died this year in CO. Ed was one of the

old Newbury Street gang ofold CBA, later

served in the Navy in all areas of WWII
and was a long-time employee of General

Motors. • Next, condolences to Dorothy

and the family of Bill Noonan, who died

June 1, 2002 in Gloucester. Bill was also

one of the CBA gang at Newbury Street,

who later served in the Army and worked
many years for Eastman Gelatin Co. • We
also send our thoughts to the family of

Tom Murphy, who died July 10, 2002, in

Hingham. Tom was a retired Marine
Corps Colonel and a graduate of Harvard

Law. • We also send our condolences to

Evelyn and the family of Nick Flynn,

who died August 30, 2002 in Melrose.

Another Navy vet, Nick was a lawyer in

Boston for many years. • The prayers of

the class also go to Hal Habib on the

death of his wife, Yvonne, and to Jim
Dunn on the death of his son Jim, Jr., in

Sciruate. • Many thanks to Ed O'Connor
for all the news of much of the above. •

We also send thanks to Jim Harvey for his

work on our golf day. Even though there

were but eight players, the weather was
fine, as John Rafferty said: "There were
not many to follow the play behind the

ropes." • Our thanks to those widows who
paid class dues recently, Peggy Turke and
Betty Rehling. • A recent note from F. X.

Mahoney in Freeport, IL tells us he's hop-

ing to get to any sixtieth reunion event

and does a bit of bragging about grand-

daughter Katie. • From Kenya, Fr. Tom
Heath sends his blessing to all '43ers. •
Your correspondent apologizes for stating

the wrong date for our Fall Festival in his

last column; it must be a result of "old

age." In any event, please keep in touch.

James F. O'Donnell

3317 Newark St.

Washington, DC 20008
odonnellbc@aol.com

The space available here is such that a

classmate's life-record of service and
accomplishment must too often be con-

densed into a distillation of his impact on
our lifetime. Surely such is the case for

Eugene Laforet and John Delaney, each

with distinguished professional, teaching

and Naval careers in WWII and the

Korean War years. Like eagles, Gene and
Jack soared to the challenge of alma
mater: "Ever to Excel." Dr. Laforet's death

last June came as a shock to family,

friends and associates, aware of his vital-

ity and constant focus in "retirement" on
career concerns such as bioethics and

encouraging, in the medical profession, a

sensitivity to meaningful implied consent
for patients and their healthcare advo-

cates. Captain Eugene Laforet, with a

Navy career—including affiliation with

the Naval War College—spanning over

fifty years, gave generously of his consid-

erable talent and reliable commitment to

better Navy medical services. He had
served afloat and in the field in the

Korean Conflict as officer-in-charge of a

Navy surgical team. In private practice as

a thoracic surgeon, as a researcher-writer

and as an educator, he pioneered the

team-teaching of bioethics classes for

BC's pre-med program that for ten years

expanded students' horizons, partnering

with team-teacher Tom O'Malley, SJ '51.

In his funeral homily at St. Ignatius

Church, Chestnut Hill, Fr. O'Malley, a vig-

orous alumnus, recently back at BC
"semiretired" and teaching in the Honors
Program, spoke with pride of Gene as

"The sort of graduate whom we say, in

our catalog's enthusiastic language, that

we aim to produce: a self-directed person,

at home in the University, the Naval War
College, or at seminars with his medical

peers. Ever learning, ever giving, ever

drawing out from others the best of their

talents. And he was a caring physician, a

surgeon." Our prayers are offered for

Gene, Mitsu and daughter Jenny. They
always knew, as did medical and aca-

demic peers and shipmates that, in the

words of Fr. Tom, "Dr. Gene Laforet was a

man singularly without fear." Among
family and associates at his Mass of

Christian Burial were a delegation of

prominent physicians including class-

mates and BC Alumni Dr. and Ms. John
Duggan, Dr. John O'Grady, his wife and
family, Mr. and Ms. Joe Delaney and Don
White. Class of '44 alumni are grateful to

Gene and Matsuko for their loyalty to the

class, working on postwar reunions, espe-

cially the Golden Jubilee, and for the

pride we all take in Gene's awards and
honors, among them the Pope John
XXIII International Prize for Medical

Ethics. • Earlier this year, on February 28,

Navy Commander John Delaney, for-

merly of Lawrence, passed away in

Virginia Beach, VA, from pancreatic can-

cer, leaving his wife, Margaret; son,

Stephen; daughter, Joanne; and four

grandchildren. The BC class of '44
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extends to Margaret, her children and
their families heartfelt condolences and
shares with them fond memories of Jack

during the 1940s. The yearbook (Snap

Shot Note) accurately described this gre-

garious student as "swordsman, mathe-

matician and a stickler for exactness."

Captain of the successful fencing team
in his senior year, active with Ricci

Mathematics Academy, Physics Seminar

and Radio Club, Jack left the Heights in

1943 for midshipman training at Notre

Dame. From South Bend, after commis-
sioning, it was on to the Pacific Fleet as a

line officer in WWII. Rising to the rank of

commander, John Delaney served aboard

USS Wisconsin BB-64, USS Galveston

CLG-3, USS Dehaven DD-727, and with

Commander Service Force, U.S. Pacific.

Awards during his twenty-four year Navy
career include: Asia Pacific Medal with

Silver Star, Bronze Star, Philippine

Liberation Ribbon and Navy Occupation

Medal with Asia Clasp.

Louis V. Sorgi

5 Augusta Road

Milton, MA 02186

LVSorgisr@aol.com

Once again this year, we celebrated a

memorial Mass for the deceased mem-
bers of our class. Paul Paget was chair-

man of this event, and he did a terrific

job. The Mass was said at the Chapel of

the Most Blessed Trinity on Centre Street

in Newton. The celebrants were our class-

mates Fr. Patrick J. Kelly and Vincent M.
Burns, SJ. Dave Hern and Leo McGrath
were alter servers, yours truly did the

reading, Jack Kineavy read the responsor-

ial psalm, Paul Paget read the prayers of

the faithful and Mary and Joe Figurito did

the presentation of gifts. After Mass, we
had an excellent lunch at the Barat House
adjacent to the chapel. We were fortunate

to have Professor emeritus Thomas J.

O'Connor, university historian, speak to

us. He was in the class of 1945, starting in

September 1942. He gave an excellent

talk about all of the changes at BC over

the past 30 years. Our congratulations to

Paul Paget for his chairmanship of this

affair. • Next up was the opening of "leg-

ends" golf at Hatherly Golf Course. Bill

Cornyn was our host, and we had a great

day of golf. The weather was very hot, but

the golf was lukewarm. As usual, there

was the discussion regarding handicaps

at the nineteenth hole. Nothing was
solved, but the refreshments won the day.

• My course, Wollaston, was next, and we
changed the format to scramble so that

handicaps were not a problem. This made
for a much faster game. Of course we still

had our nineteenth-hole discussion, but

this time it was about the makeup of

teams. This will never end, but that is

O.K., because it makes for a very enjoy-

able day. • The next legend day was at

Bear Hill Country Club in Stoneham,

hosted by Charlie McCready. It was a very

hot day in the morning but cooled some in

the afternoon. I was only able to play nine

holes because of a previous commitment,
but Charlie did notify me that my team
lost $5 apiece. • Joe Figurito, Mary, Lillian

and I attended the Gasson Society and
President Circle dinner. It was an excellent

affair with the 2002 honorary degree

recipients in attendance. R. Nicholas

Burns '78,U.S. permanent representative

to NATO and former ambassador to

Greece, was one of the speakers, a BC
graduate and a recipient of an honorary

degree. Father Leahy, in his address,

brought us up to date on what is happen-

ing at the University, academically, build-

ing and financially. • We had our annual

lunch and football game on September 7
with a big win over Stanford. Buddy
Teveens, the Stanford coach, is from
Pembroke and a former coach at BC
under Tom Coughlin. Bill Hamrock was
the chair of this event, and he did a great

job. For dessert he had a big eightieth

birthday cake for the 80-year-old atten-

dees. I was too young to take part in the

picture, but Bill Cornyn, Bud Curry, Dave
Carey and Bill Hamrock were in the pic-

ture. Next year, God willing, there will be

around six or seven more. Besides the

birthday boys, there were Mary Lou and

Jack McCarthy, Jack and Connie Kineavy,

Dorothy and Doug MacGillivray, Jane and

John Larivee, Clare and Dave Hern, Claire

and Tom Loftus, Louise and Paul Ryder,

Betty and Ed Burns, Helen and Ernie

Graustein, Gertrude and John Greenler,

Helen Lawlor and grandchild, Mary
Seaver, Barbara Tracy, Lillian Sorgi, and
Marie and Charlie Earley. Jack Santa

Maria was on his way to BC, but because

of heavy traffic, he was going to be too

late, so he turned around and went home.

Leo F. Roche

26 Sargent Road

Winchester, MA 01890

781-729-2340

Richard J.
Fitzgerald

P.O. Box 171

North Falmouth, MA 02556

508-563-6168

We had a great turnout (42—highest

ever!) for the annual Mass for our

deceased class members and luncheon.

The following people attended: Suzanne

and Timothy Buckley, John Corcoran,

Jeanne and Jim Costello, Michael

DeCesare, Eileen and Alfred DeVito,

Nancie and Francis Donelan, Geraldine

and Joe Donohue, Fr. John Flynn, Mildred

and Robert Foy, Anne and William

Hamrock, Kay Hart, Eve Herbert,

Millicent and James Hogan, Lois Hussey,

Fr. Angelo Loscocco, Irene and Bill

Melville, Pat and Robert Morris, Virginia

Murphy, Barbara and Gene Nash, Eileen

Nee, William Noonan, Joan and Megan
O'Neill, Frank Perry, Anne Rebholz, Alice

and Paul Riordan, Paul Ryan, Danuta and
George Savage, and Rosamond and Paul

Waters. • Ed King, Jim Ward and Hugh
Daley joined in remembering their

deceased classmates by attending Mass in

their local parishes. • Alfred M. DeVito is

still active in the funeral service business.

He and Eileen, married for 51 years, have

8 children and 16 grandchildren. They
recently enjoyed a trip to Tuscany, Rome
and the Amalfi coast in Italy. Al is active

in the Holy Name Society, the Oakley

Country Club and several charitable

organizations. • Rev. Angelo P. Loscocco,

pastor at St. Lucy's Church in Methuen,
will retire in February 2003. He made a

retreat this year in Spain and Portugal. •

Paul J.
Ryan, retired for three years, is

active in the Meals on Wheels program.

He has 5 children and 10 grandchildren.

He and his wife have been married for 52

years. They spend the winter in FL. •

James Costello and his wife, Jeanne, mar-

ried for 52 years, welcomed three new
grandchildren (all girls) in the past year.

With 7 children and 12 grandchildren,

Jim still finds time to serve as a lector in

his parish and a member of the St.

Vincent de Paul Society and plays both

golf and bridge. Last year the whole fam-

ily enjoyed time together in Ireland. •

John P. Coneys died of congestive heart

failure on September 7, 2002, at 79 years

of age. He and his wife, Cecilia, were

married for 56 years. Their three sons all

graduated from BC, as did one daughter-

in-law. One daughter lives in FL. The
other daughter lives in RI and works at

Salve Regina University, where she grad-

uated. They have 11 grandchildren and 4
great grandchildren. John and Cecilia

attended the fiftieth class reunion and

had a great time. • Roland F. Doherty died

of a heart attack on April 6, 2001, at 73
years of age. He and his wife Doris have

three children and five grandchildren.

One daughter graduated from BC's

Connell School of Nursing. Roland and

Doris were married 49 years. • Eral Myers

is semiretired, enjoys good health and has

traveled extensively. He earned a doctoral

degree in education from BU. Currently

Eral is active in the Great Boston Church

of Spirituality in Watertown and is writ-

ing a book on psychology. He has 2 step-

daughters. • Jim O'Neill retired 15 years

ago. He and his wife Marie have 5 chil-

dren and 4 grandchildren. One son grad-

uated from BC and is an attorney. Jim and

Marie celebrated their fiftieth wedding

anniversary. They also traveled to Hawaii

to visit one of their sons. • Edward L.

Richmond is a Triple Eagle, earning B.S.,

M.A. and J.D. degrees from BC. He
closed his legal practice in 1996. At 76
years of age, Ed enjoys good health (after
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some surgery) and is active in the

Retirees Club of Newton. He is divorced

from his first wife and remarried about

twenty years. He has four children and
four grandchildren, all boys. Two grand-

sons are identical twins, born this fall.

Another grandchild is on the way.

William H. Flaherty, Jr.

44 Concord Road

Billerica, MA 01821

978-670-1449

The class luncheon was held on a beauti-

ful day, June 24, 2002. Paul McCarty, SJ,

assisted at the Mass held at St. Mary's

Chapel on campus. The setting alone did

much to stir up many wonderful memo-
ries. John Driscoll, who had been the first

to sign up, had to withdraw. The BC
employees association was having a golf

tournament that day, and John, ever faith-

ful to his own staff, had to play 18 holes at

a posh golfclub on a beautiful day. Oh, the

sacrifices John has to make! • In addition

to those class members' wives and wid-

ows mentioned in the last edition of Class

Notes, we had Fr. McCarty, Bert Hanwell,

Don St. Andre, Fran Roche and his wife,

Barbara, and John McGourty. Thomas
Groome, professor of theology and reli-

gious education at Boston College, was
the main speaker. Author of What Makes

Us Catholic, he did a marvelous job for the

60 attendees. I really appreciated his

lament about giving up the practice of

abstaining from meat on Fridays. I always

felt it was a mistake. • President John
McQuillan announced his plans to retire.

He is adhering to the five-year schedule.

What a terrific job he did for our fiftieth

anniversary. Everyone agrees that it was
superb. The class plans to have a meeting
in late October for the sole purpose of

selecting new officers for the 2002-2007
term. 2007 scares me, but I also look for-

ward to it. • There was a wonderfully

upbeat part of the luncheon. Ed Tedesco

continues to share his wonderful talent

with the class arriving with portraits of

more class members. The "crowd" was
buzzing at Tioo. I couldn't stop shaking.

I saw Father Flaherty at the front of the

room about to ask me a question—the

answer, I didn't have the slightest clue. •

So many BC graduates inform me that

they read this column all the time.

Attorney Ralph McKenna of Billerica

informed me at a wake the other night.

Carol Freher, classmate of my daughter,

Andrea, said she reads it religiously in

CO. All I really need is someone in

Inishmore on the Aran Islands to give me
the final acknowledgement and all will be
well in the world. • I don't have any deaths

to report, which is great news. The alumni
office keeps them a secret, but many of

you keep me informed, which is great! •
On a personal note, Eileen and I cele-

brated our fiftieth wedding anniversary

last June. I've been married to her for fifty

years and the only thing we have in com-

mon is we were married on the same day!

Went to the reefs in Bermuda where we
were fifty years ago. Only this time, I went
to the bathroom and cried. You know
I'm only fooling.

John A. Dewire

15 Chester St., No. 31

Cambridge, MA 02140

617-876-1461

The following classmates were in atten-

dance at the Laetare Sunday Mass and
breakfast on March 10, 2002: Joe Duffy,

SJ, John Burke, Anne and Fran Carr, Rita

and Jack Casey, Bea and Joe Casey,

Bernice and Brendan Fleming, Shirley

and Bill Horrigan, Helene and George
Padula and family. Bill Horrigan reports

that it was a real success. • James E.

Bagley III died on March 7, 2002, in

Ellicott City MD. He is survived by his

wife, Lorraine Bagley, five children and
ten grandchildren. Jim's younger brother

Ralph was a classmate of ours for two
years. He left at the end of sophomore
year for Boston College Law School.

Ralph is a very successful lawyer in the

Boston area. • Our classmates who played

golf in the June 13 golftournament held at

Falmouth Country Club had a great time,

wondered why we had not done it in the

past and wanted to make sure we do it

again next year. They had luck with the

weather and the course was in excellent

shape. The management treated them
like royalty. • The foursomes were: (A)

Larry Vienneau, Bill Devereaux, Bob
O'Brien, Connie Lyons, (scratched); (B)

Gerry Curtis, Ed Quinn, Paul Fay, Bill

Logue; (C) Ed Clasby, John Garrahan,

Father Gilprinn, Jack Farrell; (D) Jim
McDonough, Ed Coleman, Gerry Daly,

Bob Quegan; (E) Warren Lewis, Walter

Murphy, John D. Sullivan and Ed Brady

(scratched). • Teams (B) and (E) shared

team low gross honors. The individual

low gross prize went to Walter Murphy.
After Walter's performance, he could take

up where he left off with the BC golf

team. Bob Quegan had an outstanding

round and ran off with the low net prize.

We watched Warren with his magical

swing and decided he has more than one
thing in common with Mike Weir and
Allen Doyle. • Gerry Daly of South
Yarmouth was unable to attend our fifti-

eth anniversary activities and took partic-

ular delight in this round of golf with his

classmates. Ed Brady and Jack Farrell took

care of the details. For those who thought

about it but couldn't make it, we hope that

we can organize another tournament next

year ... so stay loose.

'50-'53
NEWTON

Ann Fulton Cote

n Prospect St.

Winchester, MA 01890

Following up on a phone call from Clarita

Loumiet Bacallao '53 back in March, we

had lunch in June along with her hus-

band, Pepe, after a 52-year hiatus! What a

delightful visit we had. One of her daugh-

ters, a BC alumna, lives in Framingham,
so I hope we can see each other more
often. Julia Falla—I wrote down her mar-
riage name and lost it—and Pedro live

near Clarita in Key Biscayne, FL. Dee
Dienhart Rotolo '53 and Joe stayed with

me on Labor Day weekend to attend a

party for her daughter and her husband
and their son here in Newton. They have

two grandsons now and divide their time

between Chagrin Falls, OH, and FL. We
had a great visit. I spent a few days with

Mousie O'Brien Clifton '53 and Peter this

summer in Water Mill. I got to see five of

her 13 grandchildren and had a lovely

time, as I always do.

Joseph A. Ryan

28 Guilford Drive

P.O. Box 1167

Harwich, MA 02645

508-432-0035

Bill Harwood writes from his home in

Longwood, FL, that he was taken out of

the house on a "911," made it back five

days later, then "returned to the links"

and is now planning a Panama Canal

trip. All of this happened in one para-

graph—and all of it on "cruise control,"

as Bill puts it! Says he is enjoying life

with wife, Jean, daughter, Susan (an

attorney), son, Bill, Jr. (a Pfizer manager),

and two grandsons—all living in FL. •
Maurice "Mo" Downey—who you may
remember was editor-in-chief ofour 1951

Suhturri—still puts in a six-day work
week at the family law firm, Downey &
Downey, in New Bedford. After more
than half a century, he can manage a 12-

hour day starting at the unholy hour of 5

a.m. Saturday is slow time, with a 6:30

a.m. launch. (That's more legal briefs

than the entire casts of Law e[ Order and
The Practice combined!) Sons, Matthew
and Greg, are sharing the load. The D&D
specialty: estate and administration plan-

ning. What does he think of proliferating

barristers on the boob tube? "I don't

watch much TV." (How could he with

those hours!) • Marty Joyce is another Bald

Eagle who still leaves the (Weymouth)
nest. In his case, it's two days a week in

the MA secretary of state's office, corpo-

rations division. Marty is the new presi-

dent of the BC Club of Cape Cod (some

700 members). The club has so many
golfers they are thinking about having

the Cape courses change a "birdie" to an
"eagle!" Also, Marty and Betty just cele-

brated their fiftieth. • Seen with their

spouses at this summer's annual BC
Club of Cape Cod clambake at Ocean
Edge, Brewster: John Bacon, Paul

Ballantine, Art Casavant, Mike Howley,

Marty Joyce, Charlie Maher, Joe Ryan,

Bob Schiffman, Frank Tully. • If you
believe that you are never too old (almost)

to be your own boss, you might want to

check with George Crosby in Reston, VA.
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George is doing a lot of business consult-

ing on the Web, and for SCORE. Also, he
helps foreign countries start American
subsidiaries. Wait, there's more. George
writes he is working on the plot for his

third novel. Number two was published

last year to good reviews on Amazon.com.
It's about two New England serial mur-
ders, with the quirky title The Funfun
Club. His first opus was about the dis-

covery of gold treasure after WWII.
George even squeezed in time to celebrate

his fiftieth with wife Louise (gscrosby@

mindspring.com). • Deceased, July and
August: Peace came to Thomas Ahearn
(Framingham), Richard Floyd (Bethesda,

MD), Thomas Mahon (West Hartford,

CT), Thomas Sheridan (Boston), Richard

Smillie (Pocasset), Robert Woernle
(Newton Center), John Zinka (Medford).

Recently reported: Lars Ahlfors
(Boston), William Aylward (Seattle),

John Cronin (Scituate), Richard
Cunningham (Annapolis, MD), John
Garvey (Johnson City, TN), Jeanne
Healey Finan (San Francisco), Lauretta

Le Lacheur (Hyannis Port), Carol
Ranney (Riverhead, NY).

Edward L. Englert, Jr.

128 Colberg Ave.

Roslindale, MA 02131

617-323-1500

Things have been quiet since our fiftieth,

and no engagements, marriages or births

have been reported. We've been there and
done that! It's hard to believe that golden
wedding anniversaries are occurring now
(or soon will be) for many of us. How
time flies when you're having fun! I heard
from Fran Duggan, Joe Doyle, Bob
Freeley, Roger Connor and Jack

Monahan, and things seem to be going

OK with them. I saw Al Sexton, Gene
Giroux and Jim Leonard this summer,
and all is well. I received a note from
Frank Vaughan, who has been in recent

contact with Fred Meagher, Dave Walsh,
Bob Shea, Harold Jarvis and Henry
Strom. Frank has been instrumental in

obtaining awards and information for

classmates about the Korean Medal. For

further details call Frank at 781-648-0233.

• Art Powell handled the tailgating

arrangements this fall, and among
those attending were Al Sexton, Joe
O'Shaughnessy, Roger Connor, Bernie

O' Sullivan, Jim Mulrooney, Bob Quinn,
Bill Newell, Dick McLaughlin, Bob Allen,

Barry Driscoll, Tom Cullinan, Jack Leary,

Jim Callahan and Tom McElroy. •
Congratulations to Bob Callahan, who
was the recipient of the Alumni
Achievement Award in the field oflaw for

2002. Bob was chief justice of the

supreme court in CT before his retire-

ment. Bob is the second classmate to

receive this distinguished award; John
Irwin also received this honor in 1992. •
As we enter the second half of our hun-
dredth anniversary, life changes for us,

and grandparenting and babysitting

seem to take over our lives. My grand-

children, like many others, have acquired

pets, owning two horses, four German
shepherds, four parakeets, tadpoles, fish,

a butterfly farm, hermit crabs and a big

fat guinea pig. Frequently, my wife and I

are asked to care for these creatures

(excluding the horses), and we no longer

consider ourselves the babysitters, but
rather the zoo keepers! Such is life! • Our
fiftieth anniversary book will be available

shortly. Frank Dooley and George Gallant

worked on this book diligently for over a

year, until Frank went to his eternal

reward. Fortunately, George's wife, Joan,

assisted him with the publication, which
was a tremendous undertaking. Many
thanks to them for all they did to create

this book of memories.

Robert W. Kelly

586 White Cliffs Drive

Plymouth, MA 02360

508-888-3550

REUNION YEAR
MAY 15 TO MAY 18

As I wrote these notes, I realized that with

all the planning being done by the class

committees involved, most ofour celebra-

tion is still in the early stages, and other

than the golfouting planned for May 14 of

Reunion Weekend at the Wayland
Country Club, nothing else has been put

to bed! The formal reunion will be May 15

to 18. Jim Wellwerth is working with
alumni staff on these events involving

our reunion. • Understand that John
McCauley is recuperating from hernia

surgery nicely—rumor has is that he
gave his wife, Gerry, too many hugs and
squeezes since his retirement. Lesson
learned John? • Received a couple of nice

letters from far-away classmates

—

Bill

Lynch, professor of law at the California

Western School of Law, saying he and his

wife, Sally, are planning to join us and
he's looking forward to being with his

classmates for our fiftieth. • Also heard

from Thalia and John Erwin of Overland
Park, KS—they were here in MA just

before Labor Day at the family cottage in

Buzzards Bay. Unfortunately, Mary and I

couldn't connect with them this year, as

my Mary just got out of an eight-day stay

in the hospital and couldn't do much mov-
ing around. • I understand that the school

is presenting a Christmas Chorale on
December 8 at 2:00 p.m.—that's all I

know now! • It is great to be able to

announce that the Boston College Club of

Cape Cod is alive and doing very well. On
August 14, 2002, they held the annual

clambake at Ocean Edge Resort in

Brewster—fantastic food and entertain-

ment for the over 300 people under a

large air conditioned tent. Lobster averag-

ing one to two pounds with all that goes

with it. Our class was well represented

—

club vice president Mary and Jim

Livingston, director Dick Farley and his

wife, Mary, Maryanne and Paul Coughlin,
Barbara and Austin Smith, Marie and
Matt Flaherty, Mary and John Bacon '51,

Kay and Fred Conroy, Jerry Pyne, Joe
Hosford and Leo Murphy. Quite a gang!

And they all remembered the words of
"For Boston and the Alma Mater." I'm
sure everyone sent in their autobiography
with a picture for our class fiftieth

anniversary. • The Boston College Club of
Cape Cod held a memorial Mass for

deceased alumni on Friday, November 1 at

Our Lady ofVictory Church in Centerville.

A luncheon followed. This memorial
Mass was chaired by yours truly, Bob
Kelly, and classmate Dick Farley. As usual,

it was well attended. • Finally, if there are

any far-away or even close-by classmates

that are going to be with us on Reunion
Weekend, May 15 through 18 who would
like me (the class snoop) to put it in this

magazine, please drop me a line at my
above address by December 2, 2002, so it

can be published in the March 2003
issue. Thanks for all your help in keeping
me informed. As you can see, I can't keep
secrets—I publish them.

David F. Pierre

P.O. Box 72

Prides Crossing, MA 01965

978-927-1149

Bill Maguire spent several weeks in late

June in Ireland on his twentieth trip

there. This time he took his two daugh-
ters, Carolyn Shea and Debra Kjeldsen,

and his son, Frederick. Three of his

grandchildren, Bailey Shea, Kelsey

Kjeldsen and Shannon Maguire, also

came along. They stayed on the Dingle

Peninsula at Slea Head in a house over-

looking the beach where Ryan's Daughter

was filmed. This is a very beautiful area

of County Kerry, in the southwest of

Ireland. During a trip to Kinsale, they

visited the Titanic Museum, where they

met a woman named Malvenia Dean. At
this museum, the entire first class of the

Titanic is recreated out of the remains of

her sister ship, the Olympic. The last

time Malvenia had been to Ireland was
on April 10, 1912. She boarded the

Titanic in what was then known as

Queenstown, the ship's last port of call.

ALUMNI JAMAICA EXPERIENCE
MEN AND WOMEN FOR OTHERS

FEBRUARY 22 TO MARCH 2, 2003

Contact Mary Neville at 617-552-4755 or

mary.neville@bc.edu or visit www.bc.edu/alumni

for more information.
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At the end of that ill-fated voyage, she

was handed to her mother in a lifeboat

by her father, whom she never saw
again. Malvenia Dean, now 90 years old,

is one of two remaining survivors of the

Titanic. Her presence at the museum
was for press and TV coverage. Quite a

fascinating saga. • Thanks to Robert

Greene, we have learned of the passing

of an extraordinary classmate, John J.

Wieners, who died on March 1, 2002.

Classmates may remember John for the

many fine poems he contributed to the

Stylus magazine in 1950-54. An
extremely accomplished poet, he was
the subject of a superb profile by
Pamela Petro in the fall 2000 Boston

College Magazine. As a tribute to John
and his work, 20 or so Boston-area writ-

ers took part in a memorial reading of

his poetry at MIT in May. • Dan Miley

tells us that his daughter, Stephanie,

who is a recent graduate of Stanford's

International Studies Program is now
working in Pristina, Kosovo, where her

focus will be on human rights and the

rule of law.

Class Notes Editor

Boston College Alumni House

825 Centre St.

-\Y/-r/"vxT
Newton, MA 02458NEWTON classnotes@bc.edu

Marie ). Kelleher

12 Tappan St.

Melrose, MA 02176

781-665-2669

Earlier this summer, I received a delight-

ful letter from Jim Martin. He reported

that after graduating from BC, and fol-

lowing a stint of five years in the Navy, he
received his M.B.A. from BU. Jim is now
a retired professor of business and eco-

nomics. He had taught for years at Curry
College. Sadly, his wife, Ellie, died in

2001. She had been a partner in his office

on the Cape. He has been a practicing

CPA for over 30 years. Jim and Ellie had
three children, and now Jim has fun with

his three grandchildren when he is not

volunteering for Habitat for Humanity,
singing in the choir of Christ the King
Church in Mashpee or fundraising for

various charities. Before ending his note,

Jim just happened to mention that one of
his grandmothers was a Kelleher. This

fascinated me, for I know my grandfather

left family behind and had two brothers

who left MA for other states. We have
investigated our family past but can't

pome up with a connection. He and Ellie

did have a chance to celebrate with Elbe's

relatives at an O'Connell reunion in

Ballivorney in July/August of 2001. Jean

O'Neil has had another honor accorded
her. The faculty of the Connell School of
Nursing created an award in her name,
the Jean A. O'Neil Achievement Award is

going to be given "to honor a graduating

senior who maximized potential through

qualities of conscientiousness, persist-

ence and giving of self beyond expecta-

tions." One ofthe gifts will be a pin depict-

ing the Swan Boats, as this was the gift the

faculty had given to Jean, knowing that it

was a favorite of hers. Jerry Donahoe is

active in the BC Club of Cape Cod and
reports that Norb Timmons serves as a

director of the club. Because this column
will be read sometime in December, I

want to end by wishing you a happy, holy

season. May you all experience the joy and
peace that was originally brought to us

2002 years ago. I will also remember, in a

special way, those of you who have lost

loved ones, especially during the past year

and during the holiday season of 2001.

Jane Quigley Hone

425 Nassau Ave.

Manhasset, NY 11030

NEWTON 516-627-0973

Steve Barry

11 Albamont Road

Winchester, MA 01890
barrybc56@aol.com

By now most of you know that Jim
Brosnahan served as defense attorney for

John Walker Lindh, the American
Taliban. The resolution, unfortunately,

came a couple ofweeks after the deadline

for the last issue. When I asked Jim's

wife, Carol, if they had had any crank

calls, she said there were a few at first but

they had stopped. • I had neglected to

mention that John Cullinane was in the

current events group that Marie and I led

last Spring at the BC Institute for

Learning in Retirement, as we've done
for several years now. We also saw Joe

Connors coming out of a class this week.

It's a very exciting experience and keeps

you thinking actively. Many colleges and
universities around the country have
similar programs, so inquire locally and
join the fun. • Here are more items from
your reply cards (thank you!); some may
be out of date, since they were returned

in preparation for our last reunion in

2000 and there has been a great deal of

news since then. Bill MacDougall retired

from the Boston public school system in

1997, after nearly 30 years and moved
from Medford to Moultonborough, NH,
with Margaret. Their daughter, Laurie,

graduated with the class of '86. They also

have a son, Denis. • Joe Marcille retired

as president and CEO of Blue Cross/Blue

Shield of NH. He and Terry have five

children and six grandchildren. • At last

word, faithful BC football fan Ed
McDermott was still practicing law in

Hampton, NH, where he has been a part-

time judge in district court for 32 years.

He and Nan have vacationed in the

English countryside. • Fr. Thomas
Naughton is pastor at Sts. Martha and
Mary Parish in Lakeville. • Richard Nutile

is still practicing general dentistry in

Wakefield. He has eight grandchildren. •
Leonard Saulnier, who retired from
Monsanto Chemical in 1992, is also in

Wakefield, enjoying his grandchildren,

life in general and sometimes traveling.

• Leo Power has been at BC for 43 years

and is currently director of the Institute

for Scientific Research. Leo and Kathy

have four children with five BC degrees.

He still plays tennis, which he says is not

a hobby but a family disease. • Norm Roy
and Mary have plenty of reason to travel

from their retirement home in Weston.
In addition to three daughters and four

grandchildren here, they have a son in

ME, a daughter and three grandchildren

in London, and another daughter and
two grandchildren in Paris! • We have
had notice of several recent deaths: Jim
Brown, husband of Mary Lou Sheehan,

Janet Corcoran Coe, John J. Cronin,

Arthur Reilly's sister, Harriet Spellman,

Jack Kennedy's mother, and John
Craffey. Please keep them and all class-

mates and families in your prayers. •

Once again, thanks to all who keep the

news coming.

Patricia Leary Dowling

39 Woodside Drive

Milton, MA 02186

NEWTON 617-696-0163

Francis E. Lynch

27 Arbutus Lane

West Dennis, MA 02670
flynch@mma.mass.edu

The class fall event, BC vs. Navy, was held

on October 19, 2002. The festivities of

the day included a postgame Mass con-

celebrated by our class clergy, followed by

a social hour and reception at Gasson
Hall. In as much as fall Class Notes were
due in early September, I will report on
all the details of this event in the next

issue of the BC Magazine. • I would like

to note that in the summer 2002 Class

Notes, I mentioned that Bill McQueeney
had announced he was stepping down as

chair of the class board of directors, after

serving in that capacity for over 12 years.

On behalf of the board and all our 1957
classmates, I would like to thank Bill

once again for his many skilled efforts

while he served as a talented master in

his role at the helm of our great class. •
During the class board meeting of

September 10, 2002 both Betty and Jim
Turley were elected as new cochairs by

acclimation. Bill Tobin will remain as

treasurer; Ed Brickley will remain as sec-

retary. • Anna Mary Stewart had major
lung and liver surgery at the Brigham &
Women's in September. Before her
scheduled operation, Anna gave a mov-
ing and courageous presentation to the

board membership about her current

battle with cancer. Please keep Anna in

your prayers for a complete and full

recovery. She is a very valiant lady and
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one of the most loyal members of the

class, let alone of Boston College. • Eddie

Miller recently had carpal tunnel syn-

drome surgery in both hands, and is now
on the mend. • The class extends its sin-

cere sympathy to the family of Harriet

Reilly Spellman who passed away on
April 2, 2002. • Just a reminder to send
in your class dues, ifyou have not already

done so. • Please remit your dues in the

amount of $25.00 to Bill Tobin,

181 Central Street, Holliston, MA 01746.
Best wishes to all for a very joyous and
peaceful holiday season.

NEWTON

Marjorie L. McLaughlin

139 Parker Road

Needham, MA 02494
781 -444-7252

David A. Rafferty, Jr.

2296 Ashton Oaks Lane

No. loi

Stonebridge Country Club

Naples FL, 34109

REUNION YEAR
MAY 15 TO MAY 18

Condolences of the class go out to the

family of David F. Cronin, who passed

away August 8, 2002, at his home in

Pembroke. David received master's and
doctoral degrees in education from
UMass, Amherst, and was a former asso-

ciate commissioner ofvocational and occu-

pational education for the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts. He also served as the

executive director of the Massachusetts

Association of Vocational Administrators.

David leaves his wife, Patricia, two sons,

Kevin and Timothy, daughter, Susan
Jenkins, and seven grandchildren. •
Condolences are also extended to the fam-

ily ofJoseph Warner. Joe, a graduate ofBC
Law School, was former state appeals

court chief justice and an adjunct faculty

member of Boston College Law School,

where he taught courses in trial practice,

in addition to being chairman of the aca-

demic committee ofthe Flaschner Judicial

Institute, an organization devoted to the

continuing education of judges in MA.
Joe leaves his wife, Jane, daughter, Susan
Sullivan, sons, Mark and James, and sev-

eral grandchildren. • Oops! I did a no-no!

In the last issue, I reported the demise of

our healthy classmate, Stan Curran. Well,

lo and behold, I received a note from Stan

telling me he is not dead, but living a

happy and fulfilling retirement, spending
his time teaching English as part of the

Literacy Volunteers of America, doing the

cooking while his wife goes to work,

enjoying his eight grandchildren and con-

tinuing his fanatic following of the Red
Sox. Here is what happened. Stan is a Jr.,

and his father with the same name and
the same BC affiliation (class of '32) died

peacefully in his sleep at the ripe age of

92. Stan, glad to see you are alive and
kicking. • Frank O'Neill continues a very

active pace out in the San Francisco area.

He was recently re-elected chairman of

the California Export Finance Office as

well as being President ofMenlo Research

Institute in San Fransisco. Menlo provides

proprietary research and analysis to

investment bankers, fund managers and
individual investors. Frank is a former

San Fransisco Port Commissioner and is

presently on the mayor's Hunters Point

Shipyard Committee. What do you do in

your spare time, Frank? • Mike Frazier

reports that he continues to live in

Manhattan and is producing a new play

with Wynton Marsalis, Etonville, based on
a small town in Florida. Mike formerly

produced the Lena Home show, and back

in '57, he and yours truly hitchhiked to Ft.

Lauderdale for spring break. That adven-

ture is another story. • Dotty Sollitto Hiltz

hosted a party for classmates this summer
at her home in Mashpee. Attendees were:

Joan Downing La Chance, Bea Busa,

Anna Ricciardelli Mullins, Annette
Collins Popeo, Camille Drinkwater
Harris, Jean Harrington Crowley, Maggie
Malloy Vasaturo, Margie O'Brien Shyne,

Mary Ellen Hyland Mazzola '60 and,

from Buffalo, Rita Moore and husband
Kenny Joyce. (Kenny, how did you like

being the only male present?) • Missing

from the get-together were Joanne
O'Leary Murphy, Sue Walsh Bradbury,

Marilyn Mueller Johnson and Mary
McCabe Coyle. Mary Coyle (her husband,

Charles, our classmate, died many years

ago) is residing at Emerald Court Health

and Rehabilitation, 460 Washington St.,

Norwood, MA 02062 and would love to

receive cards from her old friends. •

Interesting note: Claire '59 and Paul

Kingston's daughter Paula is married to

Nancy '59 and Tom Lane's son Tom.
These two BC couples now share three

beautiful grandchildren. • I received a

very sad note from Tom Hassey, whose
wife, Cindy, passed away this past April

after a 15-month battle with breast cancer.

Also, I sadly report that Tom Conway
passed away. Our sincerest condolences to

his family. • Many thanks to Elaine and Ed
Gilmore for hosting our annual class

committee's social get-together at their

lovely home in Canton. Ed is already plan-

ning our second annual luncheon, to be

held next March in Naples, FL. • I would
like to offer my condolences to the won-
derful family of Dick Hart '62, long time

correspondent for the class of '62, who
passed away suddenly this past spring.

Dick was a close friend and neighbor of

mine in Hingham. My sympathy to his

wife, Monica, and children. • Condolences

of the class to the family of Robert Tegan,

who passed away on February 2, 2001,

and Robert Shortell of Thousand Oaks,

CA. • Jim Considine reports that his wife,

Rosemary, was recendy elected superin-

tendent of schools in Melrose. Jim spends

quite a bit oftime at his "retreat" in Wells,

ME, where he writes a wine column,

called "Wine Scents," for the weekly news-
paper. Jim and Rosemary have six grand-

children.

NEWTON

Sheila Hurley Canty

P.O. Box 386
North Falmouth, MA 02556

508-754-2744

REUNION YEAR
MAY 30 TO JUNE 1

Frank Martin

6 Sawyer Road

Wellesley Hills, MA 02481

fjmo248i @attbi.com

Barbara and I had a sunny afternoon at the

BC-Stanford game watching a come-
from-behind win in the fourth quarter.

The campus looked wonderful at the end
of several years of construction. It is very

different, but it still has the same intimate

atmosphere it had when we were there. •
Ken Kiely died in July after a long battle

with lung cancer. Ken spent the last 40
years in Louisville, where he built a suc-

cessful insurance business. He and Tish

raised a family of four children and eight

grandchildren. I remember very well

Ken's easy smile and enthusiasm for life.

Our condolences to Tish and the family. •

I received a note from Diana Dunn, who
told me of Bill Dunn's sudden death in

Hilton Head, SC. Bill was an avid golfer

who loved retirement in SC, after many
years as a college administrator on Long
Island. Bill is survived by Diana, his wife

of 43 years, sons, Gary '82, Brian and
Kelly, and four grandchildren. Our
thoughts are with his family. • The
University recently named Peter

McLaughlin as associate director of princi-

pal gifts. I cannot think of a more appro-

priate job for him after a lifetime of devo-

tion to the school. He has told me that he'll

have to start traveling again. If he shows
up in your living room, be generous. • It's

time to mention that we have less than two

years until our forty-fifth reunion in May
2004. Plan for it; there are only 800 ofus

left. The fortieth was great fun.

Maryjane Mulvanity Casey

28 Briarwood Drive

Taunton, MA 02780

NEWTON 508-823-1188

Joseph R. Carty

253 River St.

Norwell, MA 02061

jrcarty@attbi.com

Condolences to Tom Maguire and family

due to the loss of his wife, Carolyne, in

early July She lost a long battle with can-

cer. She was a registered nurse for

twenty years and graduated from three

schools. • Emphasizing the importance
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of community service in its mission, the

Alumni Association established the

Companion of Justice Award in 1997 to

recognize alumni who have embraced

the ideal of "men and women for others"

in their lives. The award takes its name
from the Companion of Justice Awards
given by the University in 1991 to com-
memorate the 500th anniversary of the

birth of St. Ignatius. The award was pre-

sented to our own Robert F. X. Hart, a

humanitarian and loyal son of BC, at the

Laetare communion breakfast. Bob has

retired from various important positions

of compassion and commitment. Bob
was the originator of the annual Alumni
Association's community service project

in Jamaica. Bob and his wife, Alice, live

in Denver. Congratulations, Bob, on your

ongoing service to humanity. • Frederick C.

Williams is now associated with the open-

ing of Burns & Levinson's Intellectual

Property Group in Washington, DC, as a

patent attorney. Fred lives Arlington, VA,

and has two adult children. • F. Paul

Quatromoni retired as science director of

the Dedham School System. He cur-

rently serves as president of the

Massachusetts Association of Science

Supervisors, an organization dedicated to

facilitating science teaching and learning

by means of state and local meetings, an
annual statewide conference and service

activities. Paul also serves on the steering

committee of Building a Presence for

Science in MA. If you are interested in

either MASS or BaP, contact him via e-

mail at pquatromoni@peoplepc.com. •

E-mail me at the address at the top ofthis

column. It is permanent. Honest!

Patricia McCarthy Dorsey

53 Clarke Road

Needham, MA 02492
dorseypm@attbi.comNEWTON

A big thanks to those who responded to

my plea for current information! Elise

Erickson Landau wrote that she and Jeff

are still living in Emmaus, PA (not really

"The Bible Belt!") They have five grown
offspring, four ofwhom are married. The
baby (27) is engaged. They have five won-
derful grandchildren, three boys and two
girls, ranging from three months to six

years old. Three live close, well within

spoiling distance! The other two grand-

children live in Charlottesville, VA. Jeff

retired from Xerox two years ago, so they

have enjoyed a more relaxed life. Anne
CannifF Boyle is now retired after working
as a mortgage counselor for fifteen years.

Prior to her banking experience, she was
a realtor for three years. Her only daugh-
ter, Martha, was married October 4,

2002, in Chicago. Anne wrote that none
of their children will live in Grosse Pointe

after the summer. Their oldest, John, lives

in Grand Rapids and has a sporting goods
business agency. Their second son, Peter,

and his family were moving to Lake

Forest, IL. Son Pat lives in Chicago, and
Chris, a doctor, is in his residency in

Cleveland. Anne continues to keep in

touch with her former roommate, Nan
Anderson Coughlin. Brenda Horrigan

Kowalski retired in '96 through an early

retirement opportunity when Boston City

Hospital and University Hospital merged.

Bud had retired previously from teaching

school, so they managed to take three

trips before assuming roles caring for

their elderly parents. Brenda and Bud live

presently in Eastham, on Cape Cod, and

spend two days a week at their Milton

apartment to care for his dad and her

step-mother. They have four sons who
have given them four lovely daughters-in-

law and four wonderful granddaughters.

They all live within a two-hour drive, and
she enjoys sitting back and watching

them interact with each other. Brenda has

also had the privilege of being a hospice

volunteer for several years and of partici-

pating in a 12-year study, Women's Health

Initiative. She enjoys sewing, knitting

and especially gardening. For me, she

wrote, the achievements which make me
feel the best are seen in the sons we
raised to make a difference, the friend-

ships we share, volunteerism and manag-
ing to keep a positive attitude (most

times!). Joan DiMenna Dahlen moved
south to Atlanta in 1963 and later moved
to Charlottesville, VA, in 1973. She raised

her five children (two boys and three

girls) as a single mom in VA. She earned

her master's in English at UVA and
taught high school English for six years.

In 1992, when her grown children

headed to NY to pursue careers, Joan

moved back to her original home in NY,

where she currently lives and takes care of

her 93 year old father. Joan is a nana to

seven grandchildren, ranging in age from
two months to 12 years old. Her three

girls all live in the tri-state area, two in the

city and one in CT The oldest child, Dan
Crowe, is a global partner with Deloitte

and Touche and lives in Atlanta. Her sec-

ond son, Dean, is a hedge fund manager
with UBS, and lives in Chicago. The old-

est daughter, Leslie Crowe, is in musical

theater and just gave birth to her first

child. Stephanie is busy as the voice for

Motrin and Priceline.com. Kiki has two

girls, five and seven, and is a soccer mom
and Brownie leader in Trumbull, CT.

Robert W. Sullivan, Jr.

484 Pleasant St.

Brockton, MA 02303

rwsul@cs.com

Merry Christmas! Each year at this time

we greet friends and acquaintances with

this phrase, and few of us ever stop to

consider it's deeper meaning or alterna-

tive. Of course, there didn't have to be any

such thing as Christmas. Then there

wouldn't need to be any family gatherings

on an evening in late December or the

next day. And we certainly wouldn't be

going through the mad dash to buy pres-

ents for one another, even loosing sleep

over what to buy and how to afford it.

There didn't need to be centuries of peo-

ple writing music in observance of the

event. The world could have simply con-

tinued doing business as usual, not need-

ing to make space in the calendar for

another holiday. And certainly God could

have stayed in His Heaven, choosing to

postpone the fulfillment of His promise

to provide a Savior. Then this might be

some year like 10567, meaning since the

beginning of recorded time—no B.C. or

A.D. But that's not how it is or has been.

This is 2002 A.D. on every western cal-

endar. God chose to come out of His

Heaven in providing his son, born that

night 2002 years ago in very humble cir-

cumstances. So began a life that changed
human history forever and continues to

be the most powerful influence over how
people understand their relationship with

their God and how they deal with one
another. That birth and the teaching that

ensued brought love and forgiveness into

this world like no other event, ever. Some
of the most inspired and beautiful music
reflecting our response to this incredible

manifestation of His love has been played

and sung over the centuries. Stories are

told of how people pause for a few hours

to go out of their way for one another with

gestures of human kindness. Society at

every level is different, at least for a few

days or hours, in contemplating our place

on this earth. Commerce changes its

course and then stops. We spend time

and treasure to show people dear to us

that we love them through acts of gen-

erosity and sensitivity in how we can rec-

ognize and respond to their lives. Houses
are decorated and lighted. Sumptuous
meals are prepared, often over several

days. Gifts are wrapped and placed under
beautifully decorated trees. We have

thoughts of Christmas Eves in the recent

and distant past that are memories we
will cherish all our lives. All this over the

birth of one baby two centuries ago.

Thanks be to God! Merry Christmas.

Martha Clancy Rudman
1819 Lakeside Drive

Arlington, TX 76013

NewtonMiz@aol.comNEWTON

Can't believe the summer flew by, but a lot

has been going on. This year, we drove to

the Cape from TX. The mountains, val-

leys, the plains, trees and beaches are so

impressive. We truly do live in a fantastic,

diversified country. Once again, we were

blessed with a beautiful day in August
when Mary Nolan Calise, Joyce Laiosa

Caldarone, Alo Coleman Riley and
spouses joined us for our annual mini-

reunion (BC and Newton) at the Cape.

Had hoped that Nancy Simpson Porter

could come too, but she e-mailed that they
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were busy with grandchildren's birthday

parties and children moving into new
homes. Nancy said that Rosie Hanley
Cloran was doing well after her hip

replacement. On our return from Maine
in June from my high school forty-fifth

(impossible, I say!), we stopped to visit

Ellen MacDonald Carbone and Duane in

Beverly. They had given a bridal shower/

dinner the night before for 32 relatives,

most of whom were still in the area and
returned for lunch while we were there!

We did have a wonderful time as grand-

children wandered in and out, introduc-

tions to cousins were made and we heard

the tale oftheir dining room set. Next time

you see Ellen, get the details of that! Rosie

Hanley Cloran sent me a lovely poem
(reminiscent of September 11), which
reminds us to always part from those we
know and love with love and affection as

though we may never see them again.

Ellen also sent me Maya Angelou's "To a

Phenomenal Woman." Among the lines is

"... shouldn't go through life with a

catcher's mitt on both hands. You need to

be able to throw something back." Amen
to that! (Reminds me that Nancy wrote in

her note that Rosie and her sister have

been wonderful to her during her illness.)

Our condolences to Gay Landrigan Clasby

upon the death of her sister Connie
Sullivan earlier in the year. Connie and her

husband, Joe, have been neighbors of the

Rudman family for years at the Cape in

Popponesset. This is for the December
edition, so y'all have a blessed and happy
Christmas.

Frank and Trish Faggiano

33 Cleason Road

Reading, MA 01867

ffaggiano@attbi.com

Our heartfelt sympathy to Monica Hart

and her family over the loss of Dick Hart

on May 22. He was the most loyal of

friends to BC and our class, and we will

miss him. Condolences, also, to Joyce

Francis McDevitt and her husband, Dan
'56, on the death of Joyce's father, William,

last month. • Our fortieth reunion on the

weekend of June 1 was a huge success

thanks to the leadership of Paul

McNamara, who was chair ofthe gift com-
mittee, Jack McKinnon, chair of the social

committee, and Paul Deeley, planned giv-

ing chair. Our class raised over $2 million

for the school due mainly to the efforts of
"McNamara's Clan," which included
Laurie Eisenhower, Joan Mullahy Riley,

Joyce Francis McDevitt, Jim O'Connor,
George Killgoar, Jack McKinnon, Paul

Deeley, John Barclay, Bob Murray, Jean-

Marie Egan Cull, Jerry Mello, Bob Capalbo
and Frank Faggiano. (These last three

were selected to keep order in the group!)

Our thanks, also, to Samantha Sherman
from the Development Office for her
assistance. • The reunion started with a

family luncheon hosted by William Leahy,

SJ, in a huge tent outside McElroy
Commons on Saturday, June 1. There

were over 500 attendees from all of the

reunion classes. • This was followed by a

beautiful outdoor Mass in the rose garden
outside St. Mary's. Fr. Leahy said the Mass
and was assisted by classmate Fr. Wally

Blackwood, who gave a nostalgic and
inspiring homily. Two other classmates

served as deacons: Bill Nagle and Tim
Dempsey. It was a perfect start to a special

evening. • Our class party was in the lower

campus dining hall located near St.

Ignatius Church, and we had 116 atten-

dees. Some of the guests were Bob
Capozzi, Bill Coleman, Samir Vincent,

Dave Madigan, John Kazmierczak, Val

and Dom Rossi, Barbara and Charlie

Hatem, Jenny and Dick Mahoney, Judi

and Paul Devin, Lorraine and Dan
Sullivan, Angela and Basil Coughlan,
Barbara and Jack Murray, Jack and Mary
Seymour, Kathie and Lee Heiler, and Polly

and Ron Reilly. • A close-knit contingent

from the School of Education hung
together all weekend. Included were Mary
Grenon Dalton, Julie Aucoin Dempsey,
Eileen "Trish" Faggiano, Margie Dooley

Hoey, Jo-Ann Scimone Miller, Grail

O'Connor, Sally Manning Rooney, Mary
Shea, Eileen Tobin Solomon and
Josephine Wastaferro Newell. • Last, but

not least, there were a contingent of "pio-

neers" from the Connell School of

Nursing. They reminded us repeatedly

that they were the first group of nurses in

the history of the school to be on campus
at Chestnut Hill. They included Laurie

Eisenhower, Joan Mullahy Riley, Maureen
Berggren, Linda Bagnell Besse, Jean-Marie

Egan Cull, Patricia Dalton, Katherine

Hammond, Pat Egan Manocchia, Brenda
Sullivan Miller, Josephine Newell, Grace

Nicholson-Maly, Jane Sheehan, Maureen
James-Ward, Suzanne Marier Rogers,

Sheila Kay Roos Russo, Rosemarie
Topjian and Joan Sattelmair. • It was a

wonderful trip down memory lane. There
were reminders all around us that the

vitality and spirit of our school is alive and
growing. There were other reminders as

well—young students observing and no
doubt wondering to themselves, "who are

these old alums and why are they here?"

They did just what we did 40 years ago. •
Trish and I will need all the help we can

get putting these class notes together

every three months, so please e-mail or

contact either of us using the information

listed above.

NEWTON

Mary Ann Brennan Keyes

94 Abbott Road

Wellesley, MA 02481

makmad@attbi.com

Matthew
J.
McDonnell

121 Shore Ave.

Quincy, MA 02169

617-4790714

matthew@shore.net

REUNION YEAR
MAY 30 TO JUNE 1

Honored to assume the responsibility of

being our class scribe. While it was rec-

ommended that one assuming these

duties be retired, I am happy to report

that I am alive and well, still practicing

law with the Quincy firm of Lecomte,

Emanuelson & Doyle, and empty-nesting

it also in Quincy with my wife, Eileen NC
'64, in our now almost-too-big family

home, while we marry off our five off-

spring. • A few of us recently had dinner

in Boston at Joe's American Bar and Grill

with Fr. Vin Albano, on the occasion of
his departure to Rome to assume the

duties as provincial of the Society of Our
Lady of the Most Holy Trinity. Present

also were John Golden, Jim Norton, Tom
Quirk and Bob Parks. • John Golden con-

tinues his career as a stockbroker with

A.G. Edwards in Hingham. Jim Norton
continues to run a custom lawn service

("Lawn Doctor") in Hanover with his sons

James and Tom. Yours truly is a satisfied

customer. • Tom Quirk is in commercial
real estate sales and investments with

Paramount Partners, also in Hanover.

Bob Parks continues the practice oflaw in

Wellesley Hills. • Recently bumped into

Frank D'Arcy, who reports that he and his

wife, Anne, are now retired and living in

Pembroke. • We were all saddened at the

death of Tom McMorrow, an ordained

deacon at his home parish of St. Thecla's

in Pembroke. Our thoughts and prayers

are with Tom's wife, Barbara, and their

four children, Tom, Jr., Linda, Katie and
Joanne. • Bob Arbing just retired from
Liberty Mutual Insurance and is living in

Weymouth. He and his wife just returned

from an Alaskan cruise. • Charlie Gaffney

is living in Belmont, where he also con-

tinues to practice law. • Paul Daley con-

tinues at Hale & Dorr, and has recently

been elected as chairman of the board of

trustees of the Naval War College

Foundation in Newport, RI. • Our fortieth

reunion is fast upon us. Set aside the

weekend of May 30 to June 1, 2003. Tom
McCabe is chair of our fortieth reunion

committee. Tom reports that a brochure

of events will be mailed in March. Online

registration will be available. The fortieth

reunion gift committee, cochaired by

Gerry Healy and Sam Gerson, is getting

into full gear and promises some amaz-

ing results. • The BC Lynch School of

Education (LSOE) celebrated its fiftieth

anniversary on October 24. Highlights

included a liturgy at St. Ignatius Church
concelebrated by LSOE alumni priests,

followed by a symposium at the Robsham
Theater, featuring renowned educator,

sociologist and author Sara Lawrence-

Lightfoot of the Harvard Graduate School

of Education and capped offby a birthday

party/reception in the Heights Room of

the Lower Campus Dining Facility. A
number of our classmates made it back

for the celebration, including Jim
McGahay, who works for BC in the Office

ofthe Senior Vice President for University

Relations and Dianne Duffin-Stanley, who
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turned over the reins ofthe column to me.
On behalfofour class, thanks, Dianne, for

a job well done. • Keep those cards and let-

ters (and e-mails) coming.

Marie Craigin Wilson

2701 Treasure Lane

Naples, FL 34102

941-435-9709NEWTON
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Maureen Gallagher Costello

42 Doncaster St.

Roslindale, MA 02131

617-323-4652

Priscilla Weinlandt Lamb
125 Elizabeth Road

New Rochelle, NY 10804
agneau76@cs.com

I am very sorry to report that Ann Marie
De Nisco L'Abbate's mother, Marie
DeNisco, died at the end of August after

a courageous battle with cancer. I real-

ized what a special person she must have

been when Ann Marie told me of her

mother's insistence that Ann Marie and
Basil not cancel their planned trip to

Alaska this past summer. Ann Marie was
fortunate to have a great support group,

with her three brothers sharing the diffi-

cult task of caretaking. I know you are all

as saddened as I at Ann Marie's loss.

Well, it seems my plea to hear from more
of you is paying off. The latest "voice

from the past" is that of Candy Wilson,

who, as she describes it, changed both
her names at marriage and is now
Marsha Harper, and called, simply,

Harper. She and husband, Conrad,
moved to New York City three years ago,

after years of suburban living. As she
puts it, they did "an intentional downsiz-
ing, are thrilled to be NYC dwellers and
suffering not at all from empty nest."

Both their sons are in Washington, DC.
Warren is a sound engineer/musician,

and their younger son runs a security

business for local clubs. Harper writes: "I

have spent many years working in the

not-for-profit world. For a dozen years or

so, I have been an independent consult-

ant for parishes and clergy in transition

within the Episcopal Church. I have no
plans to retire, although my husband will

retire at the end of the year from his law
practice." She would like to hear from
any classmates but especially her two for-

mer roommates, Jane Butler and Leigh
Averill Gustafson. She is at twoharps@
att.net. Another e-mail for the list!

Thanks, Harper. Elia Capone Marnik
wrote in about VOTF, the Voice of the

Faithful, movement and the participation

of Sacred Heart religious and alumnae.
VOTF is Boston-based, formed by Nobel
peace prize recipient James Muller in

response to the crisis in the Archdiocese

of Boston and the Catholic Church in

general. Its goals are to provide a voice

for the people of the Church to help

shape structural change within the

Church. Elia is very committed to this

group. Anyone interested in more infor-

mation can visit www.voiceofthefaith-

ful.org. On a more personal note, she

states that she has served as a commis-
sioner on the Massachusetts Board of

Library Commissioners for seven years.

She has a literacy consulting business,

working for both the state and private

companies. She and her husband visited

with Sheila Donohue Boes (Chip, this is

you, right?) and husband, Frank, at their

beautiful home in Savannah, GA. Also,

when the Marniks' daughter was married
recently, Kathi McCarty Gruber and hus-

band, Tom, were in attendance.

According to Elia, both gals and guys look

fabulous! Last, but never least, Elia has

"four gorgeous, brilliant grandchil-

dren"—her quotes! Well, I have more to

write but I don't have space (what a nice

predicament!), so you'll hear about Mary
McGuire's latest accomplishments next

time. Stay in touch.

Patricia McNulty Harte

6 Everett Ave.

Winchester, MA 01890

781-729-1187

Congratulations to John Griffin, who has

been elected president-elect of the Boston

College Alumni Association board of

directors. John is very proud to be follow-

ing in the footsteps of his late father, John
Griffin, Sr., who served as president many
years ago. Maureen Keller has been
appointed associate fellow with the John S.

Watson Institute for Public Policy at

Thomas Edison State College. Maureen
holds a doctorate from Rutgers and has

authored or coauthored books, articles and
training packages. Eleanor Donato, the

sister of the late Paul Sullivan, who was
killed in Vietnam, would like us to know
that there is a scholarship memorial fund
set up in Paul's name and this being the

thirty-fifth anniversary of his death, class-

mates might like to contribute to the fund
in his memory. You may contact me for

more information. Mary and Jeff Somers's

son Matt was married this August in

Jackson Hole, WY Matt and his wife,

Heidi make their home in Jackson Hole.

The wedding and week leading up to the

marriage were filled with many wonderful
events. Sarah Ann and Jim Mahoney wel-

comed a new grandson in July. Henry
James Smalley is the son of Christine and
Todd Smalley and joins sister Anna at

home in Minneapolis. Neal Harte recently

merged his firm, Harte Carucci & Driscoll,

PC, with the Boston firm of Vitale

Caturano & Co., PC. Neal will serve as

executive vice-president and vice chair-

man of the board. Finally, congratulations

to our daughter, Suzanne Harte, who

graduated from the Lynch School of
Education in May. Suzie is teaching sec-

ond grade at St. Clement's School in

Somerville and is the class correspondent

for the Boston College Class of 2002!

NEWTON

Linda Crimmins

R.R. l, Box 1396

Stroudsburg, PA 18360

crimmins@epix.net

Mary Ratchford Hesselgrave retired last

year from Lucent Technology. My apolo-

gies to Mary; I know she sent more infor-

mation, but her message was deleted

from my mail account when I retired

from my job as a school counselor in

June 2002. Who knew they would purge
me so quickly! Anyway, Mary, please

send info again; your e-mail address

went the way of your e-mail! Lisa

Pustorino Edmiston and husband, Mark,
visited the Canadian Rockies in July.

Highlight of the trip was a two-day train

ride from Jasper to Vancouver; they trav-

eled in a domed car in daylight hours,

enjoying fabulous food and breathtaking

scenery. Dottie Sforza Calabrese visited

the Edmiston's at their Madison, CT, sec-

ond home over the Fourth of July week-
end, and they enjoyed the traditional con-

cert on the green in Madison with Lisa's

and Mark's daughter, Ann, her husband,

Jim, and Lisa's pride and joy, baby Julia.

Yours truly has started a new venture,

Eagle Ridge Services, Inc., an educational

consulting firm. My first job is helping a

NJ school district implement a new math
curriculum. My son Mike '90 and his

wife are on a 15-month tour of the world

so "Grandma" is babysitting their two
Labrador retrievers. Add in my golden

retriever, and you get a lot of activity at

my house! Don't forget to visit www.be.
edu/alumni to register for a BC E-mail

for Life forwarding address. Thanks to

those who sent news. Please take a

moment to send me your news or at least

your e-mail address for my records. Hope
to hear from you soon!

Class Notes Editor

Boston College Alumni House

825 Centre St.

Newton, MA 02458
classnotes@bc.edu

Catherine Beyer Hurst

49 Lincoln St.

Cambridge, MA 02141

cbhurst@attbi.comNEWTON

Beth Gundlach Williams spent ten days

in Italy this past spring. A few quotes

from her trip diary will give you a flavor

of this trip and Beth's boundless enthu-

siasm for life! Rome: "We ... decided to

take a quick outside look at St. Peter's.

Upon entering the square there were
several large TV screens showing the

Pope and other clergy. ... There was a
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small single line of persons going up to

the basilica on either side of the square.

We chose one to take. We noticed that

some people were showing an orange

card to the security guard. We merely

followed a group of these and passed

through without any trouble. When we
reached the front of the basilica, we
continued after those with the orange

card to the right, obviously a select

group. Fern and I walked to the rear of

the basilica and into the back. When we
came out at the top of the steps we were
on the right side of the high altar. We
found seats about thirty rows from the

Pope who was reading the Good Friday

service. What a thrill!" Tuscany: "Our
drive south towards Rome was pleasant,

especially since we had driven this way
the day before. We exited at Chuisi en
route into the wine country. Our first

stop was Montepulciaho, a walled town
on a mountaintop. We walked the cob-

blestones up, up, up the myriad of

streets, stopping several times along the

way to examine the vendors' wares ...

We decided not to purchase anything

until we had seen it all—enjoying wine
enotecas, patting the boar's nose for

good luck, finding our Pinocchios, sam-
pling the wine and delicious meats.

Looking across the rolling hills was
breathtaking. It felt as ifwe were on top

of the world. Our pace was leisurely and
we looked inside buildings that struck

our fancy. We had decided early on that

we did not want to be just a tourist

going from one monument or museum
or church to another. This was a pleas-

ure trip not a learning one. So I know
that we missed some famous ones; but

they will be there for another trip."

Murano: "We had arranged to be picked

up by a water taxi and taken to Murano
Glass Factory. It was a gorgeous day and
we were whisked over the water to the

island of Murano. Greeted at the dock
by Jocko (short for Giacomo) who pro-

ceeded to accompany us into the factory

to see one of the five teams making
components for a chandelier. It was
very impressive to watch them work
together, each person making a compo-
nent of the finished product. Quite fas-

cinating! From there we wandered
through n rooms of unbelievable glass

figures, glasses and art objects of all

sorts. Outstanding!" Louise Mazyck
Woodruffwas recently elected president

of the Plymouth Philharmonic board.

Louise's husband, Jim, is recently

retired, though still teaching a couple of

management courses at Suffolk

University in Boston.

Charles and Mary-Anne Benedict

84 Rockland Place

Newton Upper Falls, MA 02464
chasbenedict@aol.com
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M. Adrienne Tarr Free

3627 Great Laurel Lane

Fairfax, VA 22033

703-709-0896

redfree@earthlink.net

In addition to seeing 25 classmates at the

reunion, I received notes from several

who were sorry they did not make it to

Boston in May. Donna Shelton was
attending a family ninetieth birthday

party. She reports that she failed retire-

ment! She is part-time director of strategic

planning with an IT company, takes

French lessons, does volunteer work,
babysits her grandson and travels ...

recently to the major cities in China. •
Marilyn Santos Velayo had been in San
Francisco in January and again in early

May for family visits. A third trip away
from the family business in Manila just

wasn't possible for the reunion, but she

said "hi" to everyone. • Greetings also

came from Palm Beach County, FL ...

home of "dangling chads, terrorists-in-

training, anthrax, scandalous archbish-

ops" and Janellen Curry Carignan, as she

so succinctly puts it. She joins our class e-

mail group, so we are hoping to keep con-

tacts more current. • Gini Saviano Ayling

didn't come east until summer for a wed-
ding and to visit her husband's family. In

Tulsa, her time is shared with her mother,

her daughter's family, including a grand-

son, and as a water aerobics instructor for

seniors and arthritics. She has become
more disciplined, finding enrichment
with a Catholic contemplative prayer

group. Gini missed reconnecting with

Maureen Dailey McFalls, Marianne CuifFo

Stineman and Joe whose son dated her

daughter when they were at Princeton,

and Tom and Janet Lotz O'Connor, the lat-

ter ofwhom grew up down the street from
her. • Mary Frances Herring McCollum
reports she and her semiretired husband
moved to Colorado Springs, CO, in 2001,

where they are surrounded by mountains
and views of Pikes Peak. She visits Vail,

Aspen and other spots in the Rockies for

hiking, snowshoeing and camping. They
travel in their camper, which is how they

moved west ... making many stops,

including at the Grand Canyon. Mary
Frances plays ambidextrous tennis in her

spare time. She works as an assistant in

marketing for Focus on the Family, but

one more memorable task was crawling

under an executive's table to connect the

Internet. Their younger son lives in

Colorado, but they left behind in Boston

their older son and grandson. Mary
Frances welcomes contacts and news
from us Easterners but really feels she has

found her ideal home. • David Register

updates us on life in Bartlesville, OK,
where he and wife, Adele Mailhot

Register, have lived for many years ...

Adele is now full-time faculty in the life

sciences department at Rogers State

University. While pursuing her doctorate

at Oklahoma State, she helped found the

RSU campus in Bartlesville. After 14 years

as director, she returned to the classroom,

even teaching children ofher original stu-

dents. Their son, Michael, an Annapolis
graduate, is flying Navy jets in CA.
Daughter, Sarah graduated from New
York University and works in a Manhattan
recording studio. Adele still has family in

CT and gets to see Newton friends there

when she can. Last time was in 2001 ...

next time, Adele, we hope you can make a

reunion! The welcome mat is out in OK
for anyone heading in that direction.

(They are the only Registers in the

Bartlesville phone book.)

Judith Anderson Day

The Brentwood 323

11500 San Vicente Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90049
JnJDay@aol.com
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Merry snowflake season, classmates!

Peggy Staples Shipman writes that she

has been living in a small town in the

mountains, Pagosa Springs, CO, for the

past 23 years. She and her husband moved
there from Houston, TX. Peggy has
changed careers, from nursing to teach-

ing, and she is enjoying her seventh year

of teaching fourth-graders. Peggy's hus-

band, George, died five years ago. During
school vacations, Peggy enjoys traveling

and is able to return to MA once or twice

a year. • Tom Porter sends the sad news
that our fellow classmate John CannifF

passed away on March 23, 2002. John was
married to Mary Cahill Canniff '70 and
they have two wonderful children, Bridget

and Katherine. The Porters and the

Canniffs continued a very special friend-

ship that began at BC. It included vaca-

tions, parties and celebrations for their

children. Sadly, the last few years, John
suffered the effects of diabetes and all of

its worst complications. John worked for

the federal government for many years,

first with NASA and later with DOT. He
earned his master's degree in aeronautics

and astrophysics from MIT. He and Mary
made their home in Norwood. The
Canniffs are in our prayers. Tom Porter

and his wife, Ginny, recently celebrated

their thirty-second wedding anniversary.

They have two children, Amy and
Jonathan. Amy is a speech pathologist in

CT, and Jonathan graduated from URI in

2001 and works for State Street Bank.

Tom has been with the Morton Hospital in

Taunton for the past 24 years and has

been CEO there for 15 years. Thank you
for the update, Tom. • The Day clan con-

tinues to grow. Our youngest son, Andrew
'98, married the beautiful Patricia

Coghlan (Notre Dame '98) on a perfect

summer day this past July in the lovely

Jersey shore town of Lavallette. Andrew
and Patty met as fellow graduate students

specializing in special education at BC's

Lynch Graduate School of Education.
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Sharing our joy at the wedding were our

dear friends and BC classmates, Phyllis

Pasquarelli) Emmel and her husband,

John, Sue Walsh Miller and husband,

Loren, and Kathy Weaver Hickman and
her husband, Gerry. Please continue to

send updates to me via e-mail at:

JnJDay@aol.com. It's always fun to have a

newsy column. Happy days!

Kathleen Hastings Miller

8 Brookline Road

Scarsdale, NY 10583

fivemill@msn.com
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Mary Cabel Costello

4507 Swan Lake Drive

Copley, OH 44321

330-666-6170

mgc1029@aol.com
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REUNION YEAR
MAY 30 TO JUNE 1

Reunion, reunion, reunion! This June will

mark our thirty-fifth anniversary (gasp!).

Five years ago, we had a wonderful get-

together on Cape Cod to start off the fes-

tivities. Any thoughts for this year?

Newport ...? Please let me know so plan-

ning can begin. • Denise Prifty McDonald
brought her youngest son to Boston
College, where he started his freshman
year this fall, and nostalgia prompted her

to write. She recently retired after having

taught 31 years at an inner-city public

school in Waterbury, CT, where she lives.

She is tutoring now and enjoying her flex-

ible schedule. She has two other sons.

One just received his master's in educa-

tion from Fairfield University (following

in Mom's footsteps), and the other his

undergraduate degree from Georgetown.

Thanks for writing, Denise. I would love

to hear from more of you. Please let me
know what's going on.

James R. Littleton

39 Dale St.

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
jrlneag@aol.com

Marty Gavin's daughter Margaret started

her sophomore year at BC this fall.

Margaret is the president of her class in

the Connell School of Nursing. Margaret

is the third generation of the Gavins to

attend BC, as Marty's father was a mem-
ber of the class of 1937. • Susan Budassi

Sheehy is back at BC as a student, working
on a Ph.D. in nursing research as a uni-

versity fellow. She is a clinical researcher

in the Department of Emergency
Medicine at Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center. Sues son, John, a senior at

BC High, has come a long way since his

devastating spinal cord injury four years

ago. John is back on skates as a goalie

coach. Sue is working on an initiative with

Ann Burgess (a professor at the Connell

School of Nursing) and the Travis Roy
Foundation to create a pediatric and ado-

lescent spinal cord injury center of excel-

lence in Boston. Anyone interested in this

initiative can contact Sue at ssheehy@
caregroup.harvard.edu. Please take the

time to write or e-mail me and let me
know what is new with you.

I saw it with my own eyes ... a photo ofour

very own class of '69 Sue Davies Maurer
with Brad and George. I am talking about

Brad Pitt and George Clooney. They were
photographed together during the filming

of Ocean's Eleven at a prison in NJ. At the

time, Sue was acting commissioner of the

NJ prison system. After 33 years of service

to the state of NJ, Sue recently retired. Best

wishes, Sue. • Congratulations to Susan
Power Gallagher on her election as secre-

tary of the BC Alumni Association board

of directors. She invites you to visit the BC
Alumni Association Web site at www.be
.edu/alumni. • Polly Glynn Kerrigan's

daughter Amy married Andrew Markham
Poe Cole in June. The newlyweds honey-

mooned on Sicily and Sardinia. • Carol

Romano Tuohey's son, Vinnie, recently

returned from a year of study in

Cambridge, England. In August, he
reported to Fort Campbell, KY, where he
begins active duty in the U.S. Army. While
at Harvard, he was active in the ROTC pro-

gram. • Laurie Maclean O'Conor e-mailed

and reported how as a single parent she

recently took advantage of the economy
and the ages of her children and sold her

house, downsizing to a condo apartment.

After medical school, Laurie became an
internist and then later did a fellowship in

addictions and a residency in psychiatry.

For the past eight years, she worked in the

inpatient unit of a psychiatric hospital out-

side of Philadelphia. Because the hours

grew excessive, she decided to "take time

for her life" and now spends much of her

self-imposed sabbatical driving to and
from the river where her son Chris prac-

tices crew. He is a junior at the Shipley

School. This past summer, after just one
year of rowing, Chris won a bronze medal
at the nationals! Laurie's daughter, Katie,

is a senior at Haverford College majoring

in chemistry and music. She is applying to

M.D. and Ph.D. programs for next year.

Laurie looks forward to spending more
time on her children and herself. She rec-

ommends reading Take Timefor Your Life.

She lives in Haverford, PA. Thanks,
Laurie, for responding to my letter! • I

would love more news. So please drop me
a line or an e-mail.

Norman C. Cavallaro

c/o North Cove Outfitters

75 Main St.

Old Saybrook, CT 06475

Fran Dubrowski

3215 Klingle Road, N.W.

Washington, DC 20008
dubrowski@aol.com

read Pat Thorpe's books. Her first,

Everlastings: The Complete Book of Dried

Flowers, is beautifully written and illus-

trated and got me hooked. Her next, The

American Weekend Garden, is a beginner's

"how to" start a garden in two days a week.

America's Cottage Gardens celebrates back-

yard gardens she discovered all over the

U.S. Her latest, Growing Pains: Time and
Change in the Garden, analyzes a garden's

"midlife crisis" and draws parallels

between aging gardeners and their aging

gardens. Pat now lives in Cooperstown,

NY, where she is restoring a garden laid

out in the 1920s by famed designer Ellen

Biddle Shipman. Her garden was featured

in the August issue of House Beautiful. In

between writing articles for the New York

Times and Garden Design magazine,
fundraising for the Garden Conservancy

and giving tours to area garden groups,

Pat is helping son Sam, a junior, select a

college. • Also hooked on gardening, Kate

Reilly Corkum directs the Rotch Jones

Duff House and Garden Museum, which
is located in a whaling mansion in New
Bedford that is one of the country's best

examples of residential Greek revival

architecture. Intent on exploring how a

young museum can contribute to the

city's civic life, Kate takes pride in her

museum's educational and horticultural

programming. She recently hosted

"Garden Transformations: 1900—2000,"

a traveling exhibit sponsored by the

Smithsonian and Garden Clubs of

America. She also delights in two daugh-

ters, one ofwhom lives in NYC and a sec-

ond who is relocating from London to

echo Kate's career choice by taking a job

with a nonprofit organization in the area.

• Judith Johnson runs her own counseling

practice in Rhinebeck, NY, in the Hudson
River valley about 100 miles north of NY.

Ordained as an ecumenical minister in

1985, she has officiated at so many inter-

faith marriages that she wrote a book, How
to Design the Wedding Ceremony That's

Right for You: The Ultimate Guide, which
she is seeking to publish. With a master's

in business and a doctorate in social psy-

chology, she is working on a second doc-

torate and finding joy in living with, and
caring for, her mother. She welcomes news
from classmates at judithjohnson@hvc.

rr.com.

NEWTON

Winter is the perfect time to plan a garden,

and anyone planning a garden should God bless all those involved in September

Robert F. Maguire

46 Plain Road

Wayland, MA 01778

rfin71@bc.edu

The date as I write this column is

September n, 2002. 1 am sure that within

our ranks there were many directly

touched by the events of that day. Today

the Wall Street Journal carried an article

about John V. Murphy, CEO of the

Oppenheimer Funds. The miracle of

John's story is that all 598 of his coworkers

survived the South Tower collapse. May

www.bc.edu/alumni 15



ii, and may we never forget. • For many of

us, this year marks a high school reunion

of 35 years. Funny how we are all still

"kids" when we gather at those occasions.

My own reunion committee from
Lexington High includes Tom
Henneberry, Peter Kelley and Brian

Cunha. Brian has donated the use of his

Newport home, Beacon Rock, as a memo-
rable venue. During the summer I read,

The Bridge Club, a deUghtful novel written

by R. Michael Kelley and his daughter

Krista. With high school reunions in the

planning stage, this story about childhood

friends strikes close. The novel is available

through www.istbooks.com. In my own
clan, our daughter Melissa returned from
Vail to begin law school, and Rob is start-

ing at free safety for Bates. Annie still

competes in soccer, but my cleats have

finally been hung up. Keep in touch.

NEWTON

Georgina M. Pardo

6800 S.W. 67th St.

South Miami, FL 33143

ed.gigi@worldnet.att.net

Lawrence C. Edgar

530 S. Barrington Ave., No. no
Los Angeles, CA 90049

ledgar@earthlink.net

I know it's taken me long enough, but

finally here's a report on my class reunion

trip. I enjoyed it even though the turnout

was disappointing. (About 60 people were
at the dinner, which was a third ofwhat the

turnout was five years before). I suspect

that the move from mid-May to the first

week in June, a busy time for high school

graduations and proms, may have had
something to do with it. In any event, we
started the festivities with a concert by
Livingston Taylor (James's brother) at

which we saw our most stable classmate,

Henry Ward. He's in his thirty-first year

with Massachusetts Envelope Co. and
reports that his wife and classmate,

Suzanne, has left her employment at BC to

write a novel. •The next day, we saw our de

facto class president Dee Dee Covino pres-

ent the class gift to Fr. Leahy at the barbe-

cue on campus. We shared a table with

Price-Waterhouse Coopers partner Joe

Tierney and with former MetLife executive

Pete Accinno and his wife and classmate,

Pat. Also, we heard a presentation on BC
admissions at which I saw my Dartmouth
M.B.A. classmate and fellow CPA George
Pijewski. The dinner that night turned out

to consist mostly of Lynch School of

Education graduates, although there were
some others at our table: Dumont, NJ,

CPA Coleman Szely and Andover area

businessman Paul Horrigan. Some of the

others there were Connecticut prosecutor

Jack Looney, Diane Bachta Zalewski, a

math teacher who has attehded all six

reunions and whose daughter is a recent

graduate of Johns Hopkins; Ron and Mary
Eckel, respectively a public school princi-

pal and a Catholic school teacher in the

Lincoln-Sudbury area; Ron's fellow cheer-

leaders Michele Plasse-Collins, a real

estate broker, and John Mayer, who's in the

process of trying to found a private school

in CT; and Jim Lewis, a teacher at Xaverian

High School whose four grown children

include two BC grads. •We did some visit-

ing after the events, including a stop in

Greenwich, CT, where we met with assis-

tant town attorney Gene McLaughlin and
Bill Giacomo, a lawyer and part-time judge

in Armonk, NY, who plans another run for

the state supreme court. • Later we met
with Pat McGovern and family in

Bayonne, NJ, where his son, Chris, was
home from his freshman year at Georgia

Tech. All in all, it was a good trip, but I'm

back to relying on you for news now that

it's over. Please write or e-mail.

Nancy Brouillard McKenzie

7526 Sebago Road

Bethesda, MD 20817-4840

N EWTON nancy.brouillard.mckenzie@bc.edu

Before we resume reunion news from
Gayle Maloney, let me encourage every-

one to use the services of the Boston

College Alumni Association, particularly

the e-mail forwarding. Also, being an
alumni admissions volunteer is a reward-

ing experience for both students and vol-

unteers. Gayle reports that Mary Lee Stacy

Calihan is a school principal at a Catholic

school in Chicago. Tappy Moran Kimball

is at Canyon Ranch in the Berkshires.

Georgia Murray was unable to attend

reunion as she was Sicily. Gayle's father

and Terry Stephan's mother go to the

same adult care center and share care-

givers. Maureen Harmonay just became
certified in feng shui. Rosemary Welsh
missed her plane from the Seattle-

Tacoma area for the reunion. • Did every-

one catch the Parade magazine story on
the July opening of the new International

Spy Museum here in Washington? Yes,

that is our Kathy Hickey Coakley and her

husband, Dennis Barrie, who are running
the museum. Kathy stays with Gayle

when she comes to NY. More news from
Gayle and Beany Verdon will be in our

next issue. • Norma Tanguay reports that

Joanne Doherty Smith works at Compaq
Hewlett Packard in the finance depart-

ment. • Congratulations to Patricia

Winkler Browne NC '60, the recipient of

the Alumni Achievement Award for

Religion for her work with the Christ

Child Society. In addition, Pat faithfully

supports and attends our yearly Alumnae
Spring Tea in Washington, DC. •
Congratulations to Sheila Canty, RSCJ
'58, the new director at Kenwood in

Albany. The provincial team together with

the convent board oftrustees and the con-

vent administration are moving forward

in the planning process for a new build-

ing to accommodate growing health

needs at Kenwood. The current facility is

not adequate to provide the care needed

for the religious. As the project is author-

ized and details are known, all alumnae
will be asked to support the project. New
residents at Kenwood are Maribeth Tobin,

RSCJ, Elizabeth Sweeney, RSCJ, Anna
Ospina, RSCJ, Mary Lou "Tippy" Guillory,

RSCJ, and Anna Rita Hernandez, RSCJ.
Join with the community each Friday as

they pray for reconciliation at this time of

crisis in the Church. • We are preparing

for our tenth tea here in the spring and
need help. Please contact me. We just

learned at Parents' Weekend that our
daughter Sarah '03 is the student leader

for the Salt and Light Ministry on campus
at BC. Of course mis means that her first

assignment is raising funds for the

group's ministry, especially spring break

in Appalachia and in New Mexico. Take
care and e-mail.

REUNION YEAR
MAY 30 TO JUNE 1

Classmate Greg Quimby (greg@
gregquimby.com) e-mailed the following

news: "On July i of this year, I moved my
law practice into a new building that I had
purchased and renovated. It was an ugly

blue warehouse. It is now an attractive

red brick office building. The name ofthe

building is: 4 Kids. It was named after my
two kids (Jason and Erica) and their

spouses (Suria and Josh.) It was also

named for the work my firm does—fam-

ily law where the kids come first. And
lastly it was named because when I'm fin-

ished practicing law and breathing air, the

building will be for my lads. My daughter,

Erica, will be finishing up law school in

December. Although she seems to be the

"heir apparent," her brother, Jason, may
open up a business in the other halfofthe

building (from my law practice). If all the

cards play out right in the years that

come, I'll have all my four kids working

under the same roof. That has always

been the dream that I've harbored in my
heart." We wish Greg and his family

many happy hours together. • Under the

direction of class president Paul Curley,

the class of '73 has started having meet-

ings to plan the specifics of our thirtieth

class reunion. Reunion weekend is set for

May 30 through June 1, 2003. The Friday

night format has changed a bit since our

twenty-fifth reunion, as all events will

remain on campus. The large, general

event on campus for all reunion classes

last year was a concert by Livingston

Taylor. Saturday, there will be tours of the

campus and museum. Last year, semi-

nars on sports, religion, and other topics

were held and well received and the

University expects to provide more semi-

nar topics this year. The alumni memorial

Mass is at 5 p.m. on Saturday and the

CLASS NOTES



EVER TO EXCEL
THE CAMPAIGN FOR BOSTON COLLEGE

GIFTS THAT GIVE BACK

What are the memories of Boston College that you cherish?

• Friendships forged over meals and books • Heart-pumping Eagles' competition

• Spirited debates on politics or poetry • The warm embrace of the Heights community

• Special moments shared in service to the needy

There is a meaningful way to honor your memories, leave your imprint on the future of Boston College,

and help yourself at the same time. By making a planned gift to Boston College, you can:

• Receive income for life • Support financial aid, research, academic

• Save on taxes programs, athletics, student life, campus

• Establish a fund to endow a program improvements and other areas at Boston College

• Memorialize or honor a friend or mentor

Several beneficial gift options are available that can help you meet your financial objectives while provid-

ing needed income and capital for the University. For more information or a personalized illustration,

please return the confidential reply form below, or contact:

John C. MacRae Phone: (888) 752-6438 (toll-free) or

Director of Planned Giving (617) 552-3328

Boston College Fax: (617) 552-2894

More Hall 220 E-mail: planned.giving@bc.edu

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Web site: http://www.bc.edu/development/giving/default.html

BOSTON COLLEGE CONFIDENTIAL REPLY FORM

Please send me a personalized example ofhow a planned gift can help me and Boston College.

I would like the illustration for the following amount: $

My date of birth is (single-life example)

My spouse's date of birth is (two-life example)
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ADDRESS

PHONE _

BC CLASS/AFFILIATION

mai l to: Boston College, Office of Planned Giving, More Hall 220, Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

FAX TO: (617) 552-2894 11/01



traditional individual class parties on
Saturday night. Sunday may include a

farewell brunch. All in all, it sounds like a

nice variety of activities for alumni and
their families. Please contact the BC
Alumni Association if you would like to

volunteer your time to help with the class

reunion. • The Alumni Association

wishes to remind you that you may regis-

ter for a free E-mail for Life forwarding

address from BC. You can register for a

BC e-mail forwarding address at www.be.
edu/alumni. • Classmates, please e-mail

your class news to your class correspon-

dent as soon as you receive your next

issue ofBC magazine in order to meet the

next publication deadline. Thanks.

NEWTON

Nancy Warburton Desisto

P.O. Box 142

West Boothbay Harbor, ME 04575

desistonancy@aol.com
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Betsy Keuthen Downing has been living

abroad for several years with her hus-

band, Ben, who is stationed there with

the Air Force. They are currently living in

the Netherlands. They have traveled

extensively throughout Europe. Betsy's

favorite place was Naples, where she

became fluent in Italian. Taking advan-

tage of this, Lauren Kozay Quintana vis-

ited Betsey in Italy and together they

toured the beautiful Amalfi coast. Betsy

and Ben are truly enjoying the opportu-

nity to experience new and different cul-

tures. • Beth Anne Lill DAlessandro lives

in NJ with her husband, Dan, and their

two sons, Daniel and Eric. Daniel

recently graduated college, and Eric is a

college junior. Beth Anne has cut back on
her law practice in order to teach history

to high school students. She is constantly

busy but finds the exchange of ideas with

her students to be very rewarding.

Husband Dan's law practice is doing well

in Jersey City. • Lauren Kozay Quintana
was a psychiatric nurse for 20 years in

Westchester, NY, caring for emotionally

disturbed children and substanceabus-

ing teenagers. She lived on a horse farm

50 miles north of NYC, where husband
Al managed a horse boarding facility.

Lauren put away her nursing cap three

years ago, when she and Al moved to the

Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania.

They now own a riding stable on the

grounds of a resort and do horseback
trail rides for tourists. Whether riding in

the snow or in the fall leaves, they always

enjoy sharing their horses with their cus-

tomers. • Nancy Warburton DeSisto has

returned from sailing the Atlantic coast

with husband Michael. It was adventure!

She now has a deeper appreciation for

American maritime history, after having

stopped at all the historic ports. Now they

are looking for a new home and new jobs

back in Maine. • Nancy DeSisto recently

got together with Barbara Anne Cagney
'74 and Stephanie Martyak '75 in Maine.

Barbara Anne is still teaching elementary

school at Stuart Country Day in

Princeton NJ. Stephanie has completed
medical school and is starting her resi-

dency at Maine Medical Center. • Peggy
Publicover Kring and her husband,
Michael (Holy Cross '74) have been in

sunny FL since 1975, living in Atlantic

Beach, a beach suburb of Jacksonville.

She has been with the Duval County
Public Schools since 1980 and is an ele-

mentary school principal. Her school has

the largest autistic program in this

county. She is in great need of teachers,

so if any alumni have sons, daughters,

nieces or nephews who want to teach in

a warmer climate, send them down. She
continues to go to West Yarmouth every

summer for the Fourth of July to visit her

family at their summer house. Their

daughter, Rebecca, is in CO studying

architecture and environmental design,

and their son, Patrick, is working and
going to college in Jacksonville. • Peggy
ran into Rita Moynihan in May of2001 at

her uncle's retirement party. She also

had a visit with Anne Rafferty Crowley
and her husband, Jim, in February 2000.
At the time, Anne had left education to

become a vice president at a computer
software/consulting company. • Please

send any news to nmdnew73@bc.edu.
You too can register for a lifelong e-mail

forwarding address by visiting www.be.
edu/alumni.

Patricia McNabb Evans

35 Stratton Lane

Foxboro, MA 02035

pae74bc@aol.com

Hi everyone, and happy big birthday to all

ofus who were born in 1952! Please send

me a note or e-mail and let me know
how/what you are doing. • Our classmate

Edward Cluett is an assistant professor of

biology at Ithaca. He and his wife, Patty

'83, and their two sons, Edward and Ryan,

are living in Lansing, NY. • Jim Melly

sends his regards to all the old 1970
freshman gang at Claver and especially to

former roommate Terry Kelly. Jim has

two daughters and, after retiring as a

teacher in the state correctional system,

Did you go to Appalachia?

Interested in hearing about the

BC Appalachian volunteers today?

If so, let us know who you are.

Send your name, class year and

Appalachian volunteer information

to classnotes@bc.edu.

has started a new career as a guidance
counselor for the Middletown Board of
Education in an alternative high school

program encompassing the towns along

the Connecticut River to the shoreline. •
Edward C. Bassett has been elected to the

Board of Governors of the Massachusetts

Academy of Trial Lawyers. He is a partner

at the firm of Mirick O'Connell, and
chairs the firm's personal injury practice

group. • Ellen O'Connell has been re-

elected to serve as treasurer of the New
Jersey State Bar Foundation. Ellen resides

in Basking Ridge, NJ. • Our family is

doing well; our oldest son, Jim, is a new
alum, and our daughter Liz is a BC junior.

Andrea is a senior looking at colleges, and
Chris is a high school freshman. On a sad

note, my brother Richard McNabb '76

died suddenly in July. He was a great guy,

and I know he had a lot offond memories
of his days at BC. Please remember him
in your prayers. • I hope you all have a

wonderful and peaceful holiday season,

and I look forward to hearing from you!

NEWTON

Beth Docktor Nolan

693 Boston Post Road

Weston, MA 02492

Hellas M. Assad

149 Lincoln St.

Norwood, MA 02062

Hello to all! It was great to see many ofyou
at the FanFest held at the Flynn Recreation

Complex before the football game against

Navy. Please take note of the following

dates: March 30 is the date of Laetare

Sunday Mass and alumni brunch. April

26 is the alumni day for the arts festival.

Also, keep your eyes open for further

information regarding the mid-'7os fam-

ily winter skating event and for a

announcement regarding a pre- and
postgame hockey reception. If you have

not sent in your $25 class dues for the

2002—03 year, please do, so as this will

enable us to plan events and keep you
informed of future activities. Please send

in your checks to BC Class of '75, Alumni
House, 825 Centre St., Newton, MA
02458. If you have ideas and suggestions

for future gatherings or if you would like

to be involved in planning and assisting

class events, please contact Kathie

McCarthy. Her e-mail address is

shamock1739@msn.com. Also, a

reminder for those who want to find some-

one or who want to be found, the opportu-

nity is available to do so via the online com-

munity. Simply visit the online community
at www.bc.edu/alumni. Congratulations

to Dolly Dipesa on receiving the 2002
Mother St. John Fontbonne Award. This

prestigious award is presented each year

to an alumna whose life has been charac-

terized by an active social commitment to

sacrificial service of others. Her career has
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been highlighted by a strong commitment
to the advancement ofwomen in business

and the importance of charitable giving

and community involvement. She has

provided pro bono and reduced-rate work
for of number of local nonprofits. On
May 23, 2002, she was the keynote

speaker at the Fontbonne Academy's
forty-fifth commencement ceremonies.

She beseeched graduates to go forth into a

male world and make their marks, urging

them to network with and mentor women
and to use the skills they acquired in high

school to make their voices heard as

women. Dolly is the proud mom of two

sons—John is ten, and Anthony is nine. It

has been delightful watching Rate Murray
serve as a "talent" on the WGBH Channel
2 auction. The past few years have brought

tremendous opportunities of growth for

classmate Fred Todd, who is known today

as Rabbi Fishel Todd. Congratulations!

After leaving BC and his good friends at

CSOM, especially Jack Neuhauser and Jim
Bowditch, he made his way to the West
Coast to law school. Upon passing the bar,

he started his own law firm, specializing

in international tax law. Being the only son

of Holocost survivors, he went back to his

family traditions and became fully obser-

vant to Jewish tradition. This past sum-
mer, he was ordained as an Orthodox
rabbi in the holy city of Jerusalem. He is

married to Einat Feld from Israel, and,

along with their four sons and two daugh-

ters, have homes in Israel and Lakewood,

NJ. For him, the most interesting part of

these years has been developing perhaps

the largest and most comprehensive
learning network via the Internet based on
traditional writings. The network is called

the Shema Yisrael Torah Network, or

www.shemayisrael.com. He has taken the

original code of Jewish law called the

Shulchan Aruch and made it available as a

program which can be learned in English.

He attributes the foundation of this to the

fact that he and his sons taught in the Kiev

area ofthe Ukraine the past five years dur-

ing the summer months. This experience

propelled a worldwide effort that has
developed to the point of taking the code

ofJewish law and adapting it in the area of

business and ethics to be used as an
example to the world. This is being devel-

oped as a continuing education of the bar

course. He is looking forward to hearing

from all. His e-mail address is fishel@

shemayisrael.com. And (as always) I look

forward to receiving class updates. Best

wishes to all for a very Merry Christmas
and joyous holiday season!

Margaret M. Caputo

501 Kinsale Road

Timonium, MD 21093

410-3080455

m.caputo@att.net
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Moira Nestor Stansell sent a great first

memory of NCSH: "I was already

accepted and was invited to a tea on cam-
pus. A very nice woman approached me

and asked what other colleges I was
considering. I told her that I was think-

ing about Regis, but I really wasn't com-
fortable there because I didn't go to

parochial school and the nuns were all

'tripping over their habits.' At that pre-

cise moment, I happened to notice a

tiny cross affixed to the collar of her

blue dress. Realizing that I had made a

grievous error I asked, '... and you are?'

and she responded, 'Sr. De la

Chappelle, the dean of students.'" The
happy ending to this story is that the

two became fast friends. De la

Chappelle introduced Moira to Father

Bob, who asked her to read during the

freshman orientation Mass and would
later marry Moira and her husband,
Bob, in the Newton Chapel in 1975. •

Helen Fox-O'Brien's memories of her
first day at Newton include Duchesne
East stereos blaring "Maggie May," her
junior sister, Donna Heuchling, intro-

ducing herself "in her usual convivial

way," and trying to find bedspreads to

match the bright yellow paint on the

walls of her dorm room. • Barbara
Callahan Saldarriaga's first memory is

of seeing her room in Cushing where
she was assigned a single (301). The
room was so narrow, you couldn't turn

the bed. The closet, dresser, desk and
bed were all along the right wall, with

the window at the end and an aisle

along the left wall. In short, Barbara was
leaving the comforts of her childhood
home for a bowling alley! Her strongest

memories are musical ones. To this day,

whenever she hears "Maggie May" or

"American Pie" she is right "back
there," listening to those two songs
blaring out of every open window those

early fall days. • We only get 500 words
per column, so I'll expand on the fol-

lowing tidbits in future issues: Sandy
McDonald Jones has been traveling

nationwide to trade shows with her jew-

elry line, Pearlworks; Shawn McGivern
is completing a volume of poetry when
not engaged with her psychotherapy
practice; Teresa Valdes-Fauli Weintraub
is president and CEO of Fiduciary Trust

International of the South; Mary Ciaccio

Griffin has one more reason to travel to

MA from NY now that eldest son, John,
is at Amherst. (Daughter Caroline is a

junior at BC.) Francie Anhut completed
the Avon three-day 60-mile Walk for

Breast Cancer in August; Bob and
Louise Paul Morin's oldest daughter,

Danielle, graduated in 2002 from
UNH with an honors degree in water

resource management. She spent her
junior year spring semester in New
Zealand, where Louise visited her for

two weeks and fell in love with that

country. Cyndee Crowe Frere is pursu-

ing her long-time dream of... and that's

500 words. So, you'll just have to wait

until next time to find out what that

dream is. Merry Christmas and blessed

holidays, everyone!

Gerald B. Shea

10 Rogers St., No. 501

Cambridge, MA 02142

;erbs54@ hotmail.com

Boston College was among twenty schools

named to the U.S. News College Sports

Honor Roll in a March '02 edition. The
magazine considered four categories of

achievement in the running of its athletic

department. Kudos to all involved for a job

well done. • Susan R. Cushing and hus-

band, Curtis Miller, relocated to Wasaquoit

a few years ago, selling her dental practice

in Boise, ID. Now Susan has opened her

new dental practice in Pocasset, where
she is closer to her family. She is catering

to the fearful and phobic dental patient,

utilizing high-tech advancements. A certi-

fied clinical hypnotherapist and a master

practitioner of neurolinguistic program-

ming (behavioral counseling), Susan
comes well armed to that perennial bartie.

• That peripatetic assistant dean of stu-

dents for Stanford University, Andrew C.

Hernandez, traveled with the Cardinal

football team when it played BC in

September on the Heights. Andy made it

to a few tailgates to reminisce with old

friends and talked up Stanford to local

high school students. Also, he came bear-

ing great news: he and wife, Emile, wel-

comed their firstborn, Julien Jordan, last

May! Congratulations! While Andy now
has mixed loyalties in such an athletic tilt,

the BC win in an exciting game made for

a memorable afternoon, if not a jubilant

trek back to Palo Alto, CA. • Cam Flanders

Van Noord, fundraiser extrordinaire for

charitable concerns, had a busy summer,
visiting DC, NYC, Boston and the Cape
(for the Forth of July with her folks). She
is chairing National Philanthropy Day for

Tampa Bay, FL, for. a second year.

Meanwhile, she and husband Len, a VP of

development for the Christian Network,

are busy remodeling and landscaping a

recently acquired home. She reports that

her son, Ben Flanders, is a sophomore at

UMass, Amherst, while daughter, Kylie

Flanders, is a high school senior and
applying to BC. A friend of hers entered

her in a nationwide competition, The
Remarkable Woman, sponsored by ABC,
The View television show and Johnson &
Johnson. Cam was one of four winners

chosen from over 28,000 entries! That

meant a three-day trip to NYC in October,

a shopping spree and an appearance on
The View. Congratulations! The "fearless

leader" ofthe BC Club ofTampa Bay, Cam
rooted for BC in its football game versus

Miami last September ...Well, that's all for

now. Here's hoping for a healthy and
happy winter for all. God bless!

Nicholas D. Kydes

8 Newtown Terrace

Norwalk, CT 06851

203-846-4295

nkydes@alliance-consulting.com
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REUNION YEAR
MAY 15 TO MAY 18

Okay, things are a bit slow, news-wise

from you '78ers! Come on, now ... the big

reunion looms, so let's start sending tid-

bits on what you've been up to lo these

past 25 years or what's new since the

twentieth get-together. Can you believe

we've really been out of BC for 25 years?!

No way! How did that happen? Cathy

Brefach Newman writes that her son,

Kevin, just entered BC this past

September as a freshman, majoring in

history and political science. "Obviously, I

am very pleased that he will be part ofthe

BC community," says Cathy, presently a

pediatric clinician with a home-care
agency in NJ. • Another alumna, Joanne
Robichau, is calling my beloved Jackson

Hole, WY, home these days. Working as

an administrator for an ambulatory sur-

gery center, Joanne has been in Jackson

for about three years. Joanne, I look for-

ward to seeing you on our family visits to

the Tetons each year! • Pamela A. Smith
has been appointed senior assistant uni-

versity counsel at Northeastern University.

She has acted as legal counsel for the

Verizon telecommunications company in

its Boston office since 1986. In her new
capacity at Northeastern, Pamela will be

responsible for litigation, contract review

and maintenance of academic integrity,

among other responsibilities. Congrat-

ulations, Pamela! • And more congrats to

Jim Toner, who has a new book published

by the University of Georgia Press called

Serendib. This memoir offers a rare, close-

up look at the exotic Buddhist country Sri

Lanka as seen through the thoroughly

American perspectives of Jim's elderly

Catholic father, John. Jim fives in Sonora,

CA, where he teaches English and cre-

ative writing at Columbia College. • Just a

reminder, you can visit the BC online

community at www.bc.edu/alumni to

search for a particular classmate or old

friend (and please bug them to forward

any news that's fit to print to this col-

umn!). One more chance to call, e-mail or

write me before the big bash in May
2003—the deadline is mid-December.
Thanks!

Laura Vitagliano

78 Wareham St.

Medford, MA 02155

781-396-2972

PassportLaura@aol.com

Hi! Brian Driscoll has been appointed

president of the National Association of
Surety Bond Producers, which special-

izes in providing surety bonding to con-

struction contractors. Brian heads the

operation of his family-owned
J. Barry

Driscoll Insurance Agency, Inc., now in

its forty-second year in Norwell. • Kevin

Reynolds called me to try and catch up on
the last 23 years. After BC, he went to

Wharton and received an M.B.A. While
there, he met his wife of 17 years,

Monica, at Penn Medical School. She is a

cardiologist, and they have six children:

Max, Erica, Kristen, Juliet, Megan and
Tommy, who range in age from three

months to thirteen years. Kevin is from
Scarsdale, NY, originally, and currently

lives in NY where he is a managing direc-

tor for UBS Warburg. He did make it

back to BC last year, and I may have con-

vinced him to attend the next reunion (as

long as he keeps receiving his BC
Magazine). • Kathy O'Keefe has lived in

Irvine, CA, for the past seventeen years,

raising her children. Chris is a high
school senior, and Kelly is entering the

eighth grade. Kathy is a paralegal work-

ing in the automotive finance industry.

She has kept in touch with Julie

O'Donnell Wright and Laura Jefferys.

Through Julie ,she has heard that Nancy
Stark was living in the Los Angeles area

and that they never knew they were so

close! She has also heard from Tracy

Mazza Lucido and Mary George Vicars.

Kathy is planning on moving back to

Cape Cod next summer, and she can't

wait! She returns to the Cape every sum-
mer but has yet to run into any Eagles

that she used to know. She hopes that oth-

ers are inspired to write and would love to

reconnect with some of her long-lost

friends. Her e-mail address is bcgali@
cox.net. • Nancy Stelkovis Sterling has

been promoted to senior vice president of

strategic communications at ML
Strategies, the consulting affiliate of the

Boston-based law firm Mintz, Levin,

Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky & Popeo, PC, spe-

cializing in crisis communications. She
is also the proud new mother of Jenna

Kate Sterling, born in January. • I leave

on a sad note with the passing of Patricia

Ceglarski Cassidy last October. Her hus-

band, Peter, daughter, Judy (19), and son,

PJ (17), say that she will be sadly missed.

She fought a three-year battle with can-

cer. Our condolences go out to her family.

John Carabatsos

478 Torrey St.

Brockton, MA 02301

j.carabatsos.dmd@worldnet.att.net

Alison Mitchell McKee
1128 Brandon Road

Virginia Beach, VA 23451

amckee8i @aol.com

Congratulations to Teresa Luckhowec
Langworthy, who married Monte McCaw,
a professor at NCSU Veterinary School,

on March 23, 2002. Teresa is now a

mother/stepmother to six! Teresa and
Monte have five boys, ages 12 to 19, and
an 18-year-old daughter. They also have

30 chickens, three guinea pigs, two dogs
and a cat! Teresa teaches four-year-olds at

a local preschool. • Sharon Bray Farrelly

and Rich Farrelly are delighted to

announce the adoption of their second
daughter, Elizabeth An, from an orphan-

age in Hunan Province, China, in April

2002. She is 19 months old and is adjust-

ing well to life in the U.S. Her older sis-

ter, Allison, is also from China and
turned three this past fall. The Farrelly's

live in Berwyn, PA. Last year Rich left

General Electric after more than 20 years

and is now an information systems man-
ager with mutual fund giant, the

Vanguard Group. Sharon enjoys being at

home full-time with the girls. You can
send your good wishes to the Farrelly's at

rfarrelly@msn.com. • Cliff and Jane
Annick Rigby live in Fair Haven, NJ, with
their three daughters, Erin (14), Colleen

(12) and Carolyn (nine). Cliff is a dentist

and enjoys participating in triathalons in

his spare time. In May, the Rigby's went
to San Diego, where Cliff participated in

Half-Ironman California. In July, he did

Ironman USA (2.4-mile swim, 112-mile

bike and 26-mile run) in Lake Placid. In

November, he plans to go to Panama City

to do Ironman Florida. Jane is a partner

with Carpenter, Bennett & Morrissey in

Newark and does primarily employment
defense work. Jane still keeps in touch

with roommates Karen Hrebenak, Marge
Moyer and Deirdre Farris, all of whom
are doing well both personally and pro-

fessionally. • At its annual meeting in

August, the American Osteopathic

Association honored Dan Conte of

Wanaque, NJ, for demonstrating
integrity, competency and vision as a

leader of the osteopathic profession. He
was awarded the AOA Hero Medal for his

commitment to his country through the

osteopathic care he provided to relief

workers, including NYC police officers,

and fire fighters and federal agents, at the

Fresh Kills Landfill in Staten Island and
at Nino's restaurant near ground zero fol-

lowing the September 11 terrorist attacks.

Dan is a private practitioner at Structure

& Function in Garfield, NJ. • Donald
Chace was the recipient of a major
annual award from the American
Association for Clinical Chemistry.

Donald is section chief for the division of

bioanalytical chemistry and mass spec-

trometry at Neo Gen Screening in

Bridgeville, PA. He was presented the

Sigi Ziering Award for an outstanding

contribution for a publication for a paper

published in the journal Clinical

Chemistry showing that the technique of

mass spectrometry can be applied to

postmortem metabolic screening to

reveal the cause of death in some infants

and children whose deaths are otherwise

unexplained. Donald has been involved

in mass spectrometry research for many
years, ever since his doctoral research at

George Washington University and inno-

vative work while on the faculty of Duke
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University. • My heartfelt condolences to

Bruce Johnson and his wife, who lost

their five-year-old daughter, Emma, to

leukemia in April. The Johnsons have

established a scholarship fund in Emma's
memory which will be used for young
people who are interested in animals

and/or art (two of Emma's greatest loves).

Please consider sending your tax-

deductible donation to the Emma Kim
McCoy-Johnson Memorial Fund, c/o The
Delaware Community Foundation, P.O.

Box 1636, Wilmington, DE 19899. Bruce

is currentiy the executive director of a

drug and alcohol treatment center in

Wilmington, DE, and has run the Boston

Marathon. He and his wife of 12 years

have a son, Eli. Both Emma and Eli were
adopted from Korea. Please keep the

Johnsons in your prayers as they struggle

through what I imagine to be life's great-

est challenge, the loss of a child.

John A. Feudo

8 Whippletree Lane

Amherst, MA 01002-3100

perfplus@bigfoot.com

Happy Holidays, everyone. I hope you've

all enjoyed the season thus far. • Val

Marchione sounds like he's been enjoy-

ing life with his wife, Jamie, and their two
children. They live in Atianta, where Val is

a captain for Delta Airlines. He was look-

ing for Bob Irri and James Salemis, so I

hope you guys have connected by now. •
Darcy Munson Meijer writes that she

lives in Maryville, TN, with her husband
and three children. She teaches English

as a second language at the CELL pro-

gram of Maryville College. She says, "I'm

generally very happy and wonder how I

ever got the grades I did (pretty good) con-

sidering how lost I was in that big maze
that is BC. I feel warmth toward the weir-

does who lived with me in Loyola in '78

and toward the eccentrics on South Street

in '79. (The Grateful Dead, Neil Young
and The Cars are evocative of those times
for me.)" Glad I didn't live on Loyola or

South Street ... who wants to carry those

brands (weirdo or eccentric) for 20-plus

years?! • Tracey Cavaleri and her husband,

Jack, bought a flooring business in San
Antonio, TX. She has her M.B.A. in elec-

tronic commerce and is going to school

for interior design. Interesting combina-
tion! • Congrats to Joe Zaremba '86, who
was promoted to senior vice president

and director of international operations

for Citizens Bank of Pdiode Island. Joe

lives in Franklin, where he is active in the

Knights of Columbus. • Fresh off the

shock of seeing her 20-year-old photo
plastered on a poster at our reunion,

Cindi Bigelow received a much more wel-

come surprise. Her company, Bigelow
Tea, won the 2002 Ernst & Young
Entrepreneur of the Year Award for the

metro New York region. The award is

based on corporate creativity and an

entrepreneurial spirit. By the time you
read this, the national competition will

have taken place, so hopefully I'll have
more good news to report next time. • I

can only print the news I get (other than
the stuff I make up just for kicks!), so be
sure to e-mail or write with your updates.

We still have a long time before our
twenty-fifth reunion, but let's make sure

we stay in touch until then.

were invested as a lady and knight of the

Equestrian Order of the Holy Sepulchre

of Jerusalem last October, and I was
elected vice president of the Treasurers'

Club of Boston. I designed the Web site

for the group, www.treasurersclub.org."

REUNION YEAR
MAY 30 TO JUNE 1

Pat Spencer-Cisek submitted the follow-

ing update: "My husband, Walter, chil-

dren, Emily (13) and Christopher (nine),

and I returned to the Northeast almost
five years ago, when I became the clinical

director ofthe CR Wood Cancer Center in

Glens Falls, NY, where we enjoy the

Adirondack Mountains, Lake George and
being close enough to Boston to visit old

friends like Janine Charrerte Tayag and
Donna Goldman Hubbard. Janine and
her husband, Rex, have two sons and have
settled in the Boston area. Donna and
husband Harry still live in Barre with
their son and daughter. We are looking

forward to attending a BC game this fall

and seeing old friends!" Julie O'Brien
Petrini is vice president and general coun-
sel of Polaroid Corporation. She lives in

Framingham with her husband, Chris,

son, Shawn, and daughter, Tabitha.

Elizabeth Gallagher Caginalp and her
husband, Oggie, welcomed their daugh-
ter, Kaitlin, into the world on April 20,

2002. Elizabeth and Oggie live in Sands
Point, NY. Bill Campbell, a former senior

manager with Ernst & Young's Boston
office, has been named a principal of the
firm, effective July 1, 2002. Bill lives in

Wilmington, MA, with his wife, Karen,

and their children, Kellyn and Jack. •
Peter Rockett and his wife, Amy, drove
their son, Morgan (seven), and three

daughters, Catherine (six), Mary Beth
(four) and Emilie (one) to the Pope's Mass
in Toronto this summer for World Youth
Day. There were 800,000 people there.

Peter writes the following: "It was awe-
some to be in the presence of the Holy
Father. In my opinion, he is a living saint

and will become one, so it was very spe-

cial for our children to be able to see him
in their lifetimes. The media focuses so

much on his physical condition, that after

seeing him in person, lucidly and force-

fully presenting his message in at least six

languages including: English, French,

German, Polish, Spanish and Latin, they

should focus on his message and his

spirit, not on his arthritic knees and hips.

He is the same person that I saw on
Boston Common in 1979, just older. And
here we are, 20 years later. Amy and I

Hope you are enjoying the holidays.

Here's the news I've received: Ruth Ross
McCormack and husband, Peter M.B.A.
'96, live in Needham. They have two
children, Caroline (five) and Elizabeth

(two). Ruth works as a gastroenterologist

at Lahey Arlington in Arlington, MA.
Ruth is working part time and enjoys it.

• If you haven't noticed, BC has an
online community at www.bc.edu/
alumni where you can register for a BC
e-mail forwarding address. You can also

search for fellow classmates or contacts

in an area. • As you can see, my mailbox
has been pretty empty. Please take the

time to write so I can update fellow

classmates on your activities. Have a

safe and happy holiday!

Barbara Ward Wilson

8 Via Capistrano

Tiburon, CA 94920
bwilson@hlmx.com

Hello again and thanks for your notes

and emails. • A summer BC minire-

union weekend was held in the NY
Finger Lakes region. Julie Scalabrino

Young, Elsie Conyngham McHale, Barb
Badino Montresor, Marci Schwartz
Grebstein, Holly Doherty-Lemoine and
Kris Warpula Bingham, along with their

husbands and children, attended. They
had a fantastic, but short, weekend
reunion. They all arrived on a Friday in

August and sadly departed on Sunday.

They came from OH, PA, NY, CT, NJ
and MA. They were able to catch up on
their lives, reacquaint themselves with

the husbands and meet the children,

most for the first time! They had chil-

dren ranging in age from two to 13, and
another one on the way. There were 13

children in all. It was so successful, the

girls plan to make this a yearly event! • I

am sorry to inform you that we have lost

our classmate Brian Honan. Brian was
born in Brighton and grew up in

Brighton and Allston, where his mother,

Mary, has been a community activist for

decades. In 1995, he was elected to the

Boston City Council representing the

Brighton-Allston neighborhood. • Moka
Barrero Quinlan and Chris Quinlan and
their three-year-old daughter, Aisling,

are headed to Hong Kong to live for a

few years. Chris will be the chief opera-

tions and systems officer for the Asia-
Pacific division of Fidelity Investments.
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They are very much looking forward to

yet another adventure! • Tom Salamone
is currently the owner of Chef Direct,

which is a mail-order restaurant and
chef apparel company. Tom started the

company in 1994, and he has been able

to maintain about a 20 percent growth

rate since inception. The Chef Direct cat-

alog has developed into one of the coun-

try's most well-known chef apparel dis-

tributors. Tom has two children, Cathryn

(11) and Tyler (ten). His wife, Anne, is a

graduate of Fitchburg State. The
Salamone family lives in Niskayuna, NY,

which is only about three hours from the

BC campus. • Mark Arduino married

Terri Cerniglia of West Islip, NY, on
October 13, 2001. They met 13 years ago

working together at Reuters America,

Inc., but didn't get to know one another

until three years ago. Mark works as a

VP of global sales for Standard & Poor's

in downtown Manhattan and lives in

Mahwah, NJ. • Cheryl Esposito married

John C. Loraditch on May 5, 2001, at

Reid Castle at Manhattanville College,

where Cheryl earned her first master's

degree. They are now the proud parents

of Linsey Cheryl, who was born on July

6, 2002. The family resides in Stamford,

CT, where they recently purchased a new
home. • Rich Ruffee is an attorney cur-

rently working as General Counsel at

MAG Global Financial Products LLC,

which is an insurance underwriting

company based in Farmington, CT. Rich

is married to Suzanne. They have three

children, Michele (eight), Kevin (six) and
Patrick (three), and live in West
Hartford, CT. Rich sends a hello to his

old BC friends and would love to hear

from any of them (John Baratta, Mark
Baptiste, John McKinney, Jeff Shmase).

Rich's contact info is in the BC alumni
online directory. The BC alumni online

directory is a great place to "reconnect"

with your old classmates, check it out! •
Please send me e-mails with your news!

Karen Broughton Boyarsky

205 Adirondack Drive

East Greenwich, Rl 02818

karen.boyarsky.86@bc.edu

Thanks to Nunzia DeDominicis who
wrote with news of her cousin, Luisa

DeDominicis! Nunzia reports that Luisa

was married last year to Greg DeMatties
and recently gave birth to a baby girl,

Bianca. Congratulations to Luisa! • Rob
Weber and his wife, Patricia, and their

two children are living in Reading. Rob
was recentiy named partner at Ernst &
Young, Boston. Rob received his law
degree from BC in 1992. Congrats to Rob.

• Any other info on classmates would be
greatly appreciated for the next column!
Love to get the Christmas cards, espe-

cially those with letters and photos! Please

put me on your list! Merry, merry!

Catherine Stanton Rooney

35 Emerald Ave.

Braintree, MA 02184

catherine87@bc.edu

Hi! I hope that you are all well and are

looking forward to the holidays. I am
writing this at the end of August,
amazed that another year has passed by
so quickly (as usual!). I had a wonderful
afternoon this past Sunday at BC, where
I enjoyed the McMullen Museum's most
recent exhibition In a Perfect World—
Bermuda in the Context of American
Landscape Painting. The museum is

located on two floors of Devlin Hall and
is absolutely beautiful. The exhibits

change frequentiy, so I encourage you to

log onto BC's Web site to get more infor-

mation on what's showing and when.
The museum is open year-round and is

free of charge, although they do accept

donations. I want to say hello to Michael
Barron '86 and his beautiful wife,

Colleen. We have become friends over

the past year as our daughters Jaclyn

(mine) and Julia (theirs) went to kinder-

garten together. Mike and Colleen have
another little girl, Emily, and as this was
a very social group, we had a lot of fun
times! Mike is the president and owner
of Sea Jem Imports, a seafood wholesale

business located in Weymouth. I heard
from Nancy and Stephen Corcoran, who
wrote that their son Holden turned two
in June and that they opened their sec-

ond Sky restaurant in Norwood (which is

wonderful and getting great reviews!).

The original Sky in Sudbury will cele-

brate its fifth anniversary in October.

Congratulations! Steve Ferrucci, with

whom I had a nice conversation at

reunion, emailed that Phil Menna and
his wife, Laura, moved from Long Island

to Lincroft, NJ. They have two daughters,

and Phil is a senior trial attorney for AIG
in NYC; Chris Harding and his wife,

Chrissy, live in Wellesley. They have two
children, Tommy and Megan, and Chis

is in computer technology, working in

Boston; Hugh McDonald and his wife,

Dee, welcomed twin girls last June, who
join older sister, Kellan. Hugh is a bank-

ruptcy attorney in NYC. Joe McGlinchey
and his wife, Allison, live in Norwell

with their three children. Joe is an attor-

ney with a solo practice in Boston and
Norwell. And finally, Steve and his wife,

Julie, welcomed their second son,

Dominic, last August. He joins big

brother Vincent. Steve recently left

Simon Property Group to become gen-

eral counsel at Lawler Manufacturing in

Indianapolis. Thanks so much, Steve,

for all the news! Dan McLeod e-mailed

that he is an R.N. currently employed at

Maine Medical Center, a teaching hospi-

tal in Portland, ME. He works in the

intensive care unit with patients requir-

ing life support and would like to hear

from any colleagues around the country

at mcleod@mmc.org. Alison Mosher

'90 and Stephen Birmingham wel-

comed daughter Madeline Grace in

June. Stephen also wanted to add a few
classmates who were at his wedding that

were not mentioned in the last column.
They were Ted Mosher, Marty Ashley,

Roberto Zaccardelli, Larry Joel, Tim
Hackett, Tim Flaherty, Chris Egan,
Gerry McAree, Dan McLaughlin, Julie

Stamos Murphy and Jim Murphy. Father

Monan participated in the church cere-

mony and attended the reception. In all,

over 50 percent of the wedding guests

were BC grads! Kit Calderon also

attended the reunion (her first) and was
glad she did! She and husband Danny
live in Maynard and have three children:

Matthew (five), Liza (four) and Liam
(two). She works part time for a consult-

ing firm —Impact Performance
Group—and would love to hear from old

friends at kitcaldi@aol.com. Jere Shea
and his wife, Elaine, bought a home in

Hopkinton one year ago. They moved
back from NY four years ago, when he
retired from acting. He recently opened
his own consulting company called

Stagecoach Consulting. They specialize

in speech and vocal training and strate-

gic content development for profession-

als and provide actor coaching and guid-

ance for aspiring thespians and people

looking to gain confidence or just put a

little zing in their public presentations.

He's listed in BC's online community
under "Jere Shea, 1987." Good luck,

Jere! Gregory Pollard was married
August 3 to Susan Swieck. Greg is

regional account executive for Red Gold,

a wholesale food corporation, and they

reside in Natick. Karen Martin Della-

Giustina e-mailed that she was sorry that

she could not go to the reunion. She is a

major in the U.S. Army stationed at Fort

Lewis, WA. She is back to working in the

Medical center as a pediatrician and res-

idency director after being a brigade sur-

geon. She and husband Dave welcomed
their fourth child, Dana Michelle, in

November 2001. Their other kids are

Katey (eight), Stevie (six) and Marissa

(three). She would love to hear from any-

one. Her e-mail address is karen.

della.giustina@nw.amedd.army.mil. On
August 5, there was a memorial golf

tournament in NY in honor of Tom
Fitzpatrick, which raised $20,000 for

his family. It is hard to believe that a year

has gone by since that terrible day. Tom's

name was mentioned often over reunion

weekend, and a special Mass was said in

his honor Sunday morning. He and his

family remain in our thoughts and
prayers. My thanks to all ofyou who took

the time to write. Ifyou haven't sent any-

thing in lately, please do so—we all look

forward to hearing what you're up to. My
best wishes for a wonderful holiday sea-

son and happy New Year. See you in

2003!
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Laura Germak Ksenak

54 Kendal Ave.

Maplewood, NJ 07040
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These class notes are usually rilled with

happy news—births, weddings, job pro-

motions. I usually set aside the death

notices to have them appear in a different

section of this magazine, because I don't

want to bring everyone down. And it

doesn't seem respectful to announce the

loss of a classmate along side the weight

and height of a newborn. But since last

September n, it seems that it is more
important to know everything whether

the news is good or bad. We lost Chris

Hanley on September n He happened to

be at a morning meeting at Windows on
the World. A proper tribute in this col-

umn was never made to Chris. But I don't

know how to properly honor someone
whom I only had brief contact with in

Walsh dorm 17 years ago. My heart goes

out to all those who had the pleasure of

knowing Chris and the misfortune of los-

ing him. On behalf of Chris's friends and
family, I ask that you please consider a gift

to the Christopher Hanley Scholarship

Fund at Xavier High School. This fund
will provide scholarships to deserving

young men at this Jesuit high school. Be
a hero to a stranger. Make checks payable

to Xavier High School Scholarship Fund
and write in memo section "Chris

Hanley—BC '88." This will help in track-

ing the "BC class gift." Mail to Xavier

High School, Attn: Debra Ryan, 30 W
16th St., New York, NY 10011. PS: I apol-

ogize for the delinquency of this so-called

memorial and for the lack of reporting of

other news that you may have submitted.

Over the past few months, my malfunc-

tioning computer lost or withheld infor-

mation that I needed access to, including

your updates. So if your news hasn't been
reported, please send it again with BC
alumni in the subject line. Thank you.

Cheryl Williams Kalantzakos

10 Devonshire Place

Andover, MA 01810

cwk89@bc.edu

Michele McGovern sent an e-mail saying

that on July 20, 2002 a group of class-

mates and their spouses, families and
significant others got together at Ann
Wade's parents' home in Quaker Hill,

CT. She'd like to thank Ann and her par-

ents for hosting such a wonderful day.

Ann Wade is leaving her career in bank-
ing and returning to teaching at a middle
school in MA. She taught for years at a

boarding school in NY and a private

school in MA. Kirsten Wuest Post and
her husband, Jay Post, live in

Mountainside, NJ. They have a son, Jay,

who was one on August 16, 2002.

Kirsten had been teaching elementary

school but recently took a year off

Andrea Brucoli Jones is a lawyer in

Atlanta. She and her husband, Gordon
Jones, have two children, Harrison
(three) and Connor (one). Sheila Royston

Murphy and her husband, Peter Murphy,
live in Vienna, VA, and have two chil-

dren, Patrick (three) and Kevin (one).

Sheila works part time as a consultant for

Quadel Consulting, with whom she has

been for many years. Michele Algiere

Scott and her husband, Dan Scott '87,

have two boys also. They live in

Glastonbury, CT, and their boys Aidan
and Liam are ages four and one, respec-

tively. Michele works part time in human
resources. Michele McGovern Gilbert

and her husband, Jim Gilbert, live in

Santa Barbara, CA. They have two girls,

Madison (four and a half) and Kendall

(one). Michele is staying home right now,

after working in financial marketing/

communications for twelve years. Kristin

Rodgers, who earned her J.D. at Catholic

University, recently made partner at her

law firm. She lives in RI and runs road

races competitively, doing amazingly
well. Amy Hodge Stark was unable to

join the party that day. She and her hus-

band, Joe, live in Singapore with their

two children, JP (four) and Devlin (two

and a half). Thank you, Michele, for

sending those updates. • On August 5,

2002, Kristen Kenney and her husband
Paul Colleran '83 celebrated their one-

year wedding anniversary on Martha's

Vineyard. They were married the previ-

ous August in St. Ignatius of Loyola

Church. The Mass was celebrated by Fr.

Bob VerEecke. Members of the wedding
party included Sue Kelley Sica, Renee
Fitzgerald Smith, Paul West '82, Linda

Haas Ayer M.S.W '91, Kevin Dwyer '88,

Kelli O'Donnell J.D. '00, Christopher

Sacht J.D. '00 and Carlisa Brown. Carlisa

wowed the wedding guests with her gor-

geous singing. Other BC graduates that

traveled to attend the ceremony and cele-

bration were Diane Kmak Wright from
Gaithersburg, MD, George Moustakas
'84 from Greece, Jim Pruss '82 of Los

Angeles, Martin Dansker J.D. '63, Jeff

Coccoluto '85, Laura Murphy '79, Joseph
Webber '70 and J. P. Hong J.D. '00. After

honeymooning in Bora Bora, Moorea
and Australia, Kristen and Paul returned

to Boston, where they are both practicing

attorneys (she in immigration law and he
in tax law). • Renee Fitzgerald Smith
resides in Hanson with her husband,
David Smith, and their three beautiful

children. Her oldest child, Matthew, is

six; Nicholas is four, and Samantha is 14

months. Renee is also working as a phar-

maceutical salesperson for BSN-Jobst. •

Sue Kelley Sica recently celebrated six

years of marriage to her husband, David.

They reside in Natick with their two chil-

dren, Nicole (five) and Michael (three).

Sue is working part time as a nurse at

Hammond Point in Chestnut Hill but is

most fulfilled by her role as a mother of

two. Carlisa Brown received an M.A. in

public policy from the BC Women in

Politics program in 1990 and an M.B.A.
from BC in 1993. She is a proud Triple-

Eagle. Carlisa currentiy sings with a nine-

voice contemporary gospel group called

Confirmation. Formed in 1999,
Confirmation currentiy has two CDs and
is in the process of recording a third.

They have performed for the Democratic

National Committee and for the New
England Patriots. To find out more about

concert dates, send an email to

confirmation4u@aol.com. •After gradu-

ation, Brenda Sheridan went on to earn a

nursing degree from Quinnipiac College.

She graduated in 1993 and moved to

Brighton. Brenda is now working as an
R.N. in the radiology department at

Children's Hospital. Although the job is

very challenging, she loves it! • Kate

Keiran graduated with her doctor of chi-

ropractic degree from Logan College of

Chiropractic in April 1997. She has since

returned to the Boston area and opened a

practice, Keiran Chiropractic, PC, with

her brother Patrick. Kate's practice is in

Kingston, and she is living in Hanson. To
find out more about the practice and to e-

mail Kate, please check out, www.
keiranchiropractic.com. • Finally, my
condolences to Terese Russell Flaherty

and her husband, Bill. On June 21, 2002,
their two-and-a-half-year-old daughter,

Elizabeth ("Ellie"), died due to a degener-

ative neurological disease. She had been
in a hospice for 22 months. Terese, Bill

and big sister Maggie (five) feel blessed

to have had the gift of Ellie in their lives.

They would love to hear from old friends

at billandterese@attbi.com. The services

were attended by Katie Zahn O'Neill

(wife of John O'Neill), Kim Caruso
Newbauer (wife of Bill Newbauer), Amy
Thrailkill-Deveney, Liz Reilly Duffy, and
Kevin Duffy.

Kara Corso Nelson

67 Sea Island

Glastonbury, CT 06033

860-647-9200

bc90news@cox.net

For those who want to find someone or

who want to be found, register with BC's

online community at www.bc.edu/
alumni. Once registered, you may log in

any time and search for a classmate or

long-lost friend. You can also check the

online directory for alumni in your area.

You may also register for a free E-mail for

Life forwarding address at the above

address. • Tom and Mary Anne Stewart

Gagne welcomed their first child, Emma
Rose, on March 12, 2002. Tom has been
teaching math and coaching varsity foot-

ball at Catholic Memorial High School in

West Roxbury. Mary Anne has traded her

nursing career to be a stay-at-home mom,
and she is loving every minute of it. The
Gagnes live in Marshfield. • Craig Orr
and his wife, Gretchen, welcomed twin
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boys, Aidan Joseph and Grady Michael,

on July 14, 2001. Craig is a portfolio man-
ager at State Street Global Advisers in

Boston, and Gretchen is at home with the

boys in Waltham. • Amy MacDonald and
her husband, Shawn Eaton, welcomed
their son, Foley Wayne MacDonald
Eaton, on May 14, 2002. Amy moved
back from Whiteriver, AZ, not too long

ago and is teaching English at Amesbury
High School. The new family lives on
Plum Island in Newburyport. Larissa

Castriotta Kennedy, her husband, Ross,

and their daughter, Sydney, were able to

fly out from CA to visit with Foley and his

folks, as well as Denise Angelo Walsh and
Stephanie Munro Carmel '89. • Lori Ann
Selya Young married Daniel Young in a

festive winter wedding on December 22,

2001. They enjoyed a relaxing honey-

moon in St. Barths and are currently

enjoying their life together in their new
home in Dedham. Daniel is an account-

ant with Deloitte & Touche LLP, and Lori

Ann is a teacher in Brookline. • Christy

Schwarz Schultze and husband George
welcomed daughter Julia DeVries, born

June 22, 2002, and weighing 7 lbs. 2 oz.

She joins her sister, Annabelle, who is

two. They recently relocated to Rye
Brook, NY. George runs a distressed secu-

rities hedge fund in nearby Purchase, NY,

and Christy tackles the house on a daily

basis! • Though he may have no idea

about his 15 seconds of fame, Cyril

LeMaire was on national TV in the stands

at the BC-Stanford game. He was hold-

ing what looked like a baby girl. Fill us
in, Cyril! • Congratulations to Patrick

Langhenry, who married Raissa Wu
September 14 in Cornwall-on-Hudson,

NY. Patrick works for the NY law firm of

Kellner; Chehebar & Deveney. He repre-

sents tenants in litigation against land-

lords and prevents the unlawful eviction

of the poor and elderly in Manhattan.

Raissa is a pediatric nurse practitioner.

They live in Queens, NY. Class of '90

members were in from all over for the

Langhenry nuptials. John Flanagan was
in from Ireland, Michael Kavney from
MN, Brian Hammer and wife Tracy from
NJ, and Mike Salve from Manhattan, as

well as yours truly from CT Ken Forton

and his wife, Jessica, were in attendance;

they have newly relocated to Brookline

from VT. Ken is a litigation attorney for

the Boston city law department, and
Jessica teaches high school science. Mike
Kart came up from Durham, NC, where
he recently bought his first home. Mike
designs and develops computer software

programs for the analysis of biological

data. • Congratulations to Rita Rodin,

who made partner last year at the

Manhattan law firm of Skadden, Arps! •
Brian Ledwith has joined the Medway Co-

operative Bank management team as vice

president and senior lending officer.

Brian lives with his wife and two children

in Franklin. • Avid hunter and fisherman

John Motoviloff has written a book enti-

tled Driftless Stories: Outdoors in

Southwest Wisconsin. It recounts John's

discovery of Wisconsin's coulee country,

the part of the state untouched by gla-

ciers, and its outdoor opportunities. •
Mike Kennedy and his wife, Kara, wel-

comed their daughter Clare into the

world September 11, 2001. Clare was
born in Alexandria hospital, which is a

few miles from the Pentagon, at 3:40 in

the afternoon. For the Kennedy family,

Clare's arrival was the highlight in what
was otherwise a troubling day for both
their family and the nation. Their family

perspective was taken to a higher level

about the cycle of life shortly after Clare

was born when Kara found out that her

cousin, who was an attorney for the Port

Authority, was killed in the World Trade

Center attack. May he rest in peace. •
One of our beloved classmates, Beatriz

de la Sierra, passed away at her home in

Miami, FL, on July 10, 2002. Betty was
an inspiration to many and a friend to

all. Our prayers go out to her husband,
Erick, and her family, including sister

Nina '87 and twin brother Rafa. • May
this be a happy and peaceful New Year

for you and your family.

Peggy Morin Bruno

2 High Hill Road

Canton, CT 06019
pegmb@snet.net

I hope this finds everyone happy and
healthy and ready for another holiday

season. Remember to write in with any
news. • I begin these class notes with

news of my own! My husband, Stephen,

and I were thrilled to welcome our first

son, Tyler James, on July 9, 2002. I am
enjoying my time home with him.
• Congratulations to Karen Lynne Morey
and her husband, Michael, on the arrival

of their second child, Daniela Margaret

Zamora, on June 22, 2002, in Baton

Rouge, LA. She joins her brother, Alex,

who is now two. Last month Karen and
her family moved from Baton Rouge to

Katy, TX, just west of Houston. Michael is

still working for Exxon Mobil. •

Congratulations to Karen Kalokira

Sunderhaft and her husband, Dave, on
the arrival of their son, Robert Charles, on
June 23, 2002. He joins his sister, Jessica

Anne, who was born on December 19,

2000. Karen is currently writing for a

national magazine that deals with kids

who have ADHD (it is called ADDitude
and it is based out ofTX). The Sunderhaft

family currently lives in OH. • Patricia

Lynne Deshaies and Sean Bronner
McPherson exchanged wedding vows on
July 5, 2002, at the Wayfarers Chapel in

Rancho Palos Verdes, CA. Patty is an ele-

mentary school teacher for the Culver City

Unified School District and her husband
is a high school English teacher for the

Culver City Unified School District. •
Maria Mularski Sigman and her husband,

Scott, welcomed twin boys, Caleb and

Zachary, on June 29, 2002. Congrat-

ulations to Maria and Scott. • Congratula-

tions to Shaun McNamera and his wife,

Carrie McKee McNamara '88, who wel-

comed their second child, Brian Michael,

on March 29, 2002. Shaun and Carrie

also have a three-year-old daughter,

Katelyn. They live in Alexandria, VA, and
Shaun works in Arlington, VA, for a small

consulting firm. • Gene Hahn received

his Ph.D. in decision systems from
George Washington University in March
2001. He is now an assistant professor in

the department of information and deci-

sion sciences at Salisbury University. He
has been traveling around the world
whenever he gets the chance. Some ofthe

places include the Canary Islands, off the

coast of Africa, Singapore, Maui and
Cambodia. • Jeanne Cox Connon and her

husband, Mark '86 were thrilled to wel-

come their new baby girl, Emily Marie, on
June 19. They live in Winchester and have
two boys. Sam is three; Henry is five and
will be starting kindergarten this fall. •
Dina Cofrman Yorke and her husband,

Jonathan, welcomed their first child,

Charlotte Kelsey, on April 2, 2002. In July,

Dina returned to her job as director of

financial analysis at Affiliated Managers
Group, Inc., located in Prides Crossing.

They now live in North Andover.
Congratulations to Laura Prantil, who
(according to her) finally graduated from
University of Southern California with a

doctorate of physical therapy degree.

Fellow classmates Sheila Finan, Tom
Penque and Don Niss attended the cere-

mony. The four road-tripped afterward

through Vegas, Zion and Bryce. The trip

ended in Park City, UT, where they met
with fellow classmate Jon Gallagher and
his wife, Ellie '95. Laura has accepted a

job in WY, where she completed her

internship. • Steve Wronski and his wife,

Inga '90, had twin daughters, Krishna

and Gretchen, on November 17, 2001.

The girls have an older brother, Nicholas,

who is four. Congratulations, Steve and
Inga! • Matt Samson and his wife,

Carolyn, now live in Amherst, NH, with

their two daughters, Faith, who is three

years old, and Tatum, who is one. Matt is

the marketing manager at Segway, the

new cool human transporter that has

been featured in the TV show Frasier. •

Jack Smith and his wife, Julie, welcomed
the arrival of their son, Jack Lee, from
South Korea on February 5, 2002. Jack

Lee will be one year old on June 10, 2002.

Congratulations, Jack and Julie! • Cara A.

DeNuccio and her husband, Dennis
McShane, welcomed a daughter, Hannah
Maeve DeNuccio-McShane, on December
18, 2001. Hannah was born at home (on

purpose!) and greeted by the lights of the

Christmas tree. Cara is leaving her work
as HR manager at the Capuchin Soup
Kitchen. She began working towards cer-

tification as a childbirth educator in

September. • Jennifer Blaney married

Phillip Call on October 23, 1999. He is an
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actor, producer and writer. They have two

boys: Hunter, born September 9, 2000,
and, just recently arrived, Chase, born

May 17, 2002. Jennifer has been working

at Children's Hospital, Los Angeles, for

the last 12 years in the bone marrow trans-

plant unit and the pediatric intensive care

unit. She is the manager ofthe bone mar-

row transplant unit and is half way
through her master's program to become
a pediatric nurse practitioner. • Joe

Crowley '92 has moved from the Swiss-

German border and is now living in

London. If anyone is visiting or living in

the London area, please feel free to con-

tact him. • John and Teri Murphy
Spielberger welcomed son Matthew John
on April 29, 2002. He joins big sisters

Katie, who is five years old, and Annie,

who is three. • Chris Haskell and his wife,

Suzanne, have relocated to Ramsey, NJ.

Chris recently joined the DeSola Group, a

management-consulting firm principally

focusing on the strategic, brand and mar-
keting consulting needs of major finan-

cial services firms and Fortune 500 com-
panies, as VP of management and mar-
keting consulting. He is working with

Mike DeSola, Jr., and Pat Patruno, two BC
class of '90 alumni.

Paul L. Cantello

The Gotham

255 Warren St., No. 813

Jersey City, NJ 07302
paul.cantello@lehman.com

Roseann Maikis is an ob/gyn in

Nashville, TN. She completed her resi-

dency at University of Virginia two years

ago and moved to Nashville to do a fel-

lowship in laparoscopic and infertility

surgery. Roseann married Rob Montano
in April, who she met while playing

pick-up basketball at the Vanderbilt gym.
Classmates who attended the wedding
were: Kelly Concannon Cicchino, Carrie

Hebert Rao, Judith Daly Keneally,

Caroline Croley, Janis Sorbello

Timerman, Gina Hager-Moitoso and
Mark Moitoso. • Tina Granados married
Skyler Ziemba on April 13, 2002, in

beautiful Santa Barbara, CA. Several

BCers made the trek to join in the festiv-

ities including Jim and Lynette Alon
Owens , Kerrie Keer Noone, Sue Marion
Watts, Eileen Evey Mulligan, Virgilio

Alon Jr. '94, and Kristen Downey '94.

Tina and Skyler are currently residing in

Valencia, CA. She'd love to hear from
those who didn't make it to the ten-year

reunion. Her e-mail is martiny8i3@
aol.com. • Renee Del Giorno Fischer

completed her internal medicine resi-

dency at University of Virginia in 1999
and has been in private practice in

Charlottesville. Renee married Josh
Fischer, a fellow internist, in NY on June

19, 1999. And most recently, they were
blessed with the birth of their son,

Thomas John, on June 1, 2002. He is

now three months old and doing great! •

Jim Bond, wife Linda and two-year-old

son Christopher welcomed daughter

Allison Paige Bond to the world on
August 8, 2002. Jim is also starting a

hedge fund with three other partners.

They expect to launch in the next few

weeks, so things have been extremely

busy and exciting for them. • Craig J.

Celli has recently joined as a partner the

law firm of Duval, Bellone, Cranford &
Celli, PC, in Lowell. Craig is heading the

real estate department of this full-service

law firm. Craig also recently became
engaged to Angela Murray during the

seventh inning of the July 5, 2002, Red
Sox game at Fenway Park. Yes, the whole
scoreboard deal, one knee and, of
course, the ring. • Jim, Kate Horrigan

Folwell and daughter Jamie (almost two)

are thrilled to announce the birth of

their second daughter, Maggie, born
April 17, 2002. Kate keeps in touch with

Anne Bleb Lafond, who now lives in

Maynard, and Bethany Lima Dawson,
who now lives in Riverside, RI. •

Congratulations to Martin and Kim
Moore Buckton, who welcomed their

second son, Graham Moore, into their

family on Thursday, August 8, at 2:01

a.m. He weighed in at 6 lbs. 6 oz. and 20
inches long. Graham surprised them not

only by coming early (he was due on the

twenty-fourth), but also by coming
quickly; he was born at home and deliv-

ered by Martin with some help from the

911 operator. It was a very easy delivery,

and Graham cried and pinked up
straight away. The police, ambulance
and fire services turned up not long after

Graham arrived, and Graham and Kim
were transported to the hospital by
ambulance and came home on Friday.

Sandy Chen

120 Lanark Road, No. 12

Brighton, MA 02135

sandy93@bc.edu
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Hope the winter season finds you all

well! For those who attended
Homecoming weekend, we hope you
had fun! Look forward to seeing more of

you for our ten-year reunion events! In

September 2001, Lisa Ferrari married

Jason Dunn in Falmouth. They are living

with their golden retriever just outside

of Denver, where Lisa is doing market
development for a technology company.
Suzanne Kelley and Gregory Donovan
'95 married on April 6, 2002, at St.

Ignatius. BC '93 attendees included:

Ann Stanitski, Christel Glennon and
Paul Morley, Linda Murphy, Martha
Blaisdell, Kris White and Bill

McDonough and Alison Hurley and
Greg Pepper '94. Dilip Paliath married
Tracey Helene Cohen on October 27,

2001, in Baltimore, MD. Dilip is a pros-

ecuting attorney for the county of

Baltimore and hopes to enter politics.

Dana Kawalautzki and Brian Lauducci

welcomed their first child, Kevin
Andrew, on October 24, 2001. On the

same date, Ken Dumas and his wife, Jill,

welcomed Cole Alexander. Josh and
Tessie Kopoulos Mower welcomed their

second child, Nicholas, in September
2001. Heather Hughes Marden and hus-

band Kevin married three and a half

years ago, live in Natick and were
blessed with their first child, Cal Cody, in

August 2001. Joe and Jennifer Reynolds
Dupree were blessed with Nicholas

Robert on December 18, 2001. Jeremy
and Teresa Rohner Whitaker welcomed
their second child, Anna Magdalena, on
January 1, 2002—a New Year's baby!

Anna joins three-year-old brother Sam.
Teresa works for T. Rowe Price as a port-

folio analyst and Jeremy teaches middle
school in MD. Sean and Kelly Khozozian
Curran were blessed with the birth of

their first child, Michael Eamonn, on
June 23, 2001. Michael weighed in at a

whopping ten and a half pounds—Kelly

is still recovering. Jana M. SanGiovanni-

Kreger was teaching social studies and
writing curriculum at Hanover Middle
School. Jana married Gary Kreger in

June 2001 and had Connor Hayden in

June 2002. They now live in Brighton,

MI. Amy Silver White received her sec-

ond master's degree in education from
Westfield State College; her first mas-
ter's was in classical languages from
Tulane University. She was married on
June 28, 2002, to Christopher White.

She and Chris are teaching high school

Latin and science, respectively. Michelle

DeConciliis married Rob Starr in

Portland, CT, on May 25, 2002.
Members of the wedding party included

Angie Morey and Jennifer Freeman.
Michelle is the corporate accounting

manager at Stanley Works and Rob is a

pilot with PrivatAir in CT. Caroline

Davis and husband, Juan Carlos

Cisnado-Hadlow, have moved from
Santiago, Chile, to Atlanta, GA. Caroline

will continue working for IBM Latin

America Finance from the offices in

Atlanta. Neil McDevitt just finished his

residency in general surgery at the

Medical College of Georgia. He just

joined a practice in Beaufort, SC, and
welcomes old friends to contact him at

sawbones@bceagles.com. Peter Silletti

married Maria DeLauri '96 on April 6,

2001; old friends from Mod 15-A were in

attendance. Pete is a sixth-grade English

teacher at Stoneham Middle School
while wife Maria teaches third grade in

Somerville. Steve Crimy is married and
teaching history, English and math at a

small private high school in Santa Rosa,

CA. Derek and Liz Krackeler Hammel
welcomed daughter Maeve Elizabeth on
April 8. She joins her two-year-old

brother, Owen, in the growing Hammel
household in Weybridge, VT. Derek is

the investment manager at Middlebury
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College, helping to manage the

school's endowment, and Liz is loving

being a stay-at-home mom. Dawn
Weisser Bergschneider '92 and husband
Alan '92 have four children now—Dylan
(ten), Ryan (seven), Erin (four), and Sara

Jane (two)—and live in Naperville, IL.

Dawn would like to say hi to old room-
mates: Heidi Weiser Clarke, Kathleen

Killen Veteri, Emily Ives Ziac, Tracy

Moreland Lee, Jodi Raithel Rodriguez,

Mary Kate de Lyra Cockrell, Jen
McQuinn Chard, Wendy Belzer, and
Kim Weber Herlihy. Congratulations to

Alison Pothier Woods on yet another

promotion! Alison is now global head of

e-trading in futures and options at J. P.

Morgan in London. Mike Greene and
wife Tina welcomed Patrick James in

June 2002. On July 1, Sue and Mike
Pouliot welcomed Jack Robert Pouliot.

Weighing in at 8 lbs., 11 oz. and 21.5

inches, seems this guy's already prep-

ping to play BC football! Amy Byrnes

married Brendan Herlihy in October
2001, and they are now living in

Worcester. Congratulations to Jen
Bologna Grogono and Martin on the

birth of their second child, Lilly, on
August 26. She weighed 6 lbs., 5 oz. and
was 19.75 inches. Two-year-old brother

Max doesn't know what hit him! Tom
Lacy was listed as one of the Young
Leaders of Milwaukee in the September
issue of Milwaukee Magazine. Tom
works at Robert W. Baird & Co., is an
advocate of the arts and was the

youngest member ever to join the

Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra board,

and remains so. Cushman & Wakefield

announces J. P. Plunkett's promotion to

senior director of the firm. He was one
of the top ten producing brokers for

2000 and 2001 and received achieve-

ment awards for 1998, 2000 and 2001.

In 1999, he was selected to the Boston

Business Journal 40 under 40 list, an
annual feature honoring 40 greater

Boston business and civic^ rising stars

under the age of 40.

Nancy E. Drane

345 Buckland Hills Drive, Apt. 3321

Manchester, CT 06040
860-644-6212

nancydrane@aol.com

Hello, class of 1994! I am proud to be
your new class correspondent. Many
thanks to Alyce Hatem-Sader, who did a

fabulous job reporting our comings and
goings over many years. • Since I am new
on the job, I only received a few submis-

sions for this issue. Please make sure to

send news along to me at the above

address, so that I can include it in future

issues! • Our own Kirsten Hammann is

the new associate director for communi-
cations at the Boston College Alumni
Association. She is responsible for mak-
ing sure these notes get out to all of us.

Thanks, Kirsten, and congratulations. •
Karen Lim recently earned her Ph.D.

from Penn State in child clinical psychol-

ogy. She just started a postdoctoral fel-

lowship in the department of psychiatry

at Children's Memorial Hospital in

Chicago, IL. • Jeffrey Nicholson has been
promoted to director of product market-

ing for Create!form International, Inc.

(www.createforrn.com), a leading global

provider of software products that

streamline and electronically enable out-

put formatting and delivery of business

documents. Before joining CreateJform

in July 2001 as senior product marketing
manager, Nicholson served as senior

product manager for Boston-based
Medical Scientists, Inc. • I am preparing

this column just days before the one-year

anniversary of the tragic events of

September 11. As many of you know, we
lost two of our fellow classmates, Eddie

Vanacore and Dan McNeal, on that day. It

is clear from all that has been said about

Eddie and Dan after that date that they

touched many lives. There have been a

number of published testimonials in

newspapers about both Eddie and Dan,
and I just recently received a copy of

Dan's high school alumni magazine,
which had a touching memorial about
his generosity and kindness. (For more
about Dan, see www.danmcneal.com.) In

addition, the magazine included a listing

of hundreds of people, including mem-
bers of the Boston College community
and our own class, who have donated to a

scholarship fund established in Dan's

memory. If you would like to honor Dan
in this way, contributions may be made
to: The Dan McNeal Fund, Loyola

Blakefield, P.O. Box 6819; Towson, MD
21285-6819. • Many blessings for a joy-

ous holiday season! I look forward to

hearing from you.

David S. Shapiro

70 Hatch St.

New Britain, CT 06051

dsshapiro@aol.com

Thank you all for your greetings and
calls. It's been wonderful to meet more
class of 1995 Eagles! • Jennifer Quinn
married Patrick Coakley, a University of

Scranton alumnus, in the bride's home-
town of Stamford, CT, and several BC
alumni were able to attend. Patty Bain

Healy and her husband Brian Healy were
attendants. The couple are living in

Cambridge, where Jen is a research man-
ager at Arnold MPG. She's excited to be

back in Boston and is looking forward to

catching up with a lot of friends. • Missy

Panchley sends a Mod 40-A update.

Nicole Metz married Victor Vazquez on
April 20, 2002, in Philadelphia, PA.
They are residing in Newport, RI, and
Nicole is managing Williams Sonoma at

the Providence Place Mall. Classmates

Jennifer Elenbaas Phillips and Inez

LaManna '96 were bridesmaids. Also

attending were class of '95ers Cara
Griffin, Carl Giordano, Sara Tappan,

Kevin Hart, Missy Karam Panchley,

Nikki Theberge High and Tammy
Werntz. Pauline Jeffrey Goodwin '94 also

attended. • Bethany DeTar Gillen and
James W. Gillen announce the birth of a

son, James Joseph Gillen, on October 18,

2001. The Gillen family live in Monroe,
CT. Bethany is a Director at UBS in

Stamford. Congratulations! • Felix Motta
graduated from the Fuqua M.B.A. pro-

gram in May and now is back in Panama
working in a marketing/distribution

company for consumer products. He
sends his regards and asks for his old

friends to contact him at fmotta@
agmotta.com. Hello from Central

America! • Ben Pedraza sends his greet-

ings to the class. Ben graduated from
Temple Medical School in 2000 and has

been serving his residency in internal

medicine at Santa Barbara Cottage

Hospital back home in California. He
and his wife, Michelle Coveney, and their

two children, Emma Kate and Owen
Patrick, will be moving to L.A., where he
will begin a gastroenterology fellowship

at Kaiser Permanente Hospital. Best

wishes to the family! • Chris Gaeta
wanted to update us all. He's been living

and working in Manhattan for the last

five years, working away at completing

his M.B.A. at NYU. If you look hard

enough, you can find him doing stand-up

comedy around the city. He looks forward

to hearing from fellow graduates near and
far at his e-mail address, getouttamygym@
aol.com. Thanks for the update, Chris! •

Last on my list of updates is from Dave
Rentz, who just returned from a medical

mission to Bolivia. He's back in New
Orleans and working hard. You, too, can

have your name in bold! Write, call or e-

mail me using the information above

and let me know what you've been doing!

• Good wishes and good healing to you all.

Incredibly, it has been over a year since the

catastrophes in NY, Washington, DC, and
PA. Events may have changed by print-

ing of this column, but we should all

have faith in our safety and the concerns

of our leaders. Work hard for one
another. The prize we have in our broth-

ers and sisters is incomparable.

Mike Hofman
go Montebello Road, No. 2

Jamaica Plain, MA 02130

michael_hofman@ihc.com

I am thrilled to announce that Julie Allen

married Josh Holbrook on July 20 in

Litchfield, CT. They met tailgating in the

Plex parking lot at the 1999 BC-Miami
game and were engaged last year in Italy.

As for their wedding, it was a hell of a

party—champagne cocktails at dusk on a

verdant country club golf course.

Suzanne Geden and Megan Storz were
bridesmaids, and I was an honor atten-

dant, which is something like a male
bridesmaid, but the name is slightly less
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emasculating. Also, Jim Roth read that

"gong booming/cymbal clashing" pas-

sage. Guests included Caroline Cerullo,

Marc Hogan '97, John Dempsey, Scott

Freeman, Rachel Clough, Mariessa

Longo, Daphne Smith, Loretta Shing,

Chris Collins '94, Tom Adams, John
Boyt, Brian Woods, Jim and Kerri

Gallagher Griggs, Price and Tricia De
Podesta Fradyn, Crissy Hays Callaghan

and Andrew Fellingham, Fritz and
Ginny Saino McCormick, Dana and
Patricia McLaughlin Schneider, and
Loren and Matt Keswick. Also, Sean

Lynch was randomly in the bar in the

middle of nowhere that we went to after

the reception. • Anyway, the Holbrooks

are doing very well these days. Julie and

Josh went to Fiji for the honeymoon
("lots of guys in skirts," Julie reports)

and now live in the North End. Josh, who
went to South Carolina and then Boston

University for his M.B.A., is a consultant

at Adventis in Boston. Julie, who has a

master's in education, also from BU, is

the director of admissions at Harvard's

division of engineering. • More wed-
dings: Dan McDonald writes that he,

Chris Stephen, Greg Halstead, Steve

Aviles, Chris Olson, Travis Buonocore
and John Lanza '98 attended the wed-

ding of Joe Lee in Princeton, NJ, on June
1. Dan also writes that he tied the knot to

Emiko Mizumura on June 15 in Tokyo. •

Billy Kelley married Michelle Flood on
April 20, 2002, at St. Andrew's Newman
Center in Riverside, CA. The reception

was held at the Canyon Crest Country
Club in Riverside, CA. Kevin Clarke,

who lives in San Francisco, attended the

wedding. Michelle is a 1997 graduate of

Cal State, San Bernardino, and currently

works at the Kennedy School of

Government at Harvard. Billy works at

Fidelity Investments in Boston. They live

in Somerville. • Jeff Prezch married
Angela Christensen on August 10 in

Wethersfield, CT. Angela is a University

of Hartford grad currently pursuing her

Ph.D. in biochemistry and molecular

biology. Jeff is a high school English

teacher and coach. As far as BC alums in

attendance: Dennis O'Brien and his

fiancee Jen Paparteys, Jim McVety and
Sarah Dawgert and Marily Sirotzky.

Susan and Brendan Kenney were
supposed to come, but they had to stay
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home because of the birth of their sec-

ond child. • Gabriel Barreneche married

Ileana Alvarez on March 23, at the

University Catholic Center at UCLA.
Chris Coxen and Mike Chipman
attended. Gabriel writes that he and
Ileana spent "a glorious honeymoon in

Rome, Florence and Venice." They are

now living in Los Angeles. Gabriel

received a master's in Spanish from
UCLA in 2000 and is currently working
on a Ph.D. Ileana is pursuing a master's

in education at UCLA as well. Fun fact:

when Gabriel is not teaching Spanish at

UCLA, he works as a subtitle editor for a

firm in Hollywood. (Imagine the fun you
could have purposefully mistranslating!)

• More news: Keith Borge writes that he
has been married for three years now.

He married Lisa Dorson on July 10,

1999, in East Greenwich, RI. She is

from Richmond, RI, and is a 1997 grad-

uate of Davidson College in NC. The
couple met in Lynchburg, VA, in the

summer of '98, while Lisa was working
and teaching at a boarding school and
Keith was working for Habitat for

Humanity. They now live in New Haven,
where Lisa is at Yale studying for her

master's to become a physician assis-

tant. Keith is working for a residential

remodeling company as a carpenter. He
hopes to start his own business within

the next few years. "We were up at BC
last [May] for my sister's graduation," he
writes. "Seems like yesterday that we
were there." • With basketball season

just around the corner, Larry Hare
writes: "Currently I am the director of

athletic equipment services at the

University of Connecticut, a job and a

career that was born in my days as a

team manager for the BC men's basket-

ball team. I have just completed my
fourth year at UConn. I continue to love

working in athletics, except of course on
those days when we play BC (such as our

football opener this year on the Heights).

I married the former Jennifer Henley on
June 2, 2000, in Rutland, VT (my home-
town). Jen and I met during my two post-

BC years at Northern Arizona
University. She is originally from WY."
Larry adds that a number of classmates

attended the wedding: Mike Allen and Al

Bakhit (both fellow residents of Mod 3-

A), Brooke Pearson and Jody Wenner.
Also a few other BC alumni: John
Hegarty '94, Marques Williams '97,

Chris Shea '98, and Shena Latta '98.

Larry and Jen reside in Willington, CT. •

Colleen Miller writes that after five years

in the "NYC account service ad game,"

she made the switch to documentary
film production. She is now an associate

producer at CBS News Productions,

which produces docs for A&E, Trio

Networks, Travel Channel and the

History Channel. Colleen is also

embarking on a few independent proj-

ects of her own. She can be reached at

cmiller718@hotmail.com. Besides her

professional life, she says: "I live in

Cobble Hill, Brooklyn, and from time to

time I have the honor of attending one of

Bob Separ's NYC happy hour soirees."

Sabrina M. Bracco

227 E. 83rd St., No. 3-A

New York, NY 10021

sabrina.bracco@perseusbooks.com

Another autumn has arrived, and this

season I decided to break out the back-

pack and head back to school. Along
with several BC classmates, including

Karen Chen and Mark Sullivan, I began
the part-time M.B.A. program at NYU's
Stern School of Business. As many of

you know first hand, going to school

while working full time leaves precious

few free moments, but the "networking"

beer blasts and comedic classmates help

make it all a bit more bearable. Now
onto your news. • On June 22, Christina

Carey married Mike Grimes in a lovely

ceremony followed by a reception on the

water in Larchmont, NY. BC classmates

and alumni in the wedding party were
Ali Carey '00, Stephanie Millette, Emily
Tiberio and Jay Baldinelli. Many BC
grads helped them celebrate the day,

they include Margo Rivera, Meg
Kerrigan Byron, Sabrina Bracco, Keith

Breglio, Tom Rollauer, Keith Duffy,

Craig Transue, Dan Neumann, Kristen

Neumann '96, Peter Gerken '98, Nicole

Sweeny '96, Bill Ryan '00 and Stephen
LaSala '94. After the wedding, the happy
couple spent a week on the Caribbean

island ofAnguilla and then traveled back

to Chicago, where they now live. On
June 23, MaryJo Quatrone married
David Farber. The couple met in law

school, began their romance while

studying in France for the summer and
now live and work in NYC. They were
married in New Jersey and traveled to

Hawaii for their honeymoon. Wedding
guests include her BC roommates and
friends who happily celebrated the day

with them. Andrew Wendel and Linda

Song were married on June 15, a beauti-

ful sunny day. The ceremony was held in

San Francisco, followed by a reception

across the Golden Gate Bridge in

Sausalito. BC alumni in the wedding
party included roommates Robyn
Winters, Tom Rollauer and James
Merritts. There were a whole host of BC
grads at the wedding including many old

roommates. The happy couple resides in

San Francisco, where Andrew continues

to work for Lehman Brothers, and Linda

works in corporate communications for

a small software company. In May of this

year, Jennifer Laiacona graduated from
University of Florida College of

Medicine and started her residency in

pediatrics at the same institution. In

June, she became Jennifer Laiacona

Caicedo when she married Ricardo

Caicedo. Their wedding was in beautiful

Boca Raton, FL. BC grads in attendance
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were: Krista Kelley, Elizabeth Yeung,
Danielle Forgione, Stephanie Patafio

and Maura Fitzpatrick. In September
Elizabeth Yeung married Robert Baird, a

photographer in Cooperstown, NY. Erin

Ryan Croddick is engaged to Charles

Carmen Avery IV. Both were in atten-

dance at our five-year reunion. Erin used
to play guitar at O'Connell House Open
Mic Nights and at Bishop's on Boylston

Street. Sheila Goodrich married Scott

Hensley on July 6 in Raleigh, NC. BC
grads in the bridal party included Erin

Tetrault, Jennifer Racca, Jane Duffy and
Diane Croff. Diane, a lawyer for the

Coast Guard, was not able to make it due
to a last minute assignment out of the

country. Other '97 BC grads in atten-

dance were Kelly Dillon, Lauren LaCour
and Eric and Renee Gorski Morgan. The
newlyweds honeymooned in Mexico.

Michelle Guerriere married Eric Dohr
on July 6, 2002, in Long Valley, NJ.

Honeymoon was in Barbados. Both
reside in Arlington, VA. Both are return-

ing to graduate school in the fall.

Michelle is a special education teacher;

Eric is a defense communications ana-

lyst. Bridal party included groomsman
Rich Corner, bridesmaids Megan Haley
Noller, Kristen Bodenhofer, Kathy De
Coste Flaherty, and reader Adam Van
Ness. BCers in attendance include

Christopher Noller and current student

Gayle Schmidt '04. Rebecca Zisblatt

married Craig Sanford on July 20, 2002,
at Our Lady Star of the Sea Church in

Staten Island and held their reception at

the Shadowbrook in NJ. Classmates in

the bridal party include: Stephanie
Schoen Range, Suzette Applegate,

Carloyn Bizri, Tracy Geisinger and
Cheryl O'Connell. Other BC '97 grads in

attendance were Linnea Ovans, James
Silva and Lara Pasquantonio. They hon-
eymooned in Hawaii for two weeks and
recently bought a house in Staten Island.

Zoe Smith and Andy Jaye and were mar-
ried September 8, 2001, on Nantucket.

Several BCers were there to help cele-

brate, including Parti McCabe, Sarah
Rehm, Erin Croddick, Laura Thompson,
Brendan Loonam, Brian Reilly, Pat

O'Neill, Christian Richard and Aaron
Goldstein. Zoe and Andy now reside in

San Francisco. Larry and Joyce Acacio

Masek were married on May 19, 2001, in

Naperville, IL. Many BC alumni were in

attendance, including wedding party

members Melissa Lopes, Effie Parpos,

Steve Braid '00, Matt Kita, and Bill

Nowak '99. Larry is a Ph.D. candidate in

philosophy at Marquette University, and
Joyce is an assistant dean of undergrad-
uate admissions at Marquette. Jenn Fay

received her doctorate in child clinical

psychology from Yeshiva University in

May 2002. She has accepted a fellow-

ship position at St. Luke's-Roosevelt
Hospital Center in Manhattan and will

be specializing in post-traumatic stress

disorder in children and adolescents.

Diana de la Torriente '98 is in Miami,

still working for Mediaedgexia. She
completed the San Diego Marathon on
June 2, having raised $4,200 for the

Leukemia Lymphoma Society. Karla

Jamaitis Hudalla is starting an alumni
club in Atlanta, GA, and would like to

welcome any of you who are in the area

and interested in joining. She can be
reached at karla@hudalla.com

Mistie Psaledas

4043 Quentin Ave.

St. Louis Park, MN 55416

mistie.psaledas@genrnills.com

REUNION YEAR
MAY 30 TO JUNE 1

Hello, class of 1998! Mark your calen-

dars—our five-year reunion is in May! •
After living for years in NYC and work-
ing in investment banking and venture

capital, this past August, Alison Curd
moved to Chicago to get her M.B.A. at

Kellogg. She spent the month of July

traveling in Europe and then the first two
weeks of August with Pete Trivelas,

Tyson Lowery, Meg O'Neil, Jessica

Rassler, and Laurie Pesapane traveling to

Guayaquil, Ecuador, with a church group
to live with families of a small village,

work to improve their housing structures

and build a community center for the vil-

lage. • Kate Shattuck married hometown
beau, Craig Basham in May of last year.

Many BC alumni attended, including

bridesmaids Paula Bannerman and Sue
Verebi. Others included Laura
Bradanini, Derek Gildra, Andy Kovacs,

Katie Tully and Andrea Smith. Kate con-

tinues to teach fifth-grade mathematics,
having received her master's degree last

summer, and was recently nominated for

Disney's American Teacher of the Year.

They have purchased a home in Phoenix,

AZ. • Rich Madigan was accepted at the

University of Chicago Graduate School

of Business after working at AEA
Investors, a NYC-based venture-capital

firm for a few years. He spent last sum-
mer in Europe. • Fergus O'Donoghue is

living in the East Village in NYC and was
recently promoted to senior consultant

in the communications industry strategy

practice of Deloitte Consulting. • After

four years of teaching and coaching at

Bishop Kelley High School in Tulsa, OK,
Brian O'Brien decided to enter the semi-

nary to become a priest for the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Tulsa. He started at

St. Meinrad's Seminary in southern
Indiana in August for a five-year process.

Over the summer, Brian embarked on
the "Brian O'Brien Last Summer of
Freedom World Tour," a six-week road

trip complete with t-shirts for family and
friends. • Last June 1, Cristina

Arespacochaga married Josh Perry,

whom she met two years ago while living

in NYC. They moved to Chicago in April

2001. Christina was hired as a program
operations manager by Thomas P.

Gohagan & Co., a travel company that

arranges group tours for nonprofit
organizations. They bought a house in

Chicago last October! The wedding was
on Tilghman Island on MD's eastern

shore. In attendance were all Christina's

roommates from senior year

—

Ann
Lothian, Anne Carabillo, Kristin Pugh,
Michele Welch, Eileen Cooney, Laura
Armstrong and Patricia Moroney. • Last

spring, Laura A. Deschenes got her
Ph.D. in physical chemistry from the

University of Texas in Austin. She also

moved to Ann Arbor, MI, where she now
works for Pfizer Global Research and
Development. • Mike Garrido decided to

move into investment brokerage for the

sales of office buildings and retail cen-

ters (malls, etc.) all over the country and
is going to help represent BC out in LA.

He was in Australia for three years. •
Tami Ensio, John Hennessey, Brad
Johnson, Pete Karahalios, Jill Powell, Jeff

Sgro and Erin Tapper all live in San
Diego. Tami does freelance Web design;

John works for AMN Healthcare; Brad
works for Charm Sciences; Pete gradu-

ated from UConn Law in May; Jill works
for Brodshatzer, Wallace, Spoon & Yip;

Jeff, who married his high school sweet-

heart, Andria, is a partner at Bond
Associates; Erin works for Callaway Golf.

• Jill Winters's first novel Plum Girl is

now available in bookstores. You can visit

her new Web site for more information:

www.jillwinters.com. • For the past seven
months, Jeff Garcia has been working for

Roto-Rooter Plumbers as their market-

ing director. He is in charge of the 2003
Rose Parade float! • Matthew Bellico is

the assistant editor of the Boston
University School ofManagement maga-
zine. He recently became an adjunct pro-

fessor at Quinsigamond Community
College in Worcester and is a contribut-

ing writer to The Beacon Hill Times news-
paper. • Beth Kleckner has been traveling

in South America for the past three

months and will return in January. In

February, she'll be leaving to do two years

of Peace Corps service in the Dominican
Republic working as a teacher trainer. •
Karen Casey still lives in the North End
area in Boston and works at Oracle

Corporation as a sales rep. This summer
she traveled around Alaska. • Julie Jones

got married on August 2, 2002, in

Garden City, NY, to Justin Psaki, who is a

Lehigh graduate class of '97. BC friends

in the bridal party were: Jen Mathisen,

Allison Campbell, Megan Dolan and
Courtney Shea. Also in attendance were
Melanie Sabo, Sean Campbell, Jen
McDonald Koch, Nicole Estebanell,

Lauren Angelone, Sara Kelly, Elaina

Ouimet and Colleen Hubbard. • Lisa

Auriemma McGrory and husband John

'99 purchased a pizza joint in Long
Island. • Dave Keane and Brian

Cummings moved to Beacon Hill. Amy
Snyder completed her first year at

Babson in the M.B.A. program. Amy and
Ada Penabaz visited Mary Buttarazzi

who is working for Ernst & Young in
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Europe. Andrew Leeds married Jennifer

Reilly (Babson '98) in April after return-

ing from military service fighting the war
on terror. BC grads in attendance

included Alicia Doble, Mark Midura,

Michael Terry and many others. • Meg
Farmer '98 married Kris Kokofski in a

June ceremony. Attendees included Amy
Snyder, Jenn Saenz, Ada Penabaz, Greg
Kutylo, Dean Bell, Steve Kim, Matt
Scamardella, Linda Groszyk, John
Perkins, Lisa and John McGrory. Dawn
Schottlandt got a new job and has relo-

cated to FL. Dean Bell got engaged. Andy
O'Connor is attending Villanova Law
School this fall. Amy Rourke held him a

going-away party in August. • Megan
Boll got married in VT. Amy Clark, Jenn
Roy, Andrea Larocque and Sara Colbert

were among the attendees. Josh
Lewendon moved to San Diego. Jenn
Saenz graduated from New England
School of Law.

Matt Coleran

2 Claflin Road, No. 4
Brookline, MA 02445

617-738-8855

bc1999classnotes@hotmail.com

Hello, class of 1999! I hope everyone is

doing well and had a wonderful summer.
I will be taking over writing the '99 Class

Notes and would love to get updates

about all of you, so please send away.

Here is a little update from people I have
recently seen or news I have heard. •
Damian Paletta just completed his mas-
ter's in journalism at the University of

Missouri and has decided to move back
to the East Coast. Look for his front-page

stories in the Cape Cod Times newspaper.

Gerard O'Shea, Terrianne Muenzen, Jay

Lovejoy and Kristen Farrell are all in some
stage of law school, while Mike Sheehan
and Alison Cahill have just graduated with

their law degrees. Katelyn Rosa just began
a new job working in admissions at

George Washington University in

Washington, DC. Andrew Pena is living in

London and is working for Goldman
Sachs. Congrats to Lynn Peyser, who mar-
ried Jeff Capadona, a graduate of St.

Joseph's College in Indiana, at St. Ignatius

in August. Amy Marose and Michele
Furnam were in the wedding, while Katie

Sandbach, Cara McCafferty, Jeremy Silva

'96, Mark Gafrhey, Mike O'Brien, Andy
Nation '00, John Fourkas (professor),

Jessica Neilsen and Laura Deschenes '98

were in attendance. Lynn and Jeff honey-

mooned in Hawaii and are both pursuing
doctoral degrees in chemistry at Georgia
Tech. After three years in NYC, Trey

Barlow and Brandon Warner have decided

to shift the pace of life down a gear or two.

They are in the middle of a seven-to-ten-

month cycling expedition throughout New
Zealand. They hope to log 5,000 miles but

also plan on taking plenty oftime for relax-

ation and creative hobbies. If you happen
to be on the island and see two guys with

fully loaded bikes and huge smiles, be

sure to stop them as they will be happy to

share a pint and a story with you. You can

track them via their Web site

www.Angelfire.com/trek/newzealand2002.

Congrats to the following classmates

who recently walked that long aisle to

nuptial bliss: Elisabeth Filarski and
Timothy Hasselbeck '00, Bill Kerrigan

and Dani Flemming, Laura Webby and
Mark Murphy, Jodie Moule and Patrick

Neville, and Matt O'Keefe and Alexa

Harris to name just a few. As for me,
after a short stint in OH, I moved back
to Boston early last year. I recently

started a new job working in finance in

downtown Boston. Please send me
updates on what you all have been up to

over the past three years. E-mail me at

bc1999classnotes@hotmail.com.

Kate Pescatore

63 Carolin Trail

Marshfield, MA 02050
katepescatore@ hotmail.com

Hello again, members of the class of

2000! I have had some great updates

since the last column. Thank you to

everyone who has been e-mailing me.
Congratulations to Anne Reutinger and
Josh Gunnels on their marriage, which
took place on December 29, 2001. Fellow

classmates who attended the wedding
included Melyssa Belletti, John
Mastrantonio, Kathryn Bowser, Paul

Niemiec, Susan Lavelle, Heather Russell,

Beth Domogala and Liz Amaral. I also

have received some fantastic updates

from Jeni Jefferson '01, who is continu-

ing to work in the Washington, DC, area

as associate director of admissions at

National Cathedral School. Some of her

former roommates have been busy as

well. Heather Ashley is living in Hawaii,

where she is employed as the family serv-

ice coordinator for the Oahu Head Start.

Kelly Corigliano has just started her first

year of a master's program in psychology

at Berkeley. Laure Rakvic is currently in

her third year of law school at Ohio State

University. Christy Connolly is teaching

fifth grade in Dorchester. Dave
Sokolowski is a first lieutenant Apache
pilot stationed at Camp Eagle in Korea.

Nadia Lehmejian is living in

Minneapolis, where she is working for a

small Web firm doing online marketing.

She recently ran her fourth marathon, the

San Diego Rock 'n' Roll Marathon.
Elizabeth Grande recently spent a month
in Europe as a delegate to the United
World College Youth Action Summit,
where she discussed sustainable develop-

ment with other delegates from around
the world. Elizabeth is currently attend-

ing the University of Saint Thomas Law
School. Just one note, I am unable to pub-

lish information about events that have

not yet occurred. This restriction includes

engagements and pregnancies. Please

continue to send the great updates.

Erin Mary R. Ackerman

93 Homer St.

East Boston, MA 02128

bostoncollegeoi@hotmail.com

Aloha, class of 2001! I bring you all back
greetings and sunshine from the fiftieth

state! There is good news to report:

Lynze Fox and Thomas Pettit were mar-
ried on July 27, 2002, outside of
Pittsburgh, PA. The Pettits now live in

St. Louis, MO. Congratulations! • Don't

forget to send you wedding, birth, pro-

motion, and general announcements to

BostonCollegeoi@hotmail.com! Share
your news with the class!

Suzanne Harte

6 Everett Ave.

Winchester, MA 01890

617-656-5439

hartesb@caesar.bc.edu

Hello, everyone! Over the summer, Liz

Larson, Beth Schulz, Courtney Warco,

Glorimar Reuter and I went on a two-

week road trip. We traveled from Boston

to FL, stopping at each of our homes
along the way. It was great seeing so many
of you at football games this fall. It felt

like we hadn't even left school. Courtney

is living in NYC with Glorimar, who is

teaching kindergarten. Samantha
Petersen is also living in NYC with Kate

Griffith. Steve Newton, Mike Baker and
Greg Desista are living in Somerville.

Beth Schulz and I are living in

Charlestown. I work at St. Clement's

Elementary School in Somerville as a sec-

ond-grade teacher. Liz Larson is living in

Maryland. Lauren Huston is living in

Westport, CT. It has been great getting

together with Sonya Roncevich, Melissa

Irgens, Rob Moore, Chris Walsh, Mark
Grezlack and Todd McGee, who are all liv-

ing in the Boston area.

Carroll
School

Kristen M. Murphy

Fulton Hall, Room 315

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

617-552-4479

gsom.alumni@bc.edu

Lisa Conran DeRosa M.B.A. 'oo married

Ronald DeRosa on May 25, 2002. Lisa is

the retail marketing manager for the

Clarks Companies, Newton Upper Falls.

• Jim Whitehead M.S.F. '99 and wife

Danielle welcomed son Jack Michael in

February 2002. • Marcelo Dadone M.B.A.
'98 is working in operations in the luxury

furniture industry. He is living in Miami,

FL, and can be reached at marcedadone@
hotmail.com. • Wendy Alexander M.B.A.
'91 is the president ofAlexander and Zaia

Consulting, Inc., an HRIS-oriented
strategic advisory firm in Newburyport. •
Masato Funatsu M.B.A. '91 is a material

manager for Sanyo Energy Corporation

(U.S.) in San Ysidro, CA. • Marypat
English Mulholland M.B.A. '90 and hus-

band Rob welcomed daughter Clare

Druin on May 8, 2002. • Tarun Puri
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M.B.A. '90 and wife Simi welcomed
Athena in February 2002. Tarun lives in

Singapore and is vice president and man-
ager at Mizvho Corporate Bank, Ltd. •
Paul Slaggert M.B.A. '79 is the director of
non degree programs in executive educa-

tion with the Mendoza College of
Business at the University of Notre
Dame. • Stephen Barrett M.B.A. '78 is the

new CFO and an executive vice president

at Whirlpool Corporation, Benton
Harbor, MI • Leonard Casey '67 M.B.A.
'70 opened Express Personnel Services,

Norwell, providing temporary staffing

services. • Five M.B.A. alumni working in

Asia met up with John Gallaugher '88,

M.B.A. '90 and 21 M.B.A. students

attending this year's IME Asia trip.

Yuwadee Chirakranon M.B.A. '98 is

working for Winson Screen in Bangkok.

Keith Gallinelli '94, M.S. '97, M.B.A. '01,

is teaching business courses at Jiang Su
College in Nanjing, Beijing. In Tokyo,

students hosted three alumni, Yoshio
Shiina M.B.A. '90, president of Novartis

Animal Health Japan, Alexis Sarkissian

M.B.A. '91, CEO of Piaget Japan, and
Yommei Yanagiba M.B.A. '01, with GE
Capital Leasing Corporation in Tokyo.

GA&S
Michael A. Smyer

McCuinn Hall, Room 221-A

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

617-552-3265

M. Elizabeth Fini M.S. '79, has been
awarded the Rudin Prize for outstanding

glaucoma research. • Jeffery Ryan Ph.D.

'90, a Reading High School history

teacher was named the Massachusetts

Teacher of the Year. • James C Spillman

'99, M.A. '02, joins Xaverian Brothers

High School after an active role in the

Campus Ministry program at BC. • Ryan J.

Howard Ph.D. '00 has been hired as a

Chemistry Teacher for Xaverian Brothers

High School. •Virginia A. Graves M.S. '85,

founder of Double Sunrise, Inc., spoke at

the 2002 National Young Women's Health

Summit in Washington, DC. • Judith

Teflerman M.Ed. '75, Ph.D. '79 has been
promoted to clinical professor in psychol-

ogy in the department of psychiatry at

University of Illinois College of Medicine.

CONNELL
School

Laurel A. Eisenhauer

Cushing Hall, Room 202

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
laurel.eisenhauer@bc.edu

WCAS Jane T. Crimlisk

416 Belgrade Ave., Apt. 25

West Roxbury, MA 02132

I have always been proud of the fact that

I worked full time days and attended

Boston College evenings to obtain a

degree. Only when I became involved

with the Alumni Association did I learn

that there was a wonderful group of
alumni who referred to themselves as

graduates of the in-town school. Several

years ago, the name was changed from
Evening College to the College of
Advancing Studies and a graduate pro-

gram was put into place. This past spring

marked yet another very significant name
change—Woods College of Advancing
Studies, named after our much loved and
admired dean, James Woods, SJ '54,

M.A.T '61, S.T.B. '62. As alumni, all ofus
can be proud of the progress and evolu-

tion that has occurred in the second old-

est school within the University. • Patrick

Ward '96 received a juris doctor from
New England School of Law on May 24,

2002. He resides in Brookline with his

wife, Jennifer, and is town clerk for

Brookline. While in law school, Pat was a

dean's list student. Congratulations, Pat.

• I hope that all alumni will participate in

the many events we have planned for the

2002-2003 academic year. If you have
not yet paid your dues for this year, please

do so. Also, drop me a note if you have
any news. Thank you.

J "VXT /""' TJT Director of Alumni Relations
!_. I IN *_, tl Lvncn Sch00 | of Education

Sf ~LJ (~\ (~\ J Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Two graduates of the doctoral program
have been selected as fellows in the

American Academy of Nursing: Suzanne
Cushman Beyea Ph.D. '91 and Carol Glod
Ph.D. '95. Suzanne is director ofresearch

at the Association of Peri-Operative

Registered Nurses (AORN). Carol is asso-

ciate professor ofnursing at Northeastern

University and also director of nursing

research at McLean Hospital. • Judith

Hirshfield-Bartek M.S. '82, who is a

nurse specialist at the Breastcare Center

at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center,

discussed comprehensive breast care in

the July issue of Nursing Spectrum. •
Three graduates of the master's program
were featured recently in the Boston

Globe's Oncall magazine for their work in

transcultural nursing. Cecilia Vicuna-

Keady M.S. '01 works with a diverse pop-

ulation as an FNP at Great Brook Valley

clinic in Worcester. Rachel Spector '72,

M.S. '74 is associate professor at BC's

CSON and has written several books on
multicultural issues; she also is past pres-

ident of the Transcultural Nursing
Society. Deborah Washington M.S. '93 is

director of diversity at Massachusetts

General Hospital.

rest of the community. To keep your
address current, please take advantage of
BC's alumni online community. Using
any Web browser, you can submit address
changes, look up old friends and access

other features at www.bc.edu/alumni. •
Elisabeth S. Zweig M.S.W '77, M.S.P. '77,

agency director of Greater Boston
Catholic Charities since 1996, received

an honorary doctor of public administra-

tion from Boston College at commence-
ment May 20. Esther Holden M.S.W. '89,

is living in NYC and working in early

intervention. Robert Hubbell M.S.P '74,

has been named president and CEO of
PR21. Before joining PR21, he was a part-

ner and managing director of communi-
cations of Anderson Worldwide. PR21
has offices in NYC, Chicago, San
Francisco, Austin and London, and
focuses on corporate and product brand-

ing in the healthcare, technology, finan-

cial and consumer segments of the mar-
ketplace. Kathryn Mclnnis-Misenor
M.S.W '99, was previously noted with an
incorrect graduation year; Mclnnis-
Misenor graduated with the class of '99.

She is working at the YWCA, and she was
the recipient of the Medal of
Independence, a lifetime achievement
award presented by Alpha One and
Independent living Organization. The
award is given to individuals for a life-

time of outstanding commitment to the

self-empowerment ofpeople with disabil-

ities. Lane Sniffin M.S.W. '99, is cur-

rently working at The Research and
Training Institute at the Hebrew Rehab
Center in Roslindale. She is working on a

research study in cognition, memory and
aging. Lane was recently married. Jean

Donnelly Schnorr M.S.W. '97, and hus-

band Peter, welcomed daughter Claire

Ann on August 9, 2002.

Law
Vicki Sanders

885 Centre St.

Newton, MA 02459
sandervi@bc.edu

GSSW
Linda Rosa

McCuinn Hall, Room 208-B

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467
doucettl@bc.edu

lynchschoolalumni@bc.edu

Thank you to all who have sent updated
information. Please continue to send
details you would like to share with oth-

ers, so we may include them in our next

column. It is always a pleasure to hear

from alumni and pass along news to the

Class Notesfor Law School alumni are pub-

lished in the BC Law Magazine. Please for-

ward all submissions to Vicki Sanders at the

above address. —Editor

McMullen Museum:

EIRE/LAND Exhibit

FEBRUARY 2 TO MAY 20, 2003

Depictions of the Irish landscape

from medieval manuscripts to

contemporary paintings.

I www.bc.edu/bc_org/avp/cas/artmuseum/ I
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

CLUB NOTES

Dear Boston College/Newton College Alumnus/a:

In the midst of this holiday season, the Alumni Association continues to be grateful

for the generosity of so many club and class volunteers who help unite Boston College

alumni, parents and friends across the country. There have been numerous club-spon-

sored events this fall that have spoken to the spirit of Boston College and the strength of

the regional club network.

In its inaugural year, FanFest was a huge success in gathering Boston College alumni

and friends on campus before home football games at the Flynn Recreational Complex
for an interactive pregame experience. Local clubs were able to host inclusive receptions,

complete with appearances by the Boston College Band. Thanks to our partner in

FanFest, the Boston College Athletic Association, and all who participated. We're already

looking forward to FanFest 2003! If you're interested in bringing your club or class to a

home game next year, let us know.

On September 18, Boston College celebrated the opening event of Father Leahy's ini-

tiative The Church in the 21st Century, From Crisis to Renewal: The Task Ahead. The
Alumni Association was very proud to have three regional clubs offer simulcast-viewing

events of this truly significant event at Boston College and within the Catholic Church. Many thanks to members of the

clubs in Chicago, Illinois, Fairfield County, Connecticut, and Washington, D.C., who participated in these events. The
University is committed to having alumni involved in discussions over the next two years while Boston College

explores this initiative. For more information, please see The Church in the 21st Century Web site at

www.bc.edu/church21.

In October, the Alumni Association was honored to be a part of a memorial Mass honoring those who died on
September 11, 2001. The event was held at Saint Ignatius Loyola Church in New York City, with more than five hun-

dred Boston College alumni, parents and friends present for a very meaningful service. President William P. Leahy, SJ,

presided and was joined by concelebrants James Erps, SJ, William C. Mclnnes, SJ '44, M.A. '51 and homilist James J.

Fleming, SJ M.Ed. '84. Thank you to the BC Club ofNew York and all who participated. May we continue to keep mem-
bers of the Boston College community who have been affected by September 11 in our thoughts and prayers.

Congratulations to three of our club leaders who were elected to the Alumni Association Board of Directors for

2002-2003. Julie Finora McAfee '93, club copresident of the Northern California club, is serving as director, west of

the Mississippi. Ken Pierce '79, president ofthe club in Maine, is serving as director, east of the Mississippi. Linda Song
Wendel '97, club copresident of the Northern California club, is serving as director, graduated less than ten years.

Thank you, Julie, Ken and Linda, for your commitment to the club program, to the Alumni Association and to the

University. If you are interested in being a member of the board or in nominating someone to be a member, please

contact me for more information. We are always looking to recruit energetic and interested alumni to be involved in

club leadership and with the board of directors.

As always, I hope to hear from you when you have questions, comments or concerns. We continue to work towards

establishing a strong network and increased resources for the regional club program. Thank you, again, to all who have

participated in the events that I have mentioned and in the many other events offered by clubs across the country.

Blessings to you and your loved ones this holiday season. May the year ahead be filled with the hope that we all share

as members of the Boston College family.

Go Eagles!

Jack Moynihan



In Memoriam
1916

Edward
J.
McCarthy 08/02

1930

Francis W. McBride 02/99

1933

Francis L Chilsholm 07/02

1936

Michael R. Caiero n/95

Vincent R. Esposito 06/02

Paul T. McCrady 05/02

1937

Michael J. Frasca 08/02

John P. Keilty 07/02

Richard H. O'Connell 08/02

Louis
J.

O'Neill 02/99

John H. Pike 08/02

1938

J.
Paul Chavanne 04/97

Mary M. De Solenni n/92

Francis P. Mackey 03/02

1939

Joseph P. McNulty 06/02

William A. Meggison 10/98

1941

Brendan F. Crotty 03/02

John W. Hayes 03/01

George F. McNamara 06/78

James M. Rogers 07/02

Francis L Talbot 11/00

Cornelius Vincent 08/90

1942

Philip
J.

Gill 06/02

Frederick M. Sliney 08/02

Modestino Vitale 06/00

1943

Foster Q. Church 09/01

James T. Duane 01/02

Nicholas P. Flynn 08/02

Thomas H. Murphy 07/02

William F. Noonan 06/02

Edward
J.
O'Keefe 10/87

Leo T. Sullivan 05/02

1944
Charles F. Manning 08/02

Walter
J.
McLaughlin 09/02

Stanley R. Nievatko 08/01

Edward
J.
O'Keefe 09/02

1945

Frederick
J.

Pittard 07/00
Clement L. Wade 05/98

1946

Daniel
J. Wall 07/02

1947

William P. Foley 07/02
Arthur R. Kelman 04/96
Charles A. Metcalf 07/02

1948

Paul R. Donaghue 08/00
Francis

J.
Dunne 09/02

Henry
J.
Gallagher 01/94

James J.
Shute 02/85

1949
Glenn W. Atkins 07/87
George W. Ferris 09/02
David F. Payton 09/00
Thomas F. Sexton n/02
Robert E. Whitney 07/02

1950

Albert E. Chicoine 04/00

Lawrence R. Coen 05/02

Alfred John Decastro 08/01

Charles W. Hill 10/99

Joseph D. Nolan 09/02

1951

Thomas
J.
Ahearn 08/02

William
J.
Aylward 05/00

John F. Cronin 05/02

Richard F. Cunningham n/93
Patrick

J.
Doonan 07/02

Richard P. Floyd 04/02
John R. Garvey 02/02

Jeanne M. Healy 04/98
Lauretta A. Lelacheur n/00
Thomas D. Mahon 08/02

Thomas
J.
Sheridan 06/02

Richard N. Smillie 10/02

Robert G. Woernle 07/02

John S. Zinka 07/02

1952

David
J.
Brown n/93

Stanley R. Curley n/99
Vasmar

J.
Dalton 05/02

George M. Ray 08/00

Pauline Ripley Sampson 08/02

Sidney S. Starobin 02/01

1954
Kenneth A. MacDonald 06/02
William F. McDonald 07/02
Ronald N. Fallon 08/02
William F. Yetman 02/02

'955

Robert T. Kearns 08/02
Santo J. Mignosa 07/02
Paul J. Pashby 06/02

1956

Frank V. Baker n/94
John J.

Craffey 08/02

John J.
Cronin 08/02

John W Finn 10/01

Ralph F. McEleamey 01/02

Kevin P. Wynne 09/85

1957

Stanley B. Cassidy 04/00
Robert M. Crowe 06/02

James Paul Heath 02/02

David F. Metz 09/96
Mary A. Flaherty Rocha

1958

Ursula Gahan Boyle 08/02
Charles

J.
Cataldo 07/97

John J.
Corrigan 08/00

Walter
J.
Crocker 12/01

David F. Cronin 08/02
Thomas

J.
Crowley 07/02

Lawrence H. Cushing 07/02
Maurice P. Dunlavy 06/94
Philip C. Early 07/02
Paul R. Fitzgibbon 01/98

John A. Francis 06/02
Patricia Camiran Leighton 05/02

John J.
McCaffrey 06/02

Richard P. Sander 10/99
Norman R. Simoneau 09/01

Richard
J. Luschick 03/02

1959

Mary L. DeMeo 04/98
Ernest W. Ferneau 12/96

David
J.

Harrigan 07/02

C. M. Belezos 03/02

Robert E. McGurk 07/02

i960

Richard V. Brady 07/02

Patricia Engel Gallagher 06/01

Robert
J.
Pyne 08/00

Edward F. Stanton 09/02

1961

Ann Kicin Joy 05/01

Vincent
J. Powers 01/88

1962

Richard N. Hart 05/02
Gail K. Murray 06/02
Carolyn Jaworski Reidy 07/02

1963

Richard C. Towle 07/02

1964
Brian R. Connerty 01/01

Timothy
J.

Hehir 09/02

1965

Sr. Mary Cornelia Bak 07/02

1966

Thomas P. Anderson 10/97

Arch
J. Russell 06/94

1967

Jess L Bowser 12/99

1968

William E. Topor 08/02

1969
Dennis P. Ford 01/01

Linda L. Lichtenfels 04/02
Joseph M. Wall 06/01

1971

Paul
J.
Decourcy 05/02

1972

Daniel W Dunn 06/02

Robert M. Stewart 09/02

1973

Peter V Graff 07/02

1975

Joseph M Fills 05/02

1977

Patrick
J.
DeFlumeri 01/93

1978

Michael
J.

Kelly 04/97

1979

Albert H. Bergman n/98

Colleen R. Kulakowski 06/01

1980
Willard O. Foster 11/95

Paul
J.

Gallasch 05/02

Maria A. Tocco 07/02

1983

Roderic M. O'Connor 07/02

1985

Brian
J.
Honan 07/02

1992

Scott C. Murphy 03/02

1998

Benjamin
J.

Hernstedt 06/02

2001

Nadim S. Khalaf 05/02

CGSOM
William F. Olivo 12/85

Todd E. Lockshin 08/01

Lai Shen 10/99

Andrew A. Smith 10/97

WCAS
Frances G. Condon 09/02
Therese A. D'Angelo 01/02

Mary Sarah Donelan 08/02

Kevin P. Doyle 02/98
Arthur E. Dunbar 06/02

James Ferreira 05/99
Edward L. Gartland 04/97
Paul Thomas Jones 09/84
Sarah A. Lambe 07/01

Marie Evangeline Leblanc 02/99
Jeanne Marie Loftus 07/02

Jeanne Fitzgerald McGerigle 06/02

Geraldine Steinke Mocogni 05/02

Mary Petronilla Moleskey 12/00

Mary Shannon O'Connor 12/00

Michael
J. O'Donnell 05/02

Anne McDonough Pizzeno 07/71

CA&S
Lambert Bents 07/02

Avery
J.

Butters 09/92

Cecelia Charpentier 01/79

Sally B. Collard 02/95

Platon E. Coutsoukis 08/02

Anselma M. Egan 04/01

Adele M. Fiske 06/00

Ann Gallagher 07/01

Rose Guerin Haroian 07/02

George Hunter 10/01

Joseph D. Krol 08/99

Sr. Mary Chrysostom Lada 05/01

Maryellen K. Lee 08/02

Ellen Lehr 04/02

Mary Anne Lynch 07/99

Margaret C. McCartin 05/02

Joseph S. McNamara. 02/02

Regina Burke Meagher 07/02

John F. Monbouquette 09/02

John E. Moore 02/95

Richard L. P. Moran 06/02

Joseph M. Mulkern 02/99

Elizabeth T. Philbrook 08/02

Elaine Chartier Piepgrass 07/02

Anita W Rainville 06/02

Carol
J.
Ranney 02/96

Ferdinand P. Salvail 01/67

John F. Solin 08/02

Ruby Eaton Southard 08/99

Elizabeth Sullivan Supple 06/02

Benedict O. Umezurike 08/96

GSSW
Raymond P. Brien 06/02

James J.
Burr 12/97

Barbara Synhorst Libby 08/02

Edward C. Swenson 12/01

LGSOE
Jess L. Bowser 12/99

Law

M. Donald Cardwell 07/02

Michael
J.
Comperchio 02/96

Richard
J.
Cass 05/02

Thomas E. Dwyer 09/02
Marvin R. Finn 05/02

Olinda L. Giglane 04/99
Manuel E. Kopelman 01/98

L. Thomas Linden 07/02

Barry C. Reed 07/02

George
J.
Remmert 08/02

Glendale Sands 03/86

Roger K. Slawson 07/98

Joseph L. Sullivan 08/02

Susan H. Welin 07/02

The In Memoriam is provided

courtesy ofthe Office of

Development, More Hall,

140 Commonwealth Ave.,

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467.
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ADVANCEMENT

GOOD SPORTS
Former BC student athletes give back

A number of former BC stu-

dent athletes are demonstrat-

ing their support for the

University by contributing

a total of $29 million to the

Ever to Excel Campaign.

Nineteen of these alumni have

made leadership gifts of

$100,000 or more.

Football, hockey, basketball,

track, and golf are represented

by the alumni athletes who

have made leadership gift con-

tributions. These donors range

by class from 1950 through

1987. Five leadership gifts

have come from alumni who

graduated in the 1980s alone.

Longtime donor Scott A.

Gieselman '85, MS'88, a

member of the 1985 Cotton

Bowl team, committed

$100,000 to the proposed var-

sity athletic center. Gieselman

garnered many honors during

his career at Boston College

and currently serves as a

managing director for Gold-

man Sachs in Houston.

Many of these alumni at-

tribute their personal and pro-

fessional success to their start

at Boston College. As Gene

DeFilippo, BC's athletic direc-

tor, notes, "The individuals

who have been most generous

to us appreciated the athletic

scholarship that brought them

to BC. Their discipline and

hard work continued through

their college years and sus-

tained them as they built their

careers. Now, they are enjoying

success, and BC is fortunate to

benefit from their kindness."

ANNIVERSARY WALTZ
Reunion committees come together

Alumni volunteers are the cor-

nerstone of the Boston College

Fund's success—their efforts

build and strengthen the re-

union class gift program and

the donor societies every year.

The 2003 reunion class gift

committees combine the expe-

rience of many longtime alum-

ni volunteers with the energy

of many who are excited to re-

connect with their BC experi-

ence and former classmates.

To kick off this year's activities,

the social and gift committees

of the 5th to the 50th reunion

classes gathered on campus in

mid-October for an evening of

camaraderie in preparation for

their anniversary celebrations

in the spring. The evening

served as a way to honor these

volunteers for their extraordi-

From left: Paul O'Connor '74, Tom O'Leary '74, and Vin Queally '75

nary commitment to BC.

Kathleen Corbet '82, the

evening's cohost and the new

chair of the Trustee Develop-

ment Committee, offered

her thanks to all who have

chosen to aid the reunion

effort. "As we begin our work

together this year," said Cor-

bet, "may we enjoy the time,

work in earnest, and grow to-

gether spiritually, using that

spirit to nurture Boston Col-

lege's reunion traditions."

ATTRACTING THE BEST

Karen Izzi Bristing '84 contributed

$250,000 to help establish an

endowed Junior Faculty Research

Fund in the College of Arts and

Sciences. The income from the

fund will provide support for a new

faculty member for a three-year

period. "Since the faculty are an

integral part of the University, it is

imperative that we hire the best,"

says A&.S dean Joseph Quinn. "The

young faculty we look for are being

sought by many outstanding insti-

tutions, and now this fund allows

us to be more attractive in a very

competitive market," according

to Quinn. Bristing, a Gasson Soci-

ety member, says, "I look forward

to meeting the talented faculty

members who will receive this

grant and to learning firsthand

about their research and their abili-

ty to teach and inspire students.

I already feel a stronger bond with

BC and hope for more opportuni-

ties like this in the future."

EMPLOYEE CAMPAIGN

Entering the home stretch, Boston

College's Ever to Excel Campaign

is turning its attention to a key

source of the University's excel-

lence: its employees. In October,

BC faculty, administrators, and

staff received a letter requesting

their support for Ever to Excel and

outlining the various ways they can

contribute to the drive: by check,

stock, credit card, or payroll

deduction. Since its launch in 1999,

the Ever to Excel Campaign has

raised $375 million of its $400

million goal from University

trustees, alumni, parents, friends,

and foundations. The employee

drive is being chaired by Rattigan

Professor of English emeritus John

L. Mahoney, Sr. '50, MA'52, acting

codirector of residential life Linda
J.

Riley '76, MS'79, and human re-

sources administrative coordinator

|an M. Lent.
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Continuedfrom page 31

and priests and laity are and ought to be. I can't provide the

answers, but I have some thoughts.

Two years ago, I was in Rome during the last Internation-

al Synod of Bishops, and I was discouraged to see that after

30 years that body is still debating the question of collegiali-

ty as if it were an issue of authority, rather than a matter of

practical administration of a huge, worldwide Church. Col-

legiality is also needed at the diocesan level. According to the

New Testament, authority in the Church is to be understood

as service. Thus Catholics justify the hierarchical pyramid by

saying the pope is the servant of the servants of God. His

brother bishops are called to serve the people of the diocese,

especially the priests in their care. The priests in turn serve

the laity, not the other way around. But we lack standards for

judging how well service in the Church is rendered.

Given that the Holy See is the last Renaissance court, it

is not surprising that bishops look up and over their shoul-

ders toward Rome to see how well they're doing. The result

is conformity and timidity. Rather, they should look to the

priests and the people of the diocese for mutual criticism

and confirmation. Though authority is conferred on bish-

ops from above, this does not make a bishop authoritative,

any more than ordination confers holiness. Yes, I know the

priesthood is a calling, but this fact should not prevent us

from demanding professionalism in directing the Church,

the diocese, the parish. Indeed, the best and happiest priests

I've met tend to be those who have acquired a profession as

well as ordination. With professionalism come standards,

and with standards comes accountability. With thought,

perhaps we can all come up with standards that, in the best

sense, would professionalize the parish ministry.

For example, one thing every parish priest must do is

prepare and give sermons. But surely I am not the only one

who wonders why, at a time when this pope has seen fit to

revive the practice of giving indulgences, there is still no

time off in purgatory to be earned by those who Sunday

after Sunday endure sermons better left unpreached. And I

must say, sermons by permanent deacons are usually worse.

A small matter, you may say, yet the Sunday sermon is un-

fortunately still the only encounter with the scriptures that

most Catholics experience. Where are the professional

standards in the ministry of the Word?
With a shortage of priests, perhaps the Church ought to re-

constitute several orders of preachers who do nothing but that,

making a circuit of parishes—say, twice a month—and allow-

ing parish clergy two weeks to prepare their own sermons.

For their part, bishops usually possess at least one pro-

fessional credential, a degree in canon law. Now, canon law

is important, not the least because it protects the rights of

members of the Church. But surely wisdom, prudence, and
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spiritual discernment are more important in a bishop. After

all, a bishop can always hire a canon lawyer; I'd rather a

bishop with a knack for holiness than a head for business.

And by holiness, I do not mean personal piety, but the sort

of wisdom that comes from deep immersion in the gospel

and in a life of prayer and pastoral service. Consider this:

The late Cardinal Basil Hume, Archbishop of Westminster,

single-handedly transformed the image of English Catholi-

cism by manifesting in his person and office the best quali-

ties of a Benedictine monk, an order he entered at the age

of 12. Yet he also got things done as English Primate. Or
consider the Dalai Lama. He carries the burdens of govern-

ment in exile, not to mention the future of the Tibetan peo-

ple. And he carries them very well. Yet his primary identity,

the one that means the most to him, the one that sustains his

charismatic leadership and his personal candor is that of

Buddhist monk.

I VI EW the current crisis as an opportunity to demand and

to declare new criteria for choosing and judging bishops. It is

within Church tradition to give a voice to the clergy in the se-

lection of bishops, and I see no reason why such a voice—or

at least a taking of the pulse—could not be extended to the

laity as well. And however bishops are chosen, we ought to

discourage careerism in the hierarchy and require something

more of our bishops than management capabilities.

In any case, management of a diocese does not require

clerics in financial posts. Given that we have a shortage of

priests, I see no reason why we cannot begin to replace most

diocesan officials with lay professionals. Since an increased lay

management of the Church is inevitable, let us make virtuous

our necessity: It would not be at all difficult for one or more

Catholic universities to create programs specifically designed

to train lay women and men in Church management.

The idea is not problem-free, of course. The laity have

no special purchase on virtue. As it is, though, our bishops

already rely on the unrecorded and unacknowledged advice

from buddies in business, and the legal profession, who in

turn are paid in the cheap coin of the Renaissance court sys-

tem—dinners with the cardinal, private audiences with the

pope, and the satin sashes of the Knights of Malta. If the

bishop is to be a teacher, as tradition holds, then let us have

men steeped in learning, let us have bishops who, when they

speak, have something to say.

Above all, let a bishop's bond with his priest be one of fa-

ther to sons in Christ, colleagues even. Fathers do not auto-

matically throw their sons out of the house when they are

accused ofwrongdoing. Neither do they shield their sons from

the law when found guilty. And they do not put the honor of

the clan or the Church above the truth, on the pretext of

avoiding scandal. Commitment to the truth and to those who
serve in the priestly ministry is not too much to expect.

ANOTHER concern of the Church in the 21st Century

initiative—the living and passing on of faith—goes to the

heart of what it means to be the Church. Catholics are hard-

ly alone in wrestling with this issue. Beginning in the late

1960s, when the flood of baby boomers reached adolescence,

most religious institutions either indulged their young by

jettisoning hard demands or ignored them altogether. The
Catholic Church lost at least a generation of young people

through misconceived catechesis, dumbed-down, childlike

liturgies, and other foolish enthusiasms following the Second

Vatican Council. But mainline Protestantism has suffered the

most, in part because the otherwise laudable ecumenical

movement—which began decades earlier as an intra-Protes-

tant affair—blunted differences between historic traditions

and unintentionally encouraged the kind of church-shopping

that has virtually destroyed all but the most sentimental de-

nominational loyalties.

In the 1960s, liberal Protestants jettisoned their church

camps and youth groups, and woke up in the 1980s to find

out that most little Presbyterians do not grow up to be adult

Presbyterians, but something else, or, just as often, nothing

at all. Catholics, in part because of their school systems, and

especially, I think, because of their all-male high schools,

have done a marginally better job in retaining their young,

but only marginally. In fact, mainline denominations like

the Episcopalians would be half their current shrunken size

were it not for an influx of divorced and otherwise disaffect-

ed Catholics. Put another way, the Catholic Church, though

growing through immigration, has become the farm system

for American Protestantism—and especially for the fastest-

growing sector ofAmerican Christianity, the no-name, non-

denominational community churches that preach a Christ

who was born yesterday.

Overall, the most nuanced studies indicate that less than

a quarter of American adults are seriously religious, and

we're not talking about Mother Teresas here. Another 30

percent are nonreligious or outright opposed to religion.

Some scholars tell us that the high tide of religious belong-

ing and identity associated with the 1950s was a historical

anomaly. That may be true, but the more important point is

that, well into the 1960s, religious denominations were also

social and cultural enclaves. One rarely entered the doors of

a church other than one's own. Southern Baptists no less

than Catholics provided age-appropriate education in stages

for the young. And where neighborhood and religious

boundaries roughly corresponded, as in parts of Boston, tra-

ditions were assimilated like family recipes. Such religious

subcultures have largely disappeared. And so have the intact

intergenerational families that inhabited them.

More and more, Catholic parishes resemble the inten-

tional communities of Protestant congregations. New cir-

cles of belonging replace the old. And today's parents must

contend with the vast power to form identity exercised by an
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omnipresent, commercially driven, media-saturated youth

culture that barely existed when I was young. To be a reli-

giously concerned parent today is to find oneself immersed

in guerrilla warfare on all cultural fronts. Indeed, the so-

called revival of religion in recent decades owes most of its

salience to parents enlisting help from religious congrega-

tions—any congregation—in the rearing of their children.

Formation is still the key to passing on any religious tra-

dition from one generation to the next. The question is,

who or what is the forming and the informing agent? It is

said that adolescence is a stage in life where young people

seek their own identity. But the opposite is at least as true:

The young assume identities, and identification is what the

media sells in order to survive. If parents are not committed

to a faith, if they do not have an adult's grasp of its contents,

their children will be indifferent to religion. Catholics can

no longer count on the easy formation that once came with

the old enclave culture. Now the effort at formation must be

conscious and persistent—high on intellectual content and

strong on personal commitment. In the context of contem-

porary American culture, even more than in contemporary

Third World cultures, the primary agents of Catholic for-

mation are parents and grandparents, not only formally but

informally, by the way they live and by the way they die.

Parents must make their children realize that to be Catholic

is not only to be distinctive, but quite often to be at odds

with the culture of public education, the media, and enter-

tainment. Children should be taught that, as Christians,

they will always live in tension with the powers of the world.

This is not an easy lesson to teach, or to accept, when, at

present, Catholic pulpits are reluctant to announce, as

Dorothy Day liked to remind us, that "it is a terrifying thing

to fall into the hands of the living God"—meaning, it is ter-

rifying to allow oneself to be genuinely an instrument of

God's will.

The same applies to Catholic schools. Students there

should be taught that the purpose of an education is not sim-

ply to gain a credential or otherwise achieve a given compe-

tence in order to survive and thrive in life. And yet I fear that

this is the message that most Catholic universities give. I am
old-fashioned enough to think that the Catholic universities

exist to train students to be critics of the world they are about

to enter, that criticism being rooted in the Catholic vision

not only of social justice but of the utterly unique hope that

Christ brings to the world. But I wonder: Would Boston

College, or any other Catholic university, be willing to with-

hold a diploma from Catholic students who did not pass a so-

phisticated mandatory test to measure their grasp of the

forms and content of the faith? And if you did do that, how
many of your students do you think would pass?

In short, I see no point in talking about the laity's role in

the life of the Church if the graduates of our best Catholic

universities are uninterested, or unable, to enter into that

loving, critical conversation with the past, without which

there would be no tradition.

A MOMENT ago I observed that religious traditions used

to be passed on through religious enclaves or subcultures.

Here I want to add that, on matters of sexual morality and

behavior, those enclaves—Protestant, Catholic, Jewish—ex-

hibited a remarkable degree of consensus. Nearly all, I

think, agreed that sex outside of marriage was wrong, and so

reinforced certain limits and taboos about dating. Divorce

was rare: tolerated, but frowned upon. In this environment,

only Hollywood celebrities and trailer park trash cohabited

without benefit of marriage. Abortion was a crime as well as

a sin. And gays and lesbians were culturally closeted.

Today the reverse is true. In matters sexual, American so-

ciety is normless. Living together is not only tolerated, but

regarded as a practical first step toward marriage—though

more often it leads to yet another live-in partner. (Why is

premarital sex so seldom premarital?) Indeed, some social

scientists now talk of starter marriages, which, like starter

homes, are seen as a transition, to second and even third

marriages. Abortion-on-demand is the law of the land.

Abortion is widely practiced as a form of birth control and

represents the only instance in law in which the snuffing out

ofhuman life—a phrase prohibited in the media—is tolerat-

ed for any reason. What matters is individual choice. In-

deed, some Protestant denominations—the United Church

of Christ comes to mind—see their pro-choice position on

abortion, not as an endorsement of abortion, but as a natur-

al extension of the principle of individual interpretation of

scripture. And in politics abortion remains the one consis-

tent benchmark issue separating the two major parties.

In this context, Catholic sexual norms appear to be not

only eccentric, but dangerously sectarian, possibly even un-

American. This is not altogether a bad thing. It is a tribute

to be disrespected for the right reasons. To the extent that

Catholic understanding of sexual morality and marriage are

rooted in the Gospel, what the Church teaches will always

be distinctive—and difficult. That does not mean that what

the Church has taught in this area has always been right or

even healthy: Certainly it is true that its norms have never

been uniformly observed by Catholics themselves.

For example, the effort to ground opposition to contracep-

tion in a universal natural law, as in Humanae Vitae, not only

hasn't persuaded otherwise committed Catholics, it has also

demonstrated that nature and its laws are not so transparendy

obvious to others of good moral will. Indeed, nothing has so

hobbled the Church's witness on abortion as Humanae Vitae.

Nothing has distanced more women from the Church, and I

suspect nothing has so compromised the consciences of priests
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in and outside of the confessional as that single encyclical

—

much of which, by the way, I think is very good.

At its best, Catholic teaching makes a strong case that sex-

ual intercourse means or should mean what marriage means:

mutual commitment to the other. Even in marriage, I would

argue, there is no such thing as safe sex. That is, the emotions

raised, the intimacy realized, the commitment implied—these

are always flammable. If sex means what marriage means, we

must ask what Catholics mean when they marry. I know ofno

one who thinks that Catholics are any more prepared for

marriage than other people, least of all for the lifelong com-

mitment and fidelity that Catholic tradition envisions. This is

a huge pastoral problem that I think ought forcefully to be

addressed. Likewise, most Catholics are not at all clear about

the annulment process. Most annulments, I am told by canon

lawyers, are granted because at least one spouse did not in-

tend marriage as it is understood by the Church or because he

or she lacked what is called due discretion. Yet given the self-

sacrifice that marriage demands, how many among us can say

that we entered marriage with due discretion? My wife tells

me she didn't—all the time.

Nonetheless, it seems to me that the Church owes it to

society to insist on the permanence of the marriage bond.

After 40 years of sexual revolution, even the Joe Namaths

among us want to make good marriages and make them last.

Even the most jaded of my journalistic colleagues tell me
they would kill their spouse if he or she cheated on them.

There is a wisdom in the Church's treating marriage as a

sacrament, and realism in its insistence that a good mar-

riage, like a good life, requires the grace of God.

There is, finally, the question of homosexual marriage. If

you feel, as I do, that marriage is possible only between male

and female, and that procreation and the rearing of children

is one of the purposes of marriage, still we must ask whether

and how we also ought to encourage monogamy among ho-

mosexuals. I do not think civil unions endanger the institu-

tion of marriage. But even though infants seek attachment

to whatever set of parents given them, we have ample stud-

ies demonstrating the harm that comes to children, espe-

cially boys, who have no father in their lives.

Any one of these issues is enough to occupy more than

the two years of this project. But it would be useful to keep

a broad theological view in mind. As with all major reli-

gions, Christian praxis aims at two things: the transforma-

tion of the individual and the transformation of society. For

Christians, the two are intimately connected. In this sense,

renewal of the Church means its re-formation in the service

of that transforming grace that is the promise of the Chris-

tian proclamation.

Kenneth L. Woodward is a contributing editor at Newsweek and

from 1964 to 2002 was that magazines religion editor.



THE CHALLENGE OF SEX

It's not about child abuse

BY LISA SOWLE CAHILL

I was asked to address specifically the topic of sexuality, but

I have to begin by affirming that the real crisis that we're

facing is not, after all, a crisis of sexual morality: I think all

Catholics agree that sex with minors is wrong. The real cri-

sis is about the morality of the institutional response to the

sexual abuse that was carried out.

That having been said, Mr. Woodward has certainly

made interesting connections between sex and the present

scandal in the Catholic Church. Many of his remarks exude

common sense, others are quite provocative. I would like to

take up his ideas about the fundamental meanings of sex. I

wholeheartedly agree with his proposal that sex should be

part of a committed relationship and that both sex and mar-

riage are meant for nurturing the next generation. Being

the mother of three teenage boys perhaps reinforces my
views. There are, however, complications.

This is a much more difficult argument to make today

than it was a generation ago. The sexual world of the early

21st century is far different from that of the mid-20th.

North American Catholics of the 1950s and 1960s came

out of a very restrictive set of cultural norms for sex.

Catholics coming of age in 2002 inhabit a virtually norm-

less culture in which sex is promoted even as it is trivialized.

It can often be unclear what the ideal of permanent, pro-

creative marriage demands in the concrete. Exceptions to

the norm have been made among Christians at least from

the time when St. Paul advised the Church at Corinth that

although Jesus said there was to be no divorce, Paul himself

was going to allow it in special cases.

The Catholic Church's so-called traditional position on

permanent, procreative marriage has changed significantly

over the centuries. For truly traditional Christian and

Catholic thinkers—from Augustine through Aquinas and

up to Pius XI and his 1930 encyclical on marriage—pro-

creation was without a doubt the primary purpose of sex.

The spousal bond was also important, since its permanence

was the basis of marriage's power as a sacrament, symboliz-

ing the union of Christ and Church. But since women up

until the modern period were regarded as inferior and sub-

ordinate to men, the union of spouses could hardly have

been considered the mutual and reciprocal self-gift ideal-

ized by Paul VI and now by John Paul II.

In the 1960s, the Second Vatican Council erased the hi-

erarchy of these ends and put the love union of a couple,

now seen as equal partners, on a par with having and rais-

ing children. That was a novelty.

Salutary though the move was, it created as many ques-

tions as it answered. When procreation was primary, it was

easy to settle conflicts among the purposes and goals of sex

and marriage. But what if love and mutual fulfillment are

equal to and can conflict with having children? What if

some unions, such as those of gay and lesbian persons, can

fulfill the purposes of love and commitment even if not the

purpose of literal physical procreation? What if the love

once present in a marriage ends or is violated, and a new
union offers hope of more genuine virtue? What about the

many couples—otherwise good Catholics—who live to-

gether while intending eventual marriage and parenthood?

The Church answers all these questions by asserting that

sex, love, and procreation are intrinsically tied together in

a relation of permanent commitment, essential not only to

Catholic teaching but even to human dignity. The Church

tries to protect that connection and its sacramental charac-

ter by erecting and reinforcing a fence made of many spe-

cific prohibitions. Unfortunately, we older Catholics of

both the left and the right persuasions waste time and lose

most of the under-30 crowd by acting as though that fence

were more important than the ground inside it—that

ground being the profound link among sex, love, and re-

sponsibility for children.

I think Catholic college students and young adults

hunger for some way to live a challenging, inspired life in a

culture of materialism, transiency, cynicism, and superfi-

ciality. Today's young adults don't need permission to dis-

obey rigid sexual norms of the past, nor, on the other hand,

will their hearts be won by abstract, dogmatic, or technical

defenses of sexual rules that never connect with their expe-

rience. They do want concrete ways to envision their own
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lives as different from what passes for sexual sophistication

in the culture, while still maintaining important bonds with

their peers.

We really need to start, then, from the ground up—lis-

tening first to the concerns of Catholic people, young and

old, about the meaning of sexual responsibility in a post-

modern, fast-moving, fractured, and often frightening

world. Then, in respectful dialogue with our Catholic tra-

ditions, we need to revitalize our message that love, com-

mitment, and parenthood do make sense out of sex and

fulfill our deepest needs for intimacy, tenderness, and con-

nection.

The Catholic Church, and especially Catholic universi-

ties, must provide a forum for honest and open discussion.

It just will not do to avoid the tough questions here—or to

deny that the evidence can be mixed. If the cross is part of

the Christian Gospel, then uncertainty and struggle lie on

the way to holiness in matters sexual, as in all else.

We Catholics are called to live with moral integrity in

the 21st century, finding God's presence in sexuality. The
challenge, then, is to show how love, fidelity, and trust still

make sexual relationships more rewarding in our day and

time—and offer the best hope for relationships that can last

into the future.

For this, wisdom, creativity, and courage will be needed.

Lisa Sowle Cahill is Boston College's J. Donald Monan Professor

of Theology and the author of Family: A Christian Social

Perspective (2000).



ANSWERING THE CALL

The Church must change
*—•

—

IZOXI—•—

*

BY JACK CONNORS, JR. '63

During the early days of this calendar year, when the abuse

scandals first appeared in the news, I was asked by a reporter

if my faith had been shaken. I answered him then as I tell

you now: It has taken me 60 years to get my faith where it

is today, and it is unshakable.

I did not come here this evening to dwell on the past. I

have been openly critical of the manner in which the Arch-

diocese of Boston has handled the sexual abuse of young

boys. The leadership of the archdiocese made a conscious

decision to protect priests who were preying on innocent

children over a period of many years. Those Church leaders

who have made a series of bad judgments may continue to

hold onto their titles, but they will be leaders in title only.

A majority of Catholics are moving forward—witness

this crowd. Our Church is 2,000 years old, and, like most

things that have been closed up for a long time, it's gotten a

little stuffy in here. When theologians are silenced, when
innocent priests are ousted without an opportunity to de-

fend themselves, when the laity is kept from substantive par-

ticipation, the Church fails to pursue the truth. We need to

open the windows. We need to let some fresh air in, and we
need to stop sweeping our secrets under the Orientals.

We need to listen to the priests, the pastors, the nuns, the

brothers, those on the front line. We need to hear the faith-

ful. We need to close the one-way streets and build two-way

streets. The Church exercises great power, but that power

must be directed to serving, teaching, and healing, as op-

posed to intimidating or silencing.

Those in power need to be more thoughtful about deal-

ing with those who have little or no power. We must create

a culture of freedom. I'm reminded of the often-quoted

scene from the movie A Few Good Men, where Tom Cruise,

playing Lieutenant J. G. Daniel Kaffee, faces off againstJack

Nicholson, playing Marine Colonel Nathan Jessep. "I want

the truth," Cruise yells. "You can't handle the truth,"

Nicholson fires back. Well, I believe we can handle the

truth. Our Church has survived 2,000 years of good times

and bad, of saints and sinners, and I believe there is no prob-

lem we cannot resolve if we, the leadership and the laity,

work together honestly and in the spirit of the teachings of

Jesus Christ. As St. Francis of Assisi said, "Leadership does

not require ordination."

WHEN I WAS growing up in nearby Roslindale, I stud-

ied the Baltimore Catechism in Sunday school at the Holy
Name Church in West Roxbury. In the Baltimore Cate-

chism, the definition of the Church is very simple. It says

the Church is the congregation of all those who profess the

faith of Christ, partake of the same sacraments, and are gov-

erned by their lawful pastors under one visible head. In

short, the Church is the people—the congregation of all

those who profess the faith, you and me. It is not a building.

It is not a piece of real estate.

I was also taught that the mission of the Church is to

serve, not to be served. Perhaps the most powerful example

is in the Gospel of John when Jesus washes the disciples'

feet, and he says, "I have set you an example that you should

do as I have done for you. I tell you the truth. No servant is

greater than his master, nor is a messenger greater than the

one who sent him." My heart aches for the 98 percent of the

clergy who have been wounded and embarrassed by the acts

of a minority. The best of them are exemplified by a quote

from Fr. Peter Knott, an English Jesuit and past chaplain at

Eton, about 20 miles west of London: "Some may think of

a priest's work in terms of what can be measured by atten-

dance at Mass and the number of people knocking on his

door. In fact the real value of the priest is something hidden

and has more to do with the kind of person he is rather than

anything that can be quantified. Nothing much happens

most of the time. He's just around, available, trying to listen.

For a priest there is no such thing as success. Success be-

longs to the world of sport, to banks, and to business. It has

no place in the precincts of the sacred. The priest is sowing,

never reaping. So there can be no trophies. His work is to

plow the furrow, open up the earth to the seed, trusting that

in God's good time the harvest will come in. This is the po-

etry and privilege of the priesthood."
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Coming from the world of business, I think in terms of

goals and objectives and strategies. One very simple goal, a

goal that reflects Fr. Leahy's decision to convene these ses-

sions, is to make the world, your world, our world, a better

place, with justice and kindness toward all. We need to get

back to work. But we need a model for the leadership of the

Church and the members of the faithful to use as a basis for

working together.

Let me offer one for your consideration. There was once

a 1 10-year-old Catholic institution that served its local com-

munity very well. Governed by the clergy, with no lay rep-

resentation, its endowment was $4 million. In 2002 that

same institution continues to serve its community. Only

now, that community has grown to include the entire United

States and several foreign countries as well. Today it is gov-

erned by 42 trustees, only eight of whom are clergy. Its en-

dowment has grown from $4 million to $1.1 billion, and it

has become one of the premier Catholic institutions in

America. That institution is Boston College. For the past 30

years, this University has been governed by a predominant-

ly lay board of trustees, who were given the opportunity to

share their expertise to help the University become more

successful. Does anyone believe that Boston College was

better off in the 1950s? Does anyone believe that it is less

Catholic today? Does anybody believe that its impact is

smaller? I would suggest that this 30-year work-in-progress

provides all of the data we need to model our future journey.

To adapt this model of governance within the Church

would, I believe, transform the Church's ability to carry out

its mission in modern society. It would not be us versus

them, it would be all together, for the greater good. This

needn't seem a painful necessity. Rather, it should be viewed

as an opportunity.

I ONCE heard a distinguished Jesuit speak of the autono-

my of nature. We're all familiar with the power of nature.

We all know "that which we call a rose by any other name
would smell as sweet." We all know water runs downhill.

When a child is born, in addition to the pleasure parents

reap, a mother and father also have the responsibility to pro-

tect and raise that child—to feed it, to nurture it, to clothe

it, and to teach it, understanding that someday the child will

leave and have a life of his or her own. If a parent imposes

too many restriction, or is otherwise overbearing, that

child's development into adulthood could well be impaired.

Control, at a certain point, is unhealthy.

The Church, or at least some of the hierarchy, is trying

to effect too much control in too many instances. We need

to trust. We need to respect. And we need to allow people

to exercise good judgment so that people can learn. Maybe
they will make mistakes. But one of the best ways to grow is

to learn from our mistakes. It is the autonomy of nature.

At a Sunday service this summer in Brewster, on Cape

Cod, a priest said during his homily, and I'm paraphrasing,

"You and others like you have been listening to me give

homilies for 45 years. It's time for you to take back your

Church. You sit and you listen. It's time for you to stand up

and to speak." I heard this as a call for help. As the Church

moves forward, some very difficult decisions have to be

made. The world has changed. If the Church's mission is to

serve, then the Church must change as well. The Church

needs to decide how we will replenish the ranks of our sem-

inaries—whom we will select and how we will train people

for the priesthood. The Church needs to decide about more

meaningful roles for women. Making difficult decisions is

the first responsibility of leadership.

A FEW months ago I received a powerful letter from a

parish priest. He shared with me how difficult his vocation

had become. He wrote, "It's not easy being a priest today,

then again He never said it would be, did He? It wasn't easy

for Him. Look at what He had to put up with. And didn't

He promise much the same for those who would follow in

His footsteps? Who was it that said that we're not expected

to love suffering but we are expected to love Christ's suffer-

ing, and that the value of the cross isn't measured by what

we see of it, but what we bear of it? Easy to say, hard to live."

Our faith has lasted 2,000 years and today we, you and I,

are its stewards. We are the future. I am passionately opti-

mistic that we can build a better Church, a more effective

Church, in the 2 1st century. A Church that rejects the arro-

gance of power and embraces humility. A Church that wel-

comes new thinking. A Church that is accountable and a

Church that will have more than enough resources to clothe

the naked, feed the hungry, care for the sick, treat the el-

derly with dignity, and help the poor and the innocent. It's

time to get back to work.

A trustee of Boston College, Jack Connors, Jr. '63 is founding

partner, chairman, and chief executive officer of the marketing

communicationsfirm Hill, Holliday, Connors, Cosmopulos, Inc.
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THE NEW AMERICAN CHURCH
Traditional and countercultural

BY ROBERTO S. GOIZUETA

In a recent homily, Fr. Roger Landry of the diocese of Fall

River, Massachusetts, recounted how, as a boy, he first

thought about the possibility of becoming a priest: "I was

under-impressed with some of the priests I knew," he re-

called. "I'd watch them celebrate Mass and, almost without

any reverence whatsoever, drop the Body of the Lord onto

the paten as if they were handling something of little value

rather than the creator and savior of all. I remember saying

to the Lord, 'Lord, please let me become a priest so I can

treat you like you deserve.'"

During the last months, we Catholics have faced the heart-

rending realization that, for many years and with shocking

regularity, the Body of Christ has been abused and treated as

if it were indeed something of little value. Not only the Body

of Christ that is the Eucharist, but the Body of Christ that we
Catholics believe is the Church. I want to underscore the cen-

tral significance of children and the young—privileged mem-
bers of the Body of Christ—as the most immediate victims of

the present crisis. The Church's ability to faithfully make pre-

sent the crucified and risen Lord today is directly related to

our ability as a Church to affirm and defend the inviolable dig-

nity of the children and young persons of our society. Not just

our children but all children. Not just wanted children but un-

wanted children. Not just planned children but unplanned

children. Not just well-dressed children but poor children. If

it is true that as our holy father Pope John Paul II righdy in-

sists, "The Church must bear witness to the inherent sacred-

ness of all life," then the key litmus test for our success in

doing so will be how we defend the dignity of those lives

whose intrinsic value the larger society systematically denies.

The current crisis thus pierces to the very heart of the

Body of Christ—where, against the wishes of his society and

even his disciples, Christ himself placed the children, the

poor, the infirm, the outcast. The Church must stand as a

witness to a culture of life: a world view different from that

of a consumerist culture that so often sacrifices the person

to the commodity, attaching value solely on the basis of

what people produce or consume. The priests who have

abused our children and young people by treating them as

mere objects of self-gratification and self-aggrandizement

can count among their accomplices marketing gurus and

media moguls who routinely and without a hint of objection

from us, the Catholic consumers, turn the bodies of under-

age boys and girls into erotic objects to be used for market-

ing the latest fashions, music videos, or teen pop idols.

Indeed, a great tragedy of the current crisis is that the

Church's prophetic stance on behalf of the most vulnerable,

from the unborn to the elderly, has been grievously under-

mined, perhaps for generations to come. The most vulner-

able include not only the children but also poor Catholic

communities, which have historically been excluded from

full participation in the life of the Church. Yet it is these

marginalized groups that will constitute the Church of the

2 1st century, the Church which our children will inherit. As

Mr. Woodward observed, the Catholic Church is the most

culturally and racially diverse religious organization in the

world. Though the Church is often perceived as a western

European institution, most Catholics today live in the Third

World, where one finds the fastest-growing segment of the

global Catholic population. The American Catholic com-

munity itself is no longer predominantly of European her-

itage. By the year 2010, most U.S. Catholics will be

Hispanic, and there are projections that by the year 2050

more than three-fourths of American Catholics will be His-

panic. We are indeed becoming a truly American Church.

The response of many Latino Catholics, particularly im-

migrant and poor Latinos, to the present crisis has been no-

ticeably different from that of middle-class white Catholics.

In June, a Los Angeles Times article highlighted this differ-

ence. "Since the scandal broke in January," the Times re-

ported, the Latino community "has held rallies, marches,

and vigils in support of the Church. ... At the march sever-

al Latinos said they were saddened and disappointed by the

scandals, but they did not voice anger. Gus Govea, a 39-

year-old Mexican native and foreman at a Southgate floor

mat firm, said ... 'I don't follow the priests, I follow Jesus

Christ.' Humberto Ramos, who served for 15 years in the

archdiocesan Hispanic ministry, said rural Latino immi-

grants have long learned to maintain a religious life without

priests. In some rural Mexican communities, he said, priests
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manage to visit and celebrate mass only three times a year

—

helping to produce a religious life based more on lay prayer

gatherings and feast day celebrations."

In Latin America most Catholics only rarely have contact

with a priest. Consequently their faith is usually centered not

in a parish but in the home, where the religious leader is

often the abuelita, or grandmother. Moreover, an important

part of their experience of Church has been that of seeing

priests and bishops place their own lives on the line to defend

the poor against oppressive military regimes and economic

elites. In figures like Dom Helder Camara of Brazil, or Arch-

bishop Oscar Romero of El Salvador, Latin Americans have

seen the virtue of hierarchy, namely that a hierarchical struc-

ture lends the Church a public visibility and institutional

presence that can facilitate the taking of a prophetic stance.

In the United States, many Latino Catholics have found in

individual priests and bishops some of their most vocal advo-

cates, both within the Church and in the larger society. The
Church structure that so often marginalizes Hispanics, the

structure that facilitates the coddling of criminals and the

cover-up of sexual abuse, may be the same structure that fa-

cilitates the defense of poor immigrants when the vast ma-

jority of Americans, Catholic or otherwise, couldn't care less.

There is much that we can learn about our common faith,

if we dare to truly become what in fact we are: the Body of

Christ. I know numerous "fallen-away Catholics" who have

returned to the Church with renewed enthusiasm after expe-

riencing the Church in Central America or East Central Los

Angeles or in Roxbury or Chelsea, Massachusetts—the very

places that many of us try to avoid at all cost.

To Euro-American Catholics hungering for a faith that

will move them and a community that will inspire them,

Latino Catholics bring a deeply felt, vibrant faith, and, as

Mr. Woodward noted, a more organic sense of Church. To
lay Catholics, especially young lay Catholics seeking a deep-

er engagement, Latino Catholics bring a faith rooted in

family and home. And to an American Catholic Church po-

larized between right and left, Latinos bring a Catholi-

cism—at once traditional and countercultural—that just

might help us past those polarizations.

In sum, to move beyond and learn from the present crisis,

we American Catholics must open ourselves to aspects of the

Body of Christ that we have instinctively feared and avoided,

but which might be the places where we will discover a re-

newed faith and a renewed sense of hope. With Fr. Roger

Landry of Fall River, we will discover once again that what

many people deem to be of little value is in fact the creator and

savior of all. And that, after all, is the message of the cross.

Roberto S. Goizueta is a professor of theology at Boston College

and is the author of Caminemos Con Jesus: Toward a

Hispanic/Latino Theology of Accompaniment (1995).
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GASSON
BY CARA CANNELLA } 0^

ITS 9OTH BIRTHDAY, AN IDIOSYNCRATIC

TOUR OF A FEW OF THE TOWER

BUILDING'S HIDDEN TREASURES AND
UNTOLD STORIES

I •VI EWPOINT Sitting 73 feet above the pavement,

the Gasson clock tower is reached via elevator to Gasson's third

floor and then through a locked and unmarked door and then by

ascending a wood ladder and a four-story spiral staircase just wide

enough to admit one person at a time. An alarm and surveillance

system protects the tower and its valuable bells. "It's a little spooky,"

notes electrical technician Leo Croft, BC's unofficial guide to

Gasson's tower, as he climbs in the gloom and dust behind a recent

visitor. Once, the works that ran the clock and bells required twice-

weekly handwinding of a weighted chain that reached down to the
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basement of the building; but since the clock and

bells were put on automatic controls in the 1960s,

most visitors have come for the view and to leave

their names in chalk.

On this clear summer day, the tower is sun-

filled, with views of the Blue Hills to the south-

west, and of suburban towns ranging out past

Needham, looking like toy villages. Of the four

brass bells, the largest—inscribed Ego Sum Ignatiu,

or "I am Ignatius"—weighs half a ton and peals the

do note (F) when struck by a 24-pound hammer.

The other three bells are named for Jesuit saints

Francis Xavier (fa-B flat), Aloysius Gonzaga (sol-

C), and John Berchmans (la-D). All four sit in a

wood frame that has room to hold six or seven

more bells, a specification ordered up by BC Pres-

ident Thomas Gasson, SJ (1907-14), who autho-

rized the tower and who seems to have been

ambitious about the campus's capacity for chimes.

But his budget allowed for four bells, and that has

sufficed ever since for marking roughly 400,000

hours (out of regard for residential neighbors, the

bells don't chime during the night), and a propor-

tionate number of half hours, quarter hours, and

Angeluses at noon and 6:00 p.m.

When Joseph Burns '67, an associate dean of arts

and sciences, makes the climb up the stairs with stu-

dents from his seminar on BC history, he tries to

impress upon them the significance of a Catholic

bell tower overlooking Brahmin Boston in 1913.

"The tower was a proud statement that Catholics

and Jesuits had 'made it' in Boston," he says.

2. BEST-LAID PLANS

The original and ambitious plan for Gasson Hall

never foresaw the building in its present setting.

Submitted by the architectural firm of Maginnis &
Walsh—and chosen in a design competition—the

winning vision placed Gasson in a set of 19 com-

panion buildings, all in the English Collegiate

Gothic style and forming a cathedral-like shape,

with the central "Recitation Building" (Gasson

Hall) standing where the avenues representing nave

and transept were supposed to have met.

Gasson remained the only classroom building in

Chestnut Hill until 1924, when Devlin Hall was

completed, and it therefore became a microcosm

of the University itself, housing everything from a

basement locker room to reception parlors, along

with chemistry and biology laboratories, an assem-

bly room, and a cafeteria where, according to leg-

end, students ate not at tables but standing at

counters—a design said to be dictated by the Je-

suits so their charges could not waste time

dawdling over food or poker.
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A 3. SEED MONEY
The means to build Gasson Hall did not come easy.

Irish Boston was a relatively poor community, and

construction came to a dead halt midway through

the four-year process when money ran out. It did

not pick up again until President Gasson received

permission from authorities in Rome to sell the old

BC athletics field, on Massachusetts Avenue, in

Boston, and put the proceeds into Chestnut Hill.

In the end, BC mounted parades, sold commem-
orative bricks, brought its alumni to shakedown

dinners, and redirected funds that had been raised

for a campus-based "Irish Hall of Fame." And BC
held garden parties. The first of these took place on

June 20, 1908, a year after BC bought the

Lawrence Farm property. Societies affiliated with

Boston College staffed booths on the site of Gasson

Hall. The Boston College Club, the Loyola Guild,

the Young Ladies' Sodality, and a set of Church-af-

filiated temperance societies drew about 25,000

people "to the country," including "well-known

ladies" and "prominent laymen"—according to the

Boston Pilot. Archbishop William O'Connell '81

gave an address, a merry-go-round whirled, and the

Algonquin Gymnastic Club performed in a tent. In

the evening, the grounds were illuminated by 600

colored incandescent lights and more than 500

Japanese lanterns, while girls in "Dutch costumes"

sold candles and unspecified souvenirs. At 9:30 p.m.,

fireworks were set off. "It was like a scene from

fairyland," said the Pilot.

4. DOORSTOPPER

An eye-straining puzzler to generations of Gasson

100 patrons, the stone medallion above the room's

central door seems to depict two wolves mesmer-

ized by a tall pot. The image is, in fact, the seal of

Ignatius Loyola's family, which protected its estate

(legend says) by placing a container of food scraps

outside the gate so that wild beasts would halt there

and go no farther.
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4 5. STATUESQUE

And now war broke out in heaven, when Michael with

his angels attacked the dragon. —Revelation 12:7

Considered by many the most arresting piece of art

on the campus, the statue of St. Michael triumph-

ing over Satan was, sad to say, not designed with the

Gasson Hall rotunda in mind. Rather, it was com-

missioned in 1865 by Gardner Brewer, a Boston

merchant who exhibited art at his Beacon Street

home and who may not even have known of Boston

College—founded two years earlier and lodged in

the urban ghetto in Boston's South End.

Adam de Chevalier Scipio Tadolini—a well-

regarded Roman sculptor of the time—spent nearly

four years planning and executing the project in

Carrara marble, at a cost to Brewer of $20,000.

Brewer died in 1874, and his estate sold the piece to

a Boston gallery. Eventually, a BC Jesuit and ad-

mirer of the statue prevailed upon an unknown
donor to purchase it for the new campus. The stat-

ue, which had crossed the ocean without trouble,

came apart in the journey up Commonwealth Av-

enue. Michael's wings, sword, and thunderbolts all

broke and were replaced with plaster for several

years until new marble pieces could be completed.

A 6. CHOPPED SHOP

Originally designed to house large lectures and

convocations, Gassoon 100—a.k.a. "T-100" and

"The Irish Hall"—hit the skids in the 1960s when
a demand for office space caused the University to

split the campus's best-known and best-decorated

auditorium into a partition-riven set of open-

roofed cubicles filled with members of BC's finan-

cial staff. Students came to Gasson 100 to deal with

bills and delays in financial aid (BC was having cash

flow difficulties at the time). Employees lined up at

cashier's windows to pick up their paychecks. And
accountants, purchasing agents, auditors, and sec-

retaries worked at typewriters and mechanical cal-

culators beneath strands of fluorescent lights that

hung from the high ceilings and by the glow of the

large stained glass depiction of St. Patrick trying to

capture the attention of King Laoghaire at Tara.

Thomas O'Connor, currently BC's historian, was a

member of the faculty during those hard times and

will not soon forget entering a financial affairs of-

fice through a portal inscribed Quis Ut Deus—Who
is as God?
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7. POSSESSED

Br. Francis Schroen (at work, right), the

tormented and self-taught Jesuit artist

who left his handiwork on nearly every

important public surface in Gasson

Hall, was born in 1857 in Germany and

brought to the United States as an in-

fant. Raised in Maryland, Schroen

worked as a housepainter and wall dec-

orator. After he lost his young wife to

disease, he abandoned their daughter

and turned to Ouija boards and auto-

matic writing as a way to communicate

with the beyond. Believing that Satan

was sending him messages and was try-

ing to throw him off his scaffold, Schroen one day

sought refuge in a church. In a sense, he never

emerged, and in later years referred to himself as "a

brand snatched from the burning." At age 41, he was

accepted as a Jesuit lay-brother, and he soon made a

reputation for the interior decoration of buildings at

Georgetown and Fordham.

When he arrived at BC in 1913 at Fr. Gasson's in-

vitation to "garnish" the just-dry plas-

ter of Gasson Hall, Schroen was greet-

ed as a celebrity whose "warm artistry,"

noted the student magazine The Stylus,

would show to good effect "under the

softened light shed through the stained

glass windows" that were planned for

Gasson 100.

Schroen's work over the next years

included the murals in the Gasson ro-

tunda, in the Fulton Debating Room
(Gasson 305), and in a large conference

room now used by the Arts & Sciences

dean. But his most ambitious work was

The Church, the Educator of Mankind, which looms

over the stage of Gasson 100. At 27 by 12 feet, the

painting depicts the apostle Peter on a throne flanked

on each side by robed triads of eminences who exem-

plify "the 16 profane and sacred arts." Among the

exemplars are Moses (the only non-Catholic on the

wall), who is joined by "King Edward" and "Lord

Russell" under the category of Law; Columbus, who
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is categorized with Marquette and Cabot under

Exploration; and Daniel O'Connell and John Car-

roll, who are listed as practitioners of Patriotism

along with Sobieski (Jan, the 17th-century Polish

king, and not Leelee, the contemporary starlet). In

the left background of the painting, the silhouette

of BC's Gasson Hall is on the horizon in the com-

pany of the cathedrals of Rheims, Canterbury, and

Notre Dame. And that doesn't begin to exhaust the

detail of waterways, sheep, lambs, candlesticks,

trees, heavenly lights, seals, and temples that make

the work a thick—if somber—stew of allegory.

Schroen went on to do work in New Orleans,

Chicago, and Kingston, Jamaica. He died in 1925

at Georgetown. No muralist touched a Boston

College wall again until the 1990s.

8. OCCUPATION FORCE

While it's commonly believed that BC students oc-

cupied Gasson Hall in protest of the war in Viet-

nam, in fact, the occupation ("by a small but

peaceful group of dissidents," according to the

Heights) that began on April 13, 1970, was driven by

mundane concerns. On April 8, President Seavey

Joyce, SJ, had announced that BC was facing an

operating deficit and would need to raise tuition by

$500—from $1,500 to $2,000. Tuition had been

raised by a precipitous $400 the previous year, and

the students, many of them commuters who paid

their tuition from work earnings, were outraged.

The undergraduate student government declared a

student strike, and a general boycott of classes en-

sued. Students picketed and occupied campus

buildings off and on for 23 days, and the boycott of

classes ended on May 5 (the University agreed to a

compromise $240 increase), just in time for BC stu-

dents and faculty to join the national boycott of

classes over the bombings in Cambodia and the

killings of students at Kent State University.

Cara Cannella "01 is afreelance -writer based in Boston.

She has contributed to Inc magazine and the Boston

Globe, and sat through many classes in Gasson Hall.



Divisions of the faithful
A SURVEY OF RECENT BOOKS ON THE CLERICAL SEXUAL ABUSE SCANDALS

The current version of what now seems to be an unending

priestly sexual abuse scandal represents one of the most se-

rious crises in the history of U.S. Catholicism—because this

time it is about lying bishops more than abusive priests.

Sadly, it has become generally understood that profes-

sions with privileged access to children do attract some in-

dividuals with warped sexual impulses. And while it's

possible that Catholic priests are more disposed to pe-

dophilia than, say, grade-school teachers or social workers,

there is as yet no conclusive evidence that such is the case.

But the accusation that bishops are not to be trusted even on

the most serious questions goes to the integrity of the insti-

tution. In that light, it is not surprising that lay Catholics

have reacted even more angrily to the recent charges of
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cover-up than to the original abuse revelations.

The first intimations that the U.S. Catholic Church had

a sexual abuse problem arose about 1985 with a series of in-

vestigations, spearheaded by the National Catholic Reporter,

disclosing that certain priests—Gilbert Gauthe in

Louisiana, James Porter in Massachusetts, Thomas Adam-
son in Minnesota—had long histories of sexually abusing

preteen boys. When the secular press, after much hesitation,

began conducting its own investigations, the problem

turned out to be much more prevalent than anyone had sus-

pected. Accusations rose to a crescendo in 1992 when the

much-respected Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of Chicago was

falsely accused of abusing a former seminarian.

When that charge was withdrawn, the crisis seemed to

deflate with an almost audible hiss. Bishops admitted that

they had been blindsided by the revelations, and virtually all

dioceses set up some form of review mechanism, usually

with lay participation, to screen accusations of clerical sexu-

al misconduct and to make referrals to the criminal author-

ities. The dominant sentiment among the faithful was

probably one of saddened relief. The revelations had been

horrible, but the problem was being dealt with and it was

time to move on.

The 2002 version of the crisis was triggered with a series

of stories by an investigative team from the Boston Globe,

which have now been collected in book form as Betrayal: The

Crisis in the Catholic Chwrh. The authors do not allege any

recent cases of sex abuse. Set mainly in the Boston area, the

freshest cases cited date from 1994 or 1995, and most are

much older, some of them dating back almost 40 years. (Of

course, as journalist Peter Steinfels points out in a superb

analysis of the scandals in the April 9, 2002, issue of Com-

monweal, cases involving children may take decades to come
to light.) But the book does disclose that there were many
more pre- 1992 cases than previously known, and that the

Boston archdiocese had quietly made financial settlements

involving more than 70 priests.

Betrayal charges that, far from being blindsided by the

scandals of 10 years ago, the leaders of the Boston archdio-

cese, including Cardinal Bernard Law, who has been arch-

bishop since 1984, and his predecessor, Cardinal Humberto
Medeiros, were aware for many years that they had a sexual

abuse problem and chose to conceal it, even at the cost of

subjecting hundreds of children to continued assault. The
priests who figure most prominently in the Betrayal account

are John Geoghan and Paul Shanley. Geoghan is now serv-

ing time in prison. Shanley is awaiting criminal trial on nu-

merous charges of sexual abuse. The facts of their cases have

been widely publicized. Suffice it to say that the Globe team

traces the cover-ups, repeated parish reassignments, and

patterns of abuse in excruciating detail.

Betrayal is well written, concise, and reasonably well doc-

umented. The facts are laid out straightforwardly, and for

the most part readers are left to draw their own conclusions.

Mercifully, there is a minimum of the fictionalized conver-

sation and internal soliloquy that mar much contemporary

reporting. Altogether, the book must be considered a model

of the "instant book" genre.

THE REVELATIONS in Boston have called forth a wave

of reports of similar cover-ups elsewhere—in Bridgeport,

Connecticut; Tucson, Arizona; Dallas, Philadelphia, and

many other places. The accumulating scandals of conceal-

ment and dishonesty cast a wholly unflattering light on the

breed of icily remote, Romanissimus prelate currently in

fashion at the Vatican. Only under great public pressure did

Cardinal Law evince concern for the victims of his cover-

ups. Both Law and Cardinal Edward Egan ofNew York, the

former bishop of Bridgeport, repeatedly hid behind their

advisors, or claimed to be far too busy to get involved with

such administrative details as abusive priests. Egan once

suggested that priests were "independent contractors" and

in effect none of his problem. The advisors who cleared the

Boston pedophiles for parish work had no special expertise

in sexual abuse, but were handpicked "safe men" whom Law
could count on not to rock the boat. The record suggests

Law may even have asked one of them to change his coun-

sel that Geoghan was an "explosion waiting to happen."

Any CEO in corporate America who claimed he was "too

busy" to deal with information that one of his subordinates

was raping little boys on the job would be summarily fired

and possibly indicted.

The scandals have also dragged into public view the

seamy underside of clerical sexuality. The number of priests

who are faithful to the vow of celibacy may be much small-

er than most Catholics believe. Some substantial percentage

of priests are homosexual, certainly a far higher proportion

than among the laity. Many of them are sexually active,

often within the seminary or rectory walls, abetted by

"lavender" clerical subcultures.

The torrent of unsavory revelations has naturally called

forth a torrent of polemic. As might be expected, recent

books that fit this description break roughly along "conser-

vative," or perhaps "restorationist," and "liberal" lines.

Strikingly, and refreshingly, the conservatives tend to be

much tougher on the failures of the bishops. George

Weigel, for example, is a theologian and a journalist, and au-

thor of an admiring biography of John Paul II; in The

Courage To Be Catholic he vents his outrage at Law and Egan,

bishops whose staunch pro-Vatican positions are typically

closely aligned with Weigel's own. He reserves particular
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scorn for their unseemly scramble to take refuge in the psy-

chobabble of the American "therapeutic culture"—concen-

trating on "curing" abusive priests rather than protecting

vulnerable children.

Weigel is extremely knowledgeable on the inner work-

ings of both the American Church and the Vatican bureau-

cracy. He argues that the sexual abuse scandals are not a

failure of celibacy, but a failure of priests to be celibate, with

at least the passive connivance of their bishops. The bulk of

Weigel's scorn is heaped on prelates who are afraid to lead

or command, who can speak only in a kind of fogbound re-

ligious legalese, who have allowed homosexual subcultures

to flourish within their seminaries and priestly communi-

ties, and who have given over their dioceses to a lay bureau-

cracy that often exhibits little allegiance to Catholic values

and papal teachings.

Weigel wants bishops to take back control of their dioce-

ses, and he wants priests and seminarians to evidence fideli-

ty to Catholic teaching, including celibacy and traditional

Catholic sexual ethics. Homosexual men may be admitted to

the priesthood, but not "gay" men—that is, men who adopt

the gay lifestyle and define their personalities through their

homosexuality. Weigel has no doubts that the Church could

find good priests in sufficient number. Dioceses like Denver,

Colorado, Lincoln, Nebraska, and Arlington, Virginia,

where bishops have consciously adopted a strict, counter-

cultural model for the Church, he claims, are ordaining lots

of "healthy" young men. Based on my one extended visit to

the Lincoln diocese several years ago, he may be right. Al-

together, his book is informed and wide-ranging, clear,

crisp, and direct. It is likely to be a tocsin for the conserva-

tive cause, and liberals who ignore it will do so at their peril.

Other conservative writers and editors—notably Michael

Novak of the American Enterprise Institute and Philip

Lawler of Catholic World Report—have contributed brief

commentaries to an instant book, Shaken By Scandals,

prompted by recent events. Overall, this volume expresses

roughly the positions put forward by Weigel, but less co-

gently and forcefully.

DONALD COZZENS is a diocesan priest, a psycholo-

gist, and a college teacher (most recently at John Carroll

University in Cleveland, Ohio), and his Sacred Silence is the

implicit liberal riposte to Weigel. Sacred Silence is notable

for its quietness and very lack of certainty. As to his target,

Cozzens leaves no doubt: It is the habit of denial inculcated

by the exclusively male, privileged, essentially medieval

structure of the Church. Just to read the conventional de-

nials issued upon the first intimations of the crisis that

Cozzens assembles is an embarrassment—that the charges

were not true; that abuse was very rare; that the crisis was

trumped up by the media (Cardinal Law publicly called

down the wrath of God on the Boston Globe—"we call down
God's power on the media, particularly the Globe,'''' he said);

that the problem was no worse than in other professions;

that the victims encouraged and enjoyed priests' sexual at-

tentions; that the consequences were not that severe.

Cozzens first encountered the clerical brand of Orwellian

double-think as a young seminarian when he was required

to take the oath against Modernism at the same time that

the bishops of the Second Vatican Council were embracing

many of the positions he was required to forswear. The in-

ability of bishops to deal with the abuse crisis, Cozzens ar-

gues, is part of an ingrained habit of defensiveness, starting

with the once standard seminary regime in which "Catholic

philosophy alone has the truth" and virtually all non-

Catholic thinkers are "adversaries." Cardinals, according to

Cozzens, make an explicit vow to "keep in confidence any-

thing that . . . would cause a scandal or harm to the

Church." Cardinal Law, in other words, may have just been

doing his job when he sheltered Geoghan and Shanley.

The great threat to the Church, in Cozzens's view, is a

clerical mandarinate, ambitious, lost in details of ritual and

regalia, remote from workaday concerns of raising families

and making a living, and ready to conceal even terrible crimes

rather than risk a loss of status. Cozzens does not believe that

celibacy causes pedophilia, but fears that it creates too narrow

a base of candidates for the priestly life. An honest inquiry

into the state of the Church, he believes, would expose a need

for major overhauls, including scrapping the insistence on

celibacy and an all-male priesthood. The path to renewal for

Cozzens, however, is less a question of specific administrative

reforms than of embracing a commitment to truth, of listen-

ing to "contemplative voices" who will speak with "no denial,

no half-truths, no minimization, no duplicitous spins."

GARRY WILLS 'S Why I Am a Catholic was rushed into

print after the sex abuse revelations, although it mentions

them only in passing. According to Wills, the book is a re-

sponse to the question put by many readers of his previous

book, Papal Sins: Given Wills 's seemingly jaundiced view of

the papacy, why doesn't he just leave the Church? Wills's an-

swer is that it is possible to be both a critic of the papacy and

a loyal Catholic in the tradition of his intellectual heroes,

Lord Acton, G. K. Chesterton, and John Henry Newman.
As if to underscore that point, the greater part of his book

is a con brio retelling of the bleakest and bloodiest episodes

of papal corruption and deceit through the centuries—from
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the tissue of forgeries that supported papal claims to secular

power, through the papal jihads launched against Cathars,

Albigensians, Muslims, and others, to the manipulations of

scripture and history in support of claims to infallibility and

the impermissibility of women priests.

What really keeps Wills in the Church, however, may be

his fondness for Greek. He prefers to recite the Our Father

in Greek, and ends his book with a splendid exegesis of the

Greek text of the prayer. (I assumed at first that he was

praising a translation, but according to the Catholic Encyclo-

pedia, the evangelist Matthew was fluent in Greek, and there

is a strong case that our Greek text of his gospel, where the

prayer appears, is actually the original version.) Wills is a

fine literary critic, and his exposition of the prayer is not

only extraordinarily beautiful but reveals a text of astonish-

ingly sophisticated theological sensibility. By itself, it's

worth the price of admission.

EUGENE KENNEDY is a psychologist and former priest

who has been making the case against the priestly celibacy

rule for more than 30 years, and he makes it again in his new
book, The Unhealed Wound. This time, unfortunately, he has

chosen to couch it in the language of the Grail legend. An-

fortas, the Fisher-King, caught in illicit love in Wagner's

version of the myth, was lanced in the groin by a sorcerer,

and condemned to pain-ridden immortality until released

by Parsifal, the holy fool. Get it? The "seeping wound" is

celibacy, you see, and, well ....

In any case, the wings of metaphor carry Kennedy quite

over the top. All problems in the history of the Church stem

from its drive toward sexual power, the "male reverie of

costless sexual domination." Catholics (or clerics; it's not

clear) are "penned animals," while sexual control is the

"gratification [the Church's] officials take as lonely men do

in the last rows of a darkened theater." Theological ortho-

doxy is a form of kinky sexual oppression, requiring

Catholics to "forsake their potency and, therefore, maim
themselves intentionally and suicidally at the command of,

and to gratify, the Institution." And much more in this vein.

There are strong arguments for a non-celibate male and fe-

male Catholic priesthood, and most of them are in this book

but buried under layers of nonsense.

Taking the opposing, restorationist side in the celibacy

question is Michael S. Rose, the former editor of St. Cather-

ine's Review. In Goodbye, Good Men, Rose focuses on some of

the nuttier experiments in post-Vatican II seminary training

that, in the effort to be "modern," fostered permissive atti-

tudes toward heterosexual and homosexual experimenta-

tion. Most all-male societies, from prison populations to the
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19th-century Oxford and Cambridge dons, tend to evolve

significant homosexual subcultures, at least in the absence of

aggressive repression. Rose contends that homosexual net-

works took over many important seminaries in the late

1960s and 1970s, chasing away the sexually straight and the-

ologically orthodox. As one priest recalls his seminary days

in the 1970s: "If you wore a cassock, you were a reactionary

'daughter of Trent.' If you wore women's underwear, they'd

make you seminarian of the year." The fact that such a large

number of the sex abuse cases involve actively homosexual

priests targeting teenage boys in seminaries tends to support

Rose's case.

The problem with Rose's argument, however, and with

Kennedy's, and Cozzen's, is that the danger of a predomi-

nantly homosexual clergy could probably be dealt with either

by dropping the all-male, all-celibate rule or by a firm return

to pre-Vatican II disciplines. The sex abuse scandals, that is,

become just one more platform for liberal and conservative

polemics, each side insisting on a return to its own brand of

first principles, which each duly defends with reams of his-

torical and scriptural evidence. The gap between the restora-

tionist and liberal sides seems much too wide and deeply felt

to be bridged by polite conversation. Civil wars, unfortu-

nately, are always the bloodiest and usually end only with the

total exhaustion of one side or the other.

THE NEW sex abuse revelations have prompted the re-

issue of two books from the first round of scandals a decade

ago—Jason Berry's Lead Us Not Into Temptation, and Frank

Bruni and Elinor Burkett's A Gospel of Shame. Berry was a

local reporter when the Gauthe case first surfaced in

Louisiana, and he did much of the digging for the early

National Catholic Reporter investigations. He is an intelligent

man and a good writer, but his book is marred by a movie-

script style of quick cuts and reconstructed conversations

that make it hard to follow. Bruni and Burkett were part of

the New York Times team on the story, and their account is

the more workmanlike.

Amid the cacophony of lay and clerical voices weighing

in on the priestly sex abuse crisis, the one constant is how
little anyone knows about its true extent. One therefore

turns to a clinical book, Bless Me Fatherfor I Have Sinned, in

eager anticipation, finally, of some hard facts. Bless Me Fa-

ther is a collection of academic papers that grew out of a

1998 conference on clerical sexual abuse. Many of the con-

tributions are forbiddingly technical, but there are several

useful analyses of what is actually known about the prob-

lem—and, regrettably, it is not much. Such data as we do

have suggest, however, that the number of true pe-

dophiles—adults who prey on prepubescent children

—

among priests is quite low. But when priests do get involved

with minors, they are much more likely than other sex of-

fenders to be involved with boys. That may reflect opportu-

nity—the majority of sex offenses with minor girls occur

within the family—or it may reflect a homosexual orienta-

tion of the priesthood. But as the authors are quick to con-

cede, all data are suspect. Everything we have comes from

unrepresentative samples, and almost nothing is known
about the sex lives of priests who don't get into trouble.

Worryingly, boys are much less likely to report sexual abuse

than girls are—probably because of the stigma of homosex-

uality—and there are some wisps of data that suggest that

the problem may be far worse than imagined. One study of

sex abusers who were themselves abused as children found

that an astonishingly large percentage of their abusers—60

percent—were Catholic priests or brothers.

And there, perhaps, is the final scandal. Almost 20 years

after the first revelations of sexual abuse by Catholic clergy,

there has still not been a comprehensive survey of the extent

of the problem. As the excuses lamely have it, each diocese

is an independent entity, responsible only to Rome, so there

is no central mechanism for collecting the data. Rome,

which doesn't hesitate to dictate the exact texts of state-

ments from American bishops' conferences, pretends to be

too respectful of local prerogative to order a proper study.

Until that is remedied, it is hard to argue that the Church

is yet treating the problem with the seriousness that it de-

serves.

Charles R. Morris

Charles R. Monis is the author of American Catholic: The
Saints and Sinners Who Built America's Most Powerful

Church (1997).

To learn more about

Church in the 21st Century

events and about

the issues under study, visit

www.bc.edu/church21
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Louis Sheedy (left) and John Boyle at St. Mary's Church in Dedham, Massachusetts

Work in progress
FOR PERMANENT DEACONS, THE JOB DESCRIPTION IS STILL BEING WRITTEN

St. Paul was famously called to God while commuting to

Damascus by horse in the early part of the first century.

Louis Sheedy 's religious calling came more recently but in

equally prosaic circumstances: while waiting for a traffic

light to change during his commute to work early one

morning in 1994. "Now do my work," came the voice as

Sheedy '59, MS'70, waited sleepily at a Boston intersection.

An Army veteran not given to hearing disembodied voices,

Sheedy shrugged off the exhortation. But the voice repeat-

ed the message for five consecutive days. A lector at St. Su-

sanna's, in Dedham, Massachusetts, Sheedy, 65, mentioned

the strange voice to his pastor, who asked Sheedy if he had

ever thought of becoming a permanent deacon. Sheedy, the

father of seven, hadn't the faintest idea what a deacon was.
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But before long the soon-to-be-retired director of

Boston's Passport Office was learning a great deal about the

office of the permanent diaconate, one of the three "degrees"

of Holy Orders in the Catholic Church and arguably one of

Vatican IPs most visible yet poorly understood reforms. The
modern-day permanent diaconate came out of the Church's

desire to better serve the spiritual needs of priest-poor Third

World parishes. According to a 2000 report from George-

town University's Center for Applied Research in the Apos-

tolate (CARA), there were by 1998 approximately 25,300

deacons worldwide. And yet, despite these numbers, as the

report suggests, "In many ways . . . the diaconate is still a

ministry in development," a calling whose responsibilities

and status have not reached full or even consistent definition.

Unlike bishops and priests—the other two "degrees"

—

deacons can be married, though one of the diaconate 's more

challenging requirements is the vow not to remarry should

your wife predecease you. Another challenge is a demanding

four-year spiritual and academic formation program. "I

would call it Seminary Lite," says John Boyle '59, a deacon

at St. Joseph's Parish in Holbrook, Massachusetts. The first

year, called "Aspirancy," gives the candidates a broad

overview of Church teaching, including instruction in spir-

ituality and the history and purpose of the diaconate. Ses-

sions are held two or three times a month, and in most

dioceses wives are required to participate in this first year of

study. A more intensive three years follow, with classes held

two nights a week. The curriculum parallels the theological

and pastoral training that priests receive in seminary. Scrip-

ture, moral and dogmatic theology, and Church history are

among the topics covered. A pastoral internship is required.

Boyle and Sheedy both served their internships as hospital

chaplains. Both were ordained in 2000, along with 20 other

married men, by Cardinal Bernard Law.

LIKE PRIESTS, deacons receive the sacrament of Holy

Orders, which entails the "laying on of hands" by the bish-

op. During the ordination ceremony, the bishop recites a

consecratory prayer, addressed to God, which includes these

words: "You enrich [the Church] with every kind of grace /

and perfect it with diversity of members / to serve the whole

body in a wonderful pattern of unity. / You established a

threefold ministry of worship and service, for the glory of

your name."

"Service" is the key word. The Greek verb diakonein,

from which the noun deacon is derived, literally means "to

serve," and according to the Catechism of the Catholic

Church, deacons, at the "lower level of the hierarchy," are

ordained "in order to serve." They do not participate in the

"ministerial priesthood of Christ" in the same way priests

and bishops do. Today, deacons preside at baptisms, funer-

als, and weddings; they can proclaim the gospel and preach.

But they cannot hear confessions or celebrate Mass.

Historically, the office of deacon can be traced back to

apostolic times, and is alluded to in a number of places in

the New Testament. Women, most scholars agree, exercised

the diaconal ministry along with men in the early Church.

Why women stopped performing diaconal duties is not

clear, although some patriarchal bias may have been at work.

Permanent deacons have always existed in the Eastern

Catholic and Orthodox churches. But in the Western

Church, conflict seems to have arisen between priests and

deacons by the mid-first millennium, and by the seventh

century the diaconate as a distinct ministry had largely dis-

appeared. Instead, the office of deacon became a step in the

process of becoming a priest. In the 1960s the Second Vati-

can Council called for the restoration of the permanent di-

aconate, opening it to married men, but not to women,
though many scholars hold that there are no theological ob-

stacles to such ordination.

As noted above, the effort at the Second Vatican Council

to restore the permanent diaconate was led by bishops from

the Third World, who hoped deacons would help address

the problems caused by a chronic lack of vocations to the

priesthood. At the time, vocations to the priesthood were

flourishing in the United States. That situation has changed

dramatically, of course, and by 1998, according to the

CARA report, there were more permanent deacons in the

United States (13,000) than in the rest of the world com-

bined. Roughly 200 deacons serve in the Archdiocese of

Boston (28 of them BC graduates). With the number of

priests in the United States expected to fall from more than

45,000 today to 20,000 by 2005, some speculate that the

American Church will soon have as many deacons as it has

priests. But Leo Donoghue, MA'86, the Boston Archdio-

cese's diaconate director, doubts that will happen.

Donoghue points out that when the permanent diaconate

program began in Boston in the mid-1970s, there were close

to 40 candidates in each class. In the last decade, the classes

have usually been less than half that size. "I am not certain

that the number of priests and deacons will even out because

our deacons actually have a much shorter time in ministry

than priests. Most of our men are ordained at about 55 years

old and must retire at 75," Donoghue says, "so our overall

numbers do not grow very fast."

As Donoghue suggests, the diaconate, like the priesthood,

has its own demographic problems. According to CARA,
half of all deacons are 60 or older, many of them retired from

secular careers. Twenty percent are over 70. The prohibition

against remarriage after a spouse's death doubtless deters

younger men. And so too may the demands of an active min-
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istry, carried out on a volunteer basis—particularly when it

comes to men with young families and at the beginning of

their careers. "People who think that an end of celibacy

would solve the vocation crisis should talk to deacons'

wives," says John Boyle. "My daughter says that it would be

like being married to a doctor without the money."

THE CHURCH, in fact, requires a wife's explicit endorse-

ment before accepting a candidate for deacon into the pro-

gram. Louis Sheedy says he agrees with this policy. His wife,

Diane, is now called "Mrs. Deacon Lou" by many at St.

Mary's, Sheedy's new parish in Dedham, Massachusetts. "You

couldn't be successful if your wife isn't supportive," Sheedy

says. "This has been an incredible association between the

parish and priests and me and Diane. She's been a very good

sounding board. It's a two-person job." But how that "two-

person job" fits into the Church's traditional understanding of

ministry is uncertain, even controversial for some.

The restoration of the permanent diaconate by Vatican II

was in part an effort to reclaim the "authentic differentiated

nature of the sacrament," according to Fr. Robert Imbelli,

professor of theology at BC. That effort, Imbelli points out,

also led to the reinstitution of other ministries now open to

the laity, such as lector and acolyte. In the course of the

Church's long history, says Imbelli, "the priesthood had

usurped the whole of the theology of Orders." At Vatican II,

Imbelli says, one of the ideas behind resurrecting the perma-

nent diaconate "was that people in positions of leadership in

the professions would provide leadership for the Church's

social ministry in the secular world." Similarly, the deacon's

liturgical role, in proclaiming the gospel and dismissing the

congregation at the end of Mass with the exhortation to go

out into the world, is meant to articulate the social aspects of

his ministry. But the shortage of priests has inevitably meant

that deacons—who wear their stoles over one shoulder to

publicly distinguish themselves from priests, but who are

now routinely seen proclaiming the gospel, preaching, dis-

tributing communion, and performing baptism—are best

known to lay Catholics as liturgical actors. "The temptation

is to use deacons as auxiliary priests," Imbelli says.

Indeed, concerns about the proper relationship between

the permanent diaconate and the priesthood are widespread

in certain theological circles, and it is rumored that Rome is

in the process of preparing a statement on the question.

"The whole theological understanding of who a deacon is

has yet to be fully worked out," Imbelli says. "The theology

is still struggling to come to grips with the practice."

That observation would seem to be confirmed by the ex-

perience of Sheedy and others. "Even though we're dea-

cons, they continue to call us 'Father,'" Sheedy says of

parishioners. "Many in the Catholic community don't have

a good idea of what a deacon does and what a deacon is."

At St. Joseph's, Boyle, 68, a retired lawyer, has had simi-

lar experiences. "As there are more deacons in active min-

istry, [Catholics] are becoming more aware, but still most

are confused," he says. "When we are vested, most call us

'Father,' even when we have just given a homily in which we
talk about our family."

Boyle says that in fact many men are drawn to the dia-

conate as a way to help overworked and beleaguered priests.

"It was our concern for their welfare that prompted us to

seek ordination," he says. "We know that we cannot replace

priests, but we can supplement them and support them. All

the deacons I know love the priesthood and priests. I don't

believe the stress and strain under which [priests] function is

fully understood by the laity or the episcopacy."

BOTH IMBELLI and Sheedy think deacons can play an

important part in helping to restore the laity's trust in the

Church in the aftermath of the sexual abuse scandal. Dea-

cons' commitment to the Church and their experience of

the secular world, both say, put them in a unique position to

address the everyday concerns of the laity. For example,

Sheedy says his counseling of laid-off workers is helped im-

mensely by the fact that he has "been through that sort of

thing. Priests haven't." The same may be said for the raising

of children and the understanding of sexual life within mar-

riage. "It seems to me that the men of the diaconate and

their wives could be a potent resource," Imbelli says. "But

the question remains whether the bishops will be creative

and confident enough to draw upon this resource."

Sheedy agrees. "We as deacons owe it not just to the hi-

erarchy but to the people in the pews to tell it like it is. To

say when something is wrong. Yes, we can help heal the

Church. But of course we must be asked to perform that

function."

Boyle is more circumspect. "I believe we deacons can

preach on behalf of priests in a manner that would seem

self-serving if it came from a priest. I have done so and peo-

ple have thanked me," he says. "As far as healing the rift

with the 'official Church,' I don't know. If by the 'official

Church' you mean the bishops, I believe the issue is still in

doubt. Many [deacons] are conflicted. We are trying to rec-

oncile our promise of 'respect and obedience' to the [bish-

op] with our disappointment in the failure of the official

Church to protect the children. This has been a difficult

time for deacons as well as priests."

Paul Baumann

Paul Baumann is executive editor 0/Commonweal.
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St. Ignatius Church, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts

Rights and responsibilities
WHAT DO THE LAITY, CLERGY, AND BISHOPS OWE ONE ANOTHER?

Judging from comments overheard in the crowd before-

hand, many of the 300 people who attended a September 23

panel discussion on the role of the Catholic laity came be-

cause they wanted to learn about the major changes in the

Catholic Church that would be needed to increase lay in-

volvement, especially as the Church seeks to move beyond

the recent clergy abuse scandals. But in fact, no major

changes are needed, the three panelists—a priest, a theolo-

gian, and an active lay parishioner—all said: The laity al-

ready have the theological mandate and the power under

canon law to shape the Church; the challenge for laypeople

is to realize and act on that power.

"It's not a question of may or might the laity participate,

but rather that they must participate in the governance of the
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Church," Thomas Groome, professor of theology at BC and

a national authority on religious formation, told the crowd,

most of which, apart from a smattering of students and fac-

ulty, seemed to come from the broad middle of the Catholic

laity beyond campus. "We should exercise the rights and re-

sponsibilities that come with our baptism. Otherwise, we fail

to take our faith seriously as adult Christians."

The lively discussion took place in the basement cafete-

ria of Lyons Hall. (It had been scheduled for a smaller room,

then moved to accommodate the large turnout.) Offered

through Boston College's Church in the 21st Century ini-

tiative, it was to be the first of three nights of panel discus-

sions on "The Laity and the Governance of the Church"

sponsored by the theology department. The other two pan-

elists were Rev. Walter Cuenin, the longtime pastor of Our
Lady Help of Christians parish, in Newton, Massachusetts,

and Mary Jo Bane, a professor of government at Harvard

University who is active in her Dorchester parish and who
is organizing a cross-parish lay leadership forum in Boston.

The panel was moderated by Lisa Sowle Cahill, a BC pro-

fessor of theology.

Cuenin laid the groundwork by briefly tracing the histo-

ry of the sacraments of baptism and ordination. For cen-

turies, he said, children were baptized individually and often

privately, away from the sanctuary, with the chief purpose of

the ritual being to cleanse original sin. But since the Second

Vatican Council the meaning of infant baptism has changed,

he continued, becoming more communal and less individual.

"Baptism marks a person's entry into the Christian commu-
nity" and to the responsibilities that entails, Cuenin said. "All

of us are empowered by the spirit through baptism, which

gives every Catholic a share in the priesthood of Christ."

In a similar way, Cuenin said, the source of the power to

ordain priests is now seen to come from the "community of

the baptized." Changes in the ordination liturgy requiring a

congregational response (the saying of "Amen," for exam-

ple) reflect a growing awareness of the community's role.

"While the bishop still presides, there is a sense today that

it's the whole Church that ordains," he said. As a result of

these theological changes, as well as some demographic

ones such as the decline in priestly vocations, the Church,

said Cuenin, may have to rethink the sharp distinction it has

historically made between the categories of clergy and laity.

BANE BEGAN by stressing the difficulties of the current

moment for Catholics. "It is an easy time in which to be dis-

couraged and to withdraw from the community, to exit in

response to distress," she said. "It's also an easy time to be

angry and exercise 'voice' through protests and strident crit-

icism." Neither response, however, is constructive or "con-

sistent with our baptismal calling," she said. "We need to be

developing a loyal voice, imagining and bringing into being

the Church that our God would have us live in, in this place,

in these times." Bane said that by loyal, she did not mean
subservient: "A loyal voice is attentive to revelation and re-

spectful of tradition but also confidently prophetic and vi-

sionary—and as radical as the voice of Him who lives

forever in the Church."

Bane brought a social science perspective to the cause as

well. Large institutions, she said, routinely recognize that

"human beings are susceptible to the corruptions of

power—and that no one person or small group can be as

creative or productive as a larger group mobilized in the ser-

vice of its mission." In dioceses as in corporations, she said

to applause, Americans "have learned recently just how
much havoc can be wreaked when power and greed are

unchecked." If conditions of "participation, freedom, and

decentralization" can strengthen secular institutions and

serve their purposes, Bane said, then "surely our God, infi-

nitely creative and inclusive, would want us to make use of

these human innovations in the service of the most impor-

tant mission of all."

Groome said that in the Catholic Church laypeople will

likely continue to encounter the "roadblock of clerical-

ism"—what he described as an "exclusivist, elitist, clerical

caste system, in which priests are held to be like gods" and

which stands in opposition to authentic priesthood. Never-

theless, he said, the clergy abuse scandals are "an occasion

for all [Catholics] to grow up" and face their obligation.

"One of the gifts of this dreadful scandal," he said, "is that it

may force us to take upon ourselves the unfinished agenda

of Vatican Council II."

AN OLDER member of the audience who did not give her

name described the pain of having her adult daughter,

whom she had raised to be a good Catholic, turn against the

Church because of its attitudes toward women. The woman
said she and her daughter rarely discussed religious views

these days, but that the daughter had called recently to say

that she had read an article in the New Yorker about a

Catholic parish that was inclusive, open, loving, and pro-

gressive.

"She said, 'Mom, if there had been a parish like that

when I was a little younger, I probably would have stayed,'"

according to the woman. The parish in question, it turned

out, was Our Lady Help of Christians, in Newton, whose

pastor, Cuenin, sat on the panel. From the murmurs in the

room, it seemed that progress perceived in even one parish

offered some comfort.

Richard J. Higgins
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POSTSCRIPT

Seven storied mountains
GIANT KILLER ERIK WEIHENMAYER '91

On September 5, Erik

Weihenmayer '91 completed

his quest to ascend the tallest

mountain on each of the

seven continents by summit-

ing 7,3 16-foot Mt. Kosciusko

(right, second from bottom),

the highest peak in Australia.

With that, he became the first

blind person to accomplish

the feat.

BCM interviewed

Weihenmayer in Fall 2001

("Contact"), shortly after his

29,035-foot ascent of Nepal's

Mt. Everest (right, third

from top), and he described

the sensations at the summit:

"There are prayer flags lying

on the ground flapping in

the breeze. You can hear

them. The snow is almost like

ice. You hear the wind howl-

ing and, all around, you can

hear just space. The sound of

open space is beautiful."

Weihenmayer began his

assault on the so-called Seven

Summits in 1995 with Alaska's

20,320-foot Denali, or Mt.

McKinley (above). There fol-

lowed 19,340-foot Kilimanjaro

in Tanzania in 1997 (bottom

right), where he married his

wife, Ellie; Argentina's

22,834-foot Aconcagua, in

1999 (top right); the 16,066-

foot Vinson Massif in

Antarctica, in 2001 (second

from top); and Russia's

18,510-foot Mt. Elbrus, in

2002 (third from bottom).

A former teacher turned

motivational speaker,

Weihenmayer lost his sight

to retinoschisis, a congenital

disorder, at age 1 3 . He has

since taken up competitive

wrestling, rock climbing, ski-

ing, and paragliding.

Tim Heffernan

Erik Weihenmayers book, Touch

the Top of the World, is avail-

able at a discount from the BC
Bookstore via the BCM Web

site: ww1v.bc.edu/bc7n

PHOTO CREDITS, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT JAMIE BLOOMQUIST; CHRIS MORRIS; CHRIS MORRIS; LUIS BENITEZ; DIDRIK JOHNCK; MICHAEL BROWN; JOANNA STORM
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WORKS & DAYS

Muscle man
PERSONAL TRAINER STEVE ZIM '88

Zim (right) and Weekend Today cohost David Bloom outside NBC's New York studios

Steve Zim (ne Zimmelman) leads a visitor to a treadmill at

A Tighter U, his three-year-old gym in Culver City, Cali-

fornia, and sets his inner clock. Ten minutes later, he takes

his guest's raised pulse and calculates a target heart rate, for-

going the usual dossier on first-time clients (weight, body

fat, other measurements). Then he maneuvers her around to

a Hip Abduction machine and next to a Leg Curl machine

and then to a mat. Lying butt lifts, triceps kickbacks, kick-

backs with twist, and a killer maneuver called W-shoulders

build to a sweaty, muscle-burning finale, a series of crunch-

es and bicycle churns. Afterward, Zim recalls the 30-minute

routine perfectly. "People sometimes think I'm not paying

attention, but I remember everything they do," he says.

Eighteen years ago, while still a student at BC (majoring

in Romance languages), Zim was introduced to a doctor

who rehabilitated injured patients using infrared photogra-

phy as a diagnostic tool. Zim began utilizing infrared tech-

niques to devise efficient workouts for himself that would

reach deep into muscle mass. After graduation he settled in

California, aspiring to act but finding success as a fitness in-

structor with the regimen he'd developed. He tagged his ap-

proach "hot point," and eventually wrote a book, Hot Point

Fitness: The Revolutionary New Program for Fast and Total Body

Transformation (2000). For a brief time last year, Zim's book

was number three on the Amazon best-seller list
—

"two

ahead of John Grisham," Zim notes. He is now a regular

guest on NBC's Weekend Today show, appearing about every

six weeks to give workout tips and offer insights into trends

("step classes are out, ankle and wrist weights are way out,

freestyle rope-jumping is in," he says).

Zim, who grew up in Newton, Massachusetts, started

working out as a teenager, in a dark and stuffy gym tucked

within an industrial neighborhood. Now he spends long

hours at A Tighter U, where light floods in the front win-

dows, and the back door rolls up to reveal the brilliant

Southern California sky. His clientele is a mix of profes-

sional athletes (baseball players, figure skaters), celebrity ac-

tors, and neighborhood folk, and "everyone's treated the

same," he says. "It's like Cheers, but a gym instead of a bar."

Suzanne Mantell

Suzanne Mantell is afreelance writer based in Los Angeles. Steve

Zim's Hot Point Fitness is available at a discount from the BC
Bookstore, via the BCM Web site: www.bc.edu/ban



For Patrick and Aja Stokes (above), Boston College's Ever to Excel Campaign represents not simply an opportunity to strengthen

Alma Mater, but a chance to invest in ideals and in young men and women who will carry those ideals into the future. The

Stokes' investment takes theform ofa $3 million gift to the University's endowmentfund. Photograph by Gary Wayne Gilbert.

ADDED VALUE

Mr. Stokes, a member of the Class of 1964

and the president and CEO of Anheuser-

Busch Companies, Inc., said, "I know from

my experience as a student, an alumnus, a

parent of three sons who graduated from

BC, and a trustee, that Boston College is a

unique university. It not only educates

men and women to think and be success-

ful, but also to give back, to make a critical

difference in the world. That's why the

Stokes family is proud of its association

with Boston College and committed to

supporting BC's mission."
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